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SUMMARY
Solar flares are perhaps the most remarkable transient events 
within the solar system. A century of observation has done little 
to elucidate their true nature. Their secrets are hidden-.even- from 
the sophisticated satellite experiments which have kept up an intensive 
surveillance for the last decade. Thebe experiments have, however, 
produced an indigestible mass of data.. ; .From these we must try to 
synthesis an.-.overall picture of the flare and identify the physical 
processes responsible.
c
In this thesis two aspects of the flare problem are considered.
The first concerns hard X-ray emission during the impulsive phase of 
the flare. The electron trap model of the hard X-ray source is 
analysed in detail and the predicted directivity and polarisation of 
its emission found to be compatible with hard X-ray observational data. 
Secondly, a self-consistent model of the soft X-ray flare is developed. 
Mass motion, which has previously been ignored in such models,, is 
shown to be of vital importance.'
In Chapter I, the observational evidence concerning all types of 
flare emission is summarised. The coherency of a picture of the 
flare in which energetic electrons play a central part is pointed out. 
and the significance of hard X-ray emission as an indicator of the 
properties of these electrons noted. Current hard X-ray source 
models are described in Chapter II and their predictions for the 
flare X-radiation outlined. Other topics of importance to the 
hard X-ray problem - bremsstrahlung radiation, the albedo effect and 
modulation of the X-ray flux - are also discussed here. Finally, 
the predictions of the source models are compared with observation 
and important .areas, of; experimental and theoretical research suggested.
The; electron trap hard X-ray source model is analysed in Chapter 
III. This model, whose properties have only been guessed at until 
now, postulates that high energy electrons are trapped in a coronal 
magnetic arch where they emit bremsstrahlung radiation while decaying
collisionally on the time scale of the hard X-ray burst decay. 
Directivity and polarisation of the emission are predicted for a 
variety of trapped electron distributions over energy and pitch angle. 
Predicted properties of the hard X-ray emission are presented in 
Chapters IV and V. Chapter IV is concerned with the total X-ray 
flux from the trap while Chapter V deals with some aspects of the 
^spatially resolved emission, in particular the predicted 1,behind-the- 
limb" X-ray flux. In both chapters, results are compared with the 
observational data available and observations which could help to 
discriminate between this and other source models suggested.
In Chapter VI a model of the soft X-ray flare is developed.
The model consists of a high density coronal filament into the centre 
of which energy is injected during the impulsive phase of the flare. 
First, the potential importance of mass motion in this situation is 
demonstrated by dimensional analysis. Then a numerical treatment 
of the fluid dynamic equations is developed. Computational results 
describing the evolution of the filament, under a variety of - 
conditions, are presented in Chapter VII. Conclusions drawn from 
the dimensional analysis are vindicated and deeper insight into the 
energy transport processes operating in the filament obtained.
The soft X-ray differential emission measure is examined and it is 
suggested that the form is compatible with that inferred from 
observation.
PREFACE
This thesis is concerned with two aspects of the solar flare 
problem. Production of hard X-rays during the impulsive phase of a 
flare is the first topic. The electron trap model of the hard X-ray 
source, whose properties have until now only been guessed at, is 
analysed in detail. Directivity and polarisation of the emission 
are predicted for a variety of trapped electron distributions and 
found to be compatible with hard X-ray observational data. Secondly, 
a model of a filamentary soft X-ray source is constructed. The 
importance of mass motion, a feature previously ignored in analyses of 
this type, is established.
In Chapter I a. general account of solar flares is given. A 
more specialised discussion of hard X-ray observation and theory is 
presented in Chapter II. The electron trap model is analysed in-' 
Chapter III and the predicted properties of hard X-ray emission are 
described in Chapters IV and V. In Chapter VI the filament model of 
the soft X-ray source is developed. The importance of mass motion 
is demonstrated first by dimensional analysis, then by numerical 
solution of the fluid dynamic equations. Computational, results are 
presented in Chapter VII.
The original research in this thesis is contained in Chapters '
III - VII. The work described in Chapters VI and VII was undertaken 
in cooperation with Ian Craig, to whom I am grateful for many valuable 
and stimulating disoussions.
The work of this thesis was carried out while I was a research 
student in the Department of Astronomy, University of Glasgow, from 
1972 - 1975- 1 am deeply grateful to my supervisor, Dr. John C. Brown
for his guidance, constant encouragement and friendship during the 
period of this work. I thank also Professor P.A. Sweet for his 
encouragement and helpful advice, and Matthew "Robertson for useful 
discussions. I am indebted, to Mrs. L. Williamson for her magical
transformation of a patchwork of illegible scribbles into the finished 
manuscript, and to Pat Moran of the Computing Service for much advice 
and assistance concerning computing facilities.
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University of Sussex, and I am grateful to Professors R.J. Tayler and 
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CHAPTER I 
SOLAR FLARES
1. INTRODUCTION
Introducing a paper on the structure of the sun in 1895, E.J. 
Wilczynski wrote "almost every student of solar physics has his own 
theory, and usually he himself is the only one that believes in it".
Our knowledge of the internal structure of the sun has vastly improved 
since the turn of the century and despite recent controversy over the 
solar neutrino flux, most astronomoners accept that the basic physics 
of stellar structure is well understood.
But the above quoted statement exactly describes the state of 
the study of surface phenomena on the sun today. In particular, solar 
flares. Although the existence of solar flares has been recognised 
since their first detection by Hodgson (1859) and Carrington (1859), 
a century of observation and theoretical study has done little to 
elucidate the nature of the mechanism which gives rise to these 
violent events.
The rate of collection of data on solar flares lurched upwards 
with the dawning of the age of Technology. Observations outside the 
optical window became possible when radio-astronomy got under way in 
the 1920’s, and the recent innovation of satellite platforms gave 
experimenters their first opportunity to study emission from flares 
in the EUV, soft X-ray, hard X-ray and y-ray bands.
In addition to this extension of the observable range of electro­
magnetic radiation from U decades to 10 decades, the ability to place 
instruments outside the Earth's atmosphere has also enabled particle 
emission from the sun to be studied directly for the first time.
Solar flares are notable for their diversity. A flare which 
covers a great area of the photosphere or is brighter in Ha light 
than another may not produce a greater X-ray f]ux nor eject a larger
2plasma cloud into inter-planetary space. The areal extent and 
brightness of a flare in Ha emission is still used to classify 
flares because Ha was the best available means of observing flares 
until comparatively recently. However observations of the flare in 
other energy bands now shew that this historically important means 
of classification is only a rough guide to the character of the 
individual flare.
The total energy release during a large flare can be as high as 
323 x 10 ergs. Approximately half of this energy is released in 
the impulsive phase of the flare, which lasts for a few minutes and 
cthe rest is released slowly over a period of hours in the decay phase. 
The minimum energy observed appears to be limited only by the 
detection capabilities of instrumentation. It would perhaps give 
some clue to the mechanism responsible for the triggering of flares 
if a minimum energy cut-off were found, but even very small point 
brightenings, which occur very frequently, exhibit flare-like
I
properties. Large flares are perhaps easier to study theoretically 
than small flares since, although they occur infrequently, there is 
greater uniformity in their characteristics.
In the following sections a brief description of the observational 
techniques and results in each regime of the electromagnetic spectrum 
is given, in order of increasing quantum energy. A summary of the 
observations of particle emission follows. Then fill the observations 
are drawn together to synthesise an overall picture of the flare.
The relevance of the work described in this thesis to the flare problem 
is noted. pn the following sections I have tried to present the
information in a readable form by giving few references in the text.
The final section of this chapter is a bibliography giving a selection 
of references to work in each area. These are listed in chronological 
order within each subdivision. These references are not listed in 
the bibliography at the end of the thesis unless they are referred to 
elsewhere.
32. RADIO EMISSION
Although the amount of energy emitted by a flare at wavelengths
25 -7
longer than 1 mm is only ^10 erg - of order 10 of the flare
energy - these emissions are a sensitive indicator of the presence
of energetic particles in the flare.
The most important type of radio emission for this purpose is 
the microwave burst which is often observed in the impulsive phase 
of a flare. This form of emission is thought to be gyro-synchrotron 
radiation from electrons of energy ^ 100 keV - 1000 keV spiralling 
in a coronal magnetic field. We are particularly interested in 
the microwave burst since it is highly correlated with the hard X-ray 
emission, which a major part of this thesis is concerned with. This 
.correlation is discussed further in § 10 and in Chapter III.
, Type III bursts are also indicative of particle acceleration in 
the flare, as it is generally accepted that this type of emission is 
due to the excitation of plasma oscillations in the corona by streams 
of fast (^100 keV) electrons.
3. INFRA-RED
Although no observations of infra-red flare emission have been 
reported, Ohki and Hudson (1975) have studied possible sources of 
infra-red emission, and conclude that the detection of radiation in 
this waveband is a strong possibility. They show that if the 
energy spectrum of the electrons which produce synchrotron microwave 
emission extends to high enough energy (^ 10 MeV) detectable emission 
should be produced at the long wavelength end of the terrestrial 
atmosphere window (350V1). Another possible impulsive source of 
infra-red emission is the long wavelength tail of the white light 
optical continuum, which may be more easily detectable than in the 
optical region. Considering the gradual component of the flare,
they suggest that emission from hot coronal X-ray sources and 
from the Ha flare may he detectable in the infra-red waveband.
'k. OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS
White light continuum emission from a flare in 1859 made 
possible its detection by Carrington and Hodgson. But such flares 
are unusual. Two theories have been proposed to account for 
these events. Stein & Nay (1963) suggested that the white light 
was synchrotron radiation from very high energy electrons, but it 
is now believed to be more likely that overheating of the photosphere 
to produce enhanced emission, possibly by a beam of high energy 
electrons, is responsible. Both of these processes require that a
considerable fraction of the flare energy is carried by very high 
energy electrons, which may be the reason for the rarity of white 
light events.
The energy in optical flare emission is estimated to be 
31* 10 ergs in a large flare, which is <10$ of the total energy in 
a flare of this size. . _ -
Historically, the most important wavelength for flare 
observations is the Ha line. Narrowband optical observations in 
this region of the spectrum reveal a wealth of detail of the spatial 
structure in the flare region, but the information is difficult to 
interpret in an objective manner.
Two important results have been obtained by optical observation.
Firstly, the Balmer lines are found to be greatly broadened in a flare.
Stark broadening caused by enhanced electron density is generally
accepted as being the cause of this phenomena. The degree of
13 -3 .broadening implies an electron density of at least 10 cm m  the 
flare region, and together with data on line intensities indicates
kthat the electron temperature is slightly less than 10 K in disk flares, 
where the deeper layers of the flare are seen. The temperature
5is higher for limb flares, in which the lower regions of the flare 
are obscured due to the greater optical thickness. These data also 
imply that the emitting layer is very thin. Thus the optical flare 
is probably highly filamented.
A second important aspect of Ha observations arises because 
the optical waveband is at present the only region in the electro­
magnetic spectrum where high angular resolution is obtainable.
H a filter-grams of limb flares reveal motions in the flaring 
chromosphere and corona. Thus at least some of the flare energy 
appears in dynamical form. The most spectacular form of mass motion 
in an energetic sense is the ejection into interplanetary space, at
a velocity of up to 1000 km sec \  of a plasma blob whose mass can 
l6be of order 10 gm in a large flare. This can carry off half the 
total flare energy. Research on mass motion appears to be largely 
phenomenological, typical observations being described in the 
Proceedings of the Ninth Nobel Symposium (1968),
Perhaps the most important use of optical observations is in the 
measurement of chromospheric magnetic field strengths, -which can be 
determined by measuring the Zeeman splitting of optical lines. . • These 
potentially important observations are unfortunately somewhat 
restricted in usefulness as only the longitudinal component of the 
magnetic field can be confidently inferred. Furthermore, fine 
structure in the magnetic field pattern is seen in high resolution 
magneto-grams. Lower resolution observations can be misleading
as they show only a smeared out average field strength, which may be 
, considerably lower than the true field strength at a point if the 
magnetic flux is concentrated in narrow regions.
5. . EUV EMISSION
Radiation in the far ultra-violet (100 X< X <1000 X) during 
flares has been observed extensively by rocket and satellite experiments 
during the last decade, in particular by the much publicised Skylab
6mission. Sudden frequency deviations in terrestrial radio signals 
caused by ionisation in the Earth's upper atmosphere have also been 
used to infer EUV fluxes by Donnelly (1967). SFD measurements are 
obviously less expensive to perform than satellite experiments, but 
have two disadvantages - only relative EUV fluxes can be inferred 
accurately and spatial resolution is unobtainable.
EUV emission is modulated rapidly, being closely correlated
with the time variation of the hard X-ray flux. Therefore the
mechanisms which energise the two events must be closely coupled.
It is possible that the EUV reion is heated by X-ray emitting non-
'thermal electrons. Kane and Donnelly.(1971) show that the: EUV
emission is recombination radiation, which must arise in a region
11 -3.of density greater than 10 cm m  order that the modulation be 
as rapid as that observed. Estimates of the total energy in EUV 
are comparable with that of the optical flare.
6. SOFT X-RAY OBSERVATIONS
Soft X-ray emission from flares in the waveband 2-30 2 has been 
observed extensively in both line and continuum during the last 
decade. Recently, spatially resolved pictures have been
obtained using pinhole cameras, collimating systems and grazing 
incidence telescopes. The continuum soft X-ray emission is thermal 
bremsstrahlung while line emission originates from highly ionised
heavy ions. Observation indicates that the emission arises in a
7 • •multi-thermal plasma at temperatures around 10 K. Source densities
10 12 -3are though to lie m  the range 10 - 10 cm , although values as
1 3 - 3  •high as 10 cm have been proposed. The source volume is estimated
25 29 3 . .to be 10 - 10 cm , which is certainly compatible with typical flare
29 3volumes of 10 cm .
The soft X-ray flux follows the same pattern of development as 
the optical flare. The energy inferred to reside in the hot 
plasma is found to correlate with the time-integrated microwave and 
hard X-ray flux. This suggests that the optical and soft X-ray
flares are heated by the same mechanism which gives rise to the hard 
X-ray and microwave burst. If the hard X-ray emission is assumed to 
be due to bremsstrahlung of non-thermal electrons, the energy carried 
by these is found to be sufficient to heat the soft X-ray and optical 
flares, providing a low energy cut off in the non-thermal electron 
energy spectrum of around 10 KeV is assumed. It is still not clear 
from observation where this low energy cut-off occurs, but Kahler & 
Kreplin (1971) claim that the non-thermal spectrum extends down to 
less than 5 KeV in some cases.
7. HARD X-RAYS
Since a large part of this thesis is concerned with the 
development of the electron trap hard X-ray source model, hard X-ray
flare observations are discussed in more detail in Chapter II.
Only a brief summary is given here.
Photons in the energy band 10-500 KeV have been observed by 
balloon, rocket and satellite experiments since 1959* Measurements, 
using scintillation counters, are broad-band (^50$ spectral 
resolution) and have a time resolution of £ 1 second. An exciting 
possibility which has now become technically feasible is the direct 
spatial resolution of hard X-rays. This development should add 
considerably to our knowledge of the X-ray source structure. The 
only evidence available at present concerning the size of the X-ray
source is the observation by Takakura et al (1971) that the emission
9 . .is localised m  a region of ^ 5 x 10 cm m  one horizontal dimension.
The hard X-ray burst is one aspect of the impulsive phase of 
the flare. Photon flux falls steeply with increasing energy, the 
spectrum approximating to a power law. Many observations show a 
steepening of the spectrum by several powers at some point in the 
spectrum, usually around 70-100 KeV. Modulation of the X-ray flux 
with a period of ^30 seconds has been found in major events.
Hoyng et al (1975) have obtained the dynamic spectrum of the photon 
flux in the large flare of U August 1972, which shows periodicities
of 30, 60 and 120 seconds. These oscillations, which are all present 
near the start of the hurst, die out in order of decreasing frequency.
First measurements of the polarisation of hard X-ray emission 
obtained by Tindo et al (1970). The large degree of polarisation 
found ( ^  10 - b0%) serves to confirm the non-thermal nature of 
the hard X-ray generation mechanism. The few results available are 
suggestive but not conlcusive and confirmation of these observations 
is urgently required.
8. y-RAY OBSERVATIONS
Measurements of continuum emission up to 7 MeV have now been 
obtained. Gruber (1973) found that the photon spectrum of a large 
flare could be described by a power law of spectral index ^3.2 
from 25 KeV to 600 KeV, at which point the spectrum hardened, the 
spectral index falling to ^1.2. Similar results were obtained
by Suri et al (1975)» who observed the large flare of k August 1972.
They found that the power law spectrum in the hard X-ray regime extended 
unbroken up to 700 KeV. Above this energy the spectrum flattened 
before falling off again around 3 MeV.
Chupp et al (1973) detected line emission at 0.51 MeV and 2.2 
MeV, which they attributed to electron-position annihilation and to 
deuteron formation respectively. Unidentified statistically
significant peaks were also found at 1.6, and 6.1 MeV.
The measured line strength at 0.51 MeV and 2.2 MeV, and an 
upper limit to the possible contribution of unresolved lines in 
the "bump” in the spectrum obtained by Suri et al indicate that the 
energy carried by high-energy protons is small compared to the flare 
energy.
99- INTERPLANETARY PARTICLES
The ejection of particles into interplanetary space during a 
flare occurs in two forms. Firstly, individual particles of high 
■ energy have been detected by satellite borne instruments. The
"30
amount of energy carried by these particles is thought to b e ^ 10 ergs 
in a large flare, that is, £ 1% of the total flare energy. However, 
such observations are important as they give direct confirmation of 
the existence of non-thermal processes in flares. When the transit 
time of the particles is allowed for, it is found that they must 
have been accelerated close to the flash phase of the flare.
Electrons with energies ^ 100 KeV appear to have a power law 
spectrum similar to that required to explain the-'-hard X-ray burst 
in terms of electron-proton bremsstrahlung. Lin & Datlowe (1973) 
have examined the relationship between the spectra of interplanetary 
electrons and the corresponding X-ray burst. They conclude that 
the thin target X-ray source model (see. Chapter II) best fits these 
' observations. However, it must be noted that the number of inter­
planetary electrons is much smaller than the number required to produce 
the hard X-ray burst, which suggests that electrons which do escape 
are atypical of those in’the flare region.
The second type of particle emission from flares takes the
3form of a blob of plasma which is ejected at a velocity of ^ 10 km 
sec The interaction of this plasma with the Earth’s magneto­
sphere produces the well-known flare associated terrestrial magnetic
storms. Although individual particle energies in the plasma cloud
^ 16 are ^ 1 KeV, the large mass, estimated to be ^ 5 x 10 gm, and
large macroscopic velocity of the cloud gives it a kinetic energy
comparable to the total flare energy.
10
10. 'IMPLICATIONS OF OBSERVATIONS - FLARE THEORY
. The major implications of the observations described in the 
previous sections may be summarised as follows.
(a) Microwave emission implies the presence of non-thermal electrons
with energies of ^ 100 KeV.
(b) Optical observations show details of chromospheric structure and
> 13indicate that the emission arises m  a region of density a. 10
-3 k
cm at temperature % 10 K. They also allow the inference
of photospheric magnetic fields.
(c) EUV emission is closely correlated with the hard X-ray burst
and arises in a region of density K 10^ cm  ^and temperature 
^105 K.
(d) Soft X-ray observations indicate the existence of a multi-thermal
7 ■ •plasma at temperatures ^ 1 0  K. The source density is
, ,«10 ,~12 -3 probably 10 - 10 cm .
(e) Hard X-ray emission is thought to be bremsstrahlung radiation
from electrons in the energy range 10-200 KeV. A very large
39number of electrons ( > 10 in a large burst) is required to 
explain the observed X-ray flux. These electrons probably
carry enough energy to heat the soft X-ray and optical flares.
(f) y-ray continuum emission suggests that the energy spectrum of 
hard X-ray producing electrons extends up to ^ 1 MeV. Line 
emission indicates that nuclear interactions take place in 
flares.
(g) Interplanetary electrons have a similar spectrum to those thought
to produce hard X-ray emission, but their numbers are much 
smaller. The ejection of a large blob of plasma from a flare 
can carry off half the total flare energy.
The evolution of various type of flare emission are shown 
schematically in Figure 10.1. Microwave, EUV, Hard X-ray and y~ray 
emission have a spiky, "impulsive” time profile. Although these 
profiles usually appear to be very similar, details such as the exact 
time of occurrence, or the amplitude, of each spike do not always 
match precisely.
11
EUV
Figure 10.1 Schematic illustration of the evolution of 
electro-magnetic radiation from a flare, as 
a function of photon energy. The impulsive 
phase, lasting a few minutes, is followed 
by.' a long dec ay  phase.
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The similarity of these profiles suggests that the emissions have 
a common origin. The microwave burst implies the presence of non- 
thermal electrons, which also give a feasible explanation of the 
hard X-ray burst. Only ^10  ^of the energy carried by non-thermal 
electrons can be emitted as hard X-radiation because electron-electron 
collisions absorb the bulk of it, thereby heating the flare plasma. 
Since the non-thermal energy inferred from hard X-ray data is usually 
comparable with the total flare energy, it is reasonable to suppose 
that the thermal flare emissions - EUV, soft X-rays and optical - are 
all a direct consequence of heating of the flare by non-thermal 
electrons.
This hypothesis implies the acceleration of a very large number 
of electrons to high energy. Acceleration of particles in a region 
of reconnecting magnetic field is usually invoked. It is generally 
accepted that the energy expended in a large flare can be stored in a 
small deviation of the pre-flare magnetic field from a potential 
configuration, but little is known of the process which converts 
magnetic energy to particle kinetic energy. Flare-associated high 
energy protons (^GeV) are detected in interplanetary space, but 
observations of the flare y-ray flux suggest that the total non-thermal 
proton energy is much smaller than the inferred electron energy. 
Therefore a requirement of the acceleration mechanism is that it should 
accelerate many electrons to intermediate energies and a small number 
of protons to high energy.
Energy can only be released in a region of magnetic field 
reconnection if the surrounding atmosphere is ionised so that currents 
may flow. Therefore the corona is regarded as the most suitable 
site for particle acceleration. Paradoxically, the corona is the
part of the solar atmosphere least able to supply the vast number of 
electrons needed on the "non-thermal electron" hypothesis outlined 
above. An upward streaming of electrons from the chromosphere to 
replace those accelerated must be invoked. It is not yet clear 
whether such electron streams can exist in the solar atmosphere, nor, 
for that matter, whether acceleration at a neutral sheet can produce 
fast electrons at a high enough rate.
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Most aspects of the flare fall neatly into place in the picture 
given above, but doubts have been expressed because of the large 
number of non-thermal electrons required and the unproven ability of 
magnetic field annihilation to release energy fast enough.
Alternative flare theories have been proposed in which the photospheric 
acoustic flux, which is suppressed in sunspots, provides the flare 
energy. The accumulation of only one percent of the "missing" flux 
would be sufficient to supply a hundred small flares or one large flare 
per day.
Flares usually develop in regions where the gradient of the 
photospheric magnetic field is large, and in particular are associated 
with the "neutral line" separating regions of opposite magnetic 
polarity in complex sunspot groups. This fact, together with the 
observation that the topology of the post-flare magnetic field is 
frequently simpler than that existing prior to the flare, provides 
support for the schematic description given above, in which fast 
electrons play a leading part. The study of characteristics of the 
non-thermal electrons is clearly of key importance to the establishment 
of this theory.
This thesis is concerned with two manifestations of non-thermal 
electrons. Hard X-ray emission, produced by electron-proton 
bremsstrahlung, gives the most direct information concerning these. 
Gyro-synchrotron microwave radiation from fast electrons is sensitive 
to the poorly known magnetic field structure of the source, while 
interplanetary electrons probably have their spectrum modified during 
escape from the flare region and passage through the corona. But 
hard X-ray emission should provide an indication of the true properties 
of the non-thermal electrons in the flare itself. In Chapter II, 
current models of the hard X-ray source are discussed and their 
predictions compared with observation. One of these models, the 
electron trap, which has not previously been treated theoretically, 
is analysed in detail in Chapters III - V. In Chapters VI and VII a 
model of the soft X-ray flare heated by fast electrons is constructed. 
Implications for the role of non-thermal electrons in this context are
Ik
less direct, "but the initial evolution of the soft X-ray flare 
predicted by the model is shown to be compatible with observation.
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' •HARD X-RAY S OURCE MODELS '
1. INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of the characteristics of hard X-ray emission from 
the electron trap, described in Chapters III, IV and V, forms a major 
part of the work of this thesis. In this chapter we examine the 
properties of hard X-ray source models in general.
— Currently, five hard X-ray source models are generally accepted 
■as having some viability. The main features of each model are 
outlined in §5~9 of this chapter. In §10, observational evidence 
concerning flare hard X-ray emission itself, together with other 
.aspects of the flare which are influenced by the choice of X-ray 
source model, are summarised. The overall flare picture is far from 
clear since it would be naive to imagine that the highly idealised 
assumptions made in deducing the characteristics of each model 
represent an adequate description of the situation in a real flare. 
Taken in isolation, each model contradicts at least one observation. 
However, "side effects" are easily invoked in most cases to explain 
the discrepancies. Finally, the compatibility of each source model 
with observation is examined in an attempt to identify the most useful 
areas of experimental and theoretical research.
Before describing the hard X-ray source models, there are three 
topics of basic importance which warrant detailed discussion.
Although Brown (1975) has drawn attention to the possible relevance, 
of the inverse Compton effect studied by Korchak (1971)» all current 
hard X-ray source models invoke collisional bremsstrahlung of high 
energy electrons (10 - 300 keV) as the X-ray generation mechanism. 
Therefore in §2 the bremsstrahlung cross-section is discussed.
A brief classical derivation is given and the relativistic forms used 
for the computations in this thesis defined.
22
Tomblin (1971) pointed out that soft X-ray photons entering the 
photosphere are not lost, but after Compton scattering may emerge to 
be detected along with the primary X-ray flux. From the soft X-ray 
point of view, the most important result of Tomblin’s work is the
predicted shift of spectrum lines at < 2 equivalent to a Doppler
3 - 1  ^
shift of > 10 km sec . At hard X-ray energies, the contributionC %
of "albedo” photons is larger since photo: - electric absorption, 
which dominates the Compton cross-section in the soft X-ray region, 
is negligible above 20 keY. The hard X-ray albedo effect is 
discussed in §3.
Observations of the time variation in hard X-ray flux are summarised 
in §10 of Chapter I and in §10 of this chapter. In §U the modulation 
is discussed from a theoretical viewpoint. Since continuous injection 
models invoke an undefined mechanism in the acceleration region to 
modulate the spectrum, this discussion centres on the electron trap 
model, where MHD oscillations of the trap itself allow the possibility 
of direct modulation of the trapped electron spectrum. Note that in 
the analysis of the trap model performed in Chapter III, we assume 
that the trap is static and the electron distribution stationary on 
the time-scale for traversal of the trap by an electron ('v 1 second).
2. BREMSSTRAHLUNG RADIATION
Here we derive some of the directional and polarisational properties 
of bremsstrahlung emission in order to gain some insight into the 
physics of the relativistic cross-sections used in this thesis.
Classically, an electron undergoing acceleration emits bremsstrahlung 
radiation polarised in the plane containing the direction of acceleration, 
with an intensity proportional to the square of the acceleration and to 
the square of the sine of the angle between the direction of emission 
-and that of acceleration (e.g. Lorrain & Corson, 1970).
Thus
where I is the intensity at a distance r due to an electron subjected 
to an acceleration z in the z_ direction. The electric vector is in 
the direction p . This geometry is illustrated in Figure 2.1a,
where
A  A
cos 0 = z_ . _r (2*3)
We now consider an electron moving in a hyperbolic orbit about 
a proton. (Electron-electron bremsstrahlung is negligible except 
at very high energy). We approximate the force on the electron by 
an impulse at one point in the orbit, as shown in Figure 2.1b.
The significance of the angle ip in Figure 2.1 is not precisely defined 
in this formulation, but it is clear that the angle of deflection is 
related to the energy of bremsstrahlung protons produced during the 
encounter. Only low energy photons can be emitted in distant 
encounters (ty-ir/2) , whereas close encounters (ifj-ir) deflect the electron 
strongly and so can produce photons with energy up to the short wave­
length limit (cf. (2.17)). A photon at the short wavelength limit 
carries off all the energy of the electron and therefore has frequency 
given by hv = E.
Classically, the Fourier components of acceleration of a suddenly 
deflected electron would extend to infinite frequency and there would 
be no short wavelength limit. Thus the short wavelength limit is a 
quantum mechanical phenomena. Combining the geometries of Figure 2.1a 
and b, we obtain Figure 2.1c. Here 0 is the angle between the initial 
velocity of the electron and the direction of emission. The azimuthal 
angle <}> defines the direction of deflection of the electron while $ 
gives the direction of polarisation of the radiation.
2h
T U
Av
\\
Figure 2.1 Geometry of bremsstrahlung emission.
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From (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain
I sin2 0 (2.k)
so that, if n(<j>) d<j> electrons with initial velocity v^ are deflected 
by an amount Ay into azimuthal range + d<l> ,
l($) d$ oc sin2 0 n(<j)) d<j> (2.5)
where l($) d$ is the intensity of radiation whose polarisation vector 
JLies in the direction defined by $ $ + d$.
In a beam of electrons impinging on target protons the azimuthal 
distribution of scattered electrons is uniform, so (2.5) can be 
.written
We now resolve the electromagnetic wave into components parallel 
and perpendicular to the initial electron velocity v\ . It is clear 
from Figure 2.1c, that
dl^ = l($) d$ cos2 $ oc sin2 0 cos2$ d<j>
and * <2-T)
dl = l($) d$ sin2 $ oc sin2 0 sin2$ d<f>
1
Integrating (2.7) over azimuth, we obtain the total intensities in the 
two components, due to all electrons scattered through angle (note 
that this is a continuous distribution - we should really consider 
electrons in ip  ^+ dip)
l($) oc sin2 0 —^ (2.6)
1 sin2 0 cos2 $ d <j> (2.8)oc
7T
O
2 6
and
-a. <* 1 
TT
2 TT
sin20 sin2$ d<|> (2.9)
Here o and ajL denote the cross sections for the two components 
of emission. The total intensity is given by the integral of (2.6) 
over all directions of polarisation. The corresponding cross-section 
is clearly
2tt
sin2 0 d<j> (2.10)
Applying the cosine formula to triangle £  v^ Ay in Figure 2.1c, we 
obtain
cos © = cos if, cos 0 + s m  s m  0 cos <j> (2.11)
Thus r2ir
0tot “ “TT Ql - (cos xj cos 0+ sin $ sin 0 cos<|))2 d<j>
that is
atot “ 2 sin2 ^  + (3 cos2 ij -l) sin2 0 (2.12)
Application of the sine formula to the same triangle gives
sin 0 sin $ = sin ^ sin <j> (2.13)
Substituting (2.13) in (2.9) gives 
i f 27r
a oc sin2 \h
JL V *
sin2 <f) d(j> = sin2 ^ (2.1U)
Thus from (2.12) and (2.lU), we have
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°// + °x K 2 + (3 cos2ip - l) sin2 0 (2.15)
and
a// ~ ax w ^3 cos2 ij; -l)sin2 0 (2.l6)
The form of these cross-sections, illustrated in Figure 2.2, 
changes at a critical scattering angle ip 9 given by
i/>c = cos"1 (-1//!) 125° (2.17)
Thus collisions where \p < tJj^ may be classed as distant encounters, 
while those in which ip > ip^ may be called close encounters. Note also 
that the cross sections are symmetric about 0 = tt/2. This symmetry is 
lost in the relativistic case due to forward beaming of the photons.
; Finally, before presenting the relativistic cross-sections used 
in Chapters III - V, we note that the electron-proton bremsstrahlung 
cross-section is much smaller than the electron-electron collision 
cross-section. Therefore the bulk of the energy carried by a stream 
of non-thermal electrons is dissipated in heating the ambient plasma, 
only a small fraction ( ^ 10 )^ being emitted as hard X-radiation.
The relativistic bremsstrahlung cross-sections, differential in 
photon energy and direction, used in this thesis were calculated in 
the relativistic Born approximation by Sauter (193*0 and corrected by 
the Coulomb factor (Elwert , 1939)* Since unpolarised electrons 
cannot emit circularly polarised radiation (Gluckstern et al., 1951) 
the X-ray emission is composed of two orthogonally polarised components. 
ay and denote the cross sections for bremsstrahlung emission
polarised parallel to and perpendicular to the original direction of 
motion of the bremsstrahlung-producing electrons.
The total cross section is given by
28
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I <37/ + u i (W W Q
0
180ISO
O}, - KTX ^  0>Ii"UvO
Figure 2.2 Total and polarisation cross-sections (arbitrary 
units) predicted by a classical analysis.
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In these formulae hv is the photon energy and E is the electron kinetic 
energy while rQ is the classical radius of the electron
ro = ---  (2.20)
me2
and ot is "the fine structure constant
e2^
a - (3.21)
Z is the atomic number of the scattering centre, and has been taken
to he unity. This corresponds to a pure hydrogen plasma and so
the fluxes computed in Chapters IV and V are low by a factor of 'v, 1.8 
due to neglect of heavy ions in the solar corona (Haug, 1972). 
e and e' are the initial and final electron energies in units of 
m©2 while p and p' are the corresponding momenta, k is the photon 
energy in units of me2 and u and P are defined by
u = e - P cos 0 (2.22)
P2 = p2 + k2 - 2 pk cos 0 (2.23)
where 0 is the angle between the direction of emission of the photon 
and the initial electron velocity, e, k, e’ , p and p ’ are evaluated using 
the following relations:-
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£ = 1 + 3i)/mc2 (2.2b)
k = hv/mc2 (2.25)
e* = e - k (2.26)
p2 = e2- 1 (2.2T
p.2 = e.2 -! (2.28)
At'the short wavelength limit, as k-> e,(and e’^ p ’ -► 0) the 
following asymptotic relations are valid
e-2TraZeVp’ 0 (2.29)
-  in 
p ’
P + p 1
+ -  (2.30)
^ £t ^  - 1 (2.31)
P f
E C 1 +  P P 1, - 1__1 in f ££- - +-^
» I k  J k
PP - 1 '•
(2.32)
It must be noted that the polarisation cross-section has been defined 
with the opposite sign to that used by Elwert and Haug (1970) , Haug 
(1972) and Brown (1972b) who take the polarisation to be negative when 
the maximum intensity is parallel to the electron velocity.
The total and polarisation cross-sections defined by (2.18) and 
(2.19) are illustrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.h for electron energies 
of 10, 50 and 100 keV. On the contour labelled x in these figures, 
the bremsstrahlung cross-section is 10 barn keV sterad (l barn
~2b 2= 10 cm ), except in the hatched region of Figure 2.U, where the 
cross-section is of the same magnitude but negative. Comparing the 
10 keV polarisation cross-section in Figure 2.k with the results of 
our classical analysis (Figure 2.2), it is immediately clear that we 
are justified in identifying the angle iJj with photon energy. The 
angle ^ corresponds to a photon energy given by e/F=* 0.12, polarisation 
being negative at lower photon energies (^  > ” distant encounters) 
and positive at higher energies (t|j < - close encounters). The
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Figure 2.3 Relativistic total bremsstrahlung cross-sections.
On the contour labelled x the cross-section has a 
value 10~x barn.keV- -^ sterad--*-.
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Figure 2.k Relativistic polarisation "bremsstrahlung cross- 
sections. On the contour labelled x the cross- 
section has a value 10“x barn keV“l sterad”l, 
except in the hatched area where the cross- 
section is of the same magnitude but negative.
3^sequence of plots in Figure 2.k illustrates the effect of relativity. 
With increasing electron.energy the position of peak polarisation 
shifts to smaller 6 and the photon.energy: at which the polarisation 
changes sign becomes 0-dependent.
Having established a relationship between the angle ip and photon 
energy e, we return to the total cross-section5 shown in Figure 2.3.
At high photon energy (e/E K 0*5) the cross-section peaks at 0-ir/2, 
while at low photon energy the cross-section is maximal at 0=0, 
falling monotonically as 0 increases. The first result is in agreement
c
with the classical analysis (Figure 2.2) for ip > ipc (close encounters) 
but at low energy the behaviour of the cross-section anticipated for 
distant encounters (\J;<tJ;c in Figure 2.2) is not found. This is due 
to the relativistic forward beaming of photons. It is apparent from 
Figure 2.3 that even for an electron energy as low as 10 keV this 
effect shifts the peak in the cross-section away from 0 =7r/2 at high 
photon energy.
3* THE ALBEDO EFFECT
Tomblin’s (1972) calculations, mentioned in 51, were extended to 
the hard X-ray regime by Santangelo et al (1973). They took a point 
source of X-rays 7000 km above the photosphere and, using a Monte Carlo 
technique, calculated the spectrum of scattered photons emerging from 
the photosphere. Results obtained for an isotropic point source 
emitting a power law X-ray spectrum of spectral index 3 are shown in 
Figure 3.1. Maximum "reflectivity" occurs around 30 keV. Below 
, 20 keV many photons are absorbed photo-electrically, while above 
•v50 keV the energy loss to a photon undergoing Compton scattering 
becomes considerable. The effect of the albedo contribution is to 
steepen the observed photon spectrum slightly above 25 keV and to . 
enhance the flux at ^25 keV by ^50%. Neglect of the albedo contribution 
in the case of an isotropic source could lead to an overestimation of 
electron numbers by a factor of two. For the thick target model, in 
which most photons are emitted towards the photosphere, this effect 
would obviously be more severe.
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Figure 3.1 ...Albedo calculations of Santangelo et al (1973).
Upper
Percent reflection of energy expressed as a fraction of the flux which arrives direct^ at the 
Earth, taking the ratio Fe/H as 10~5. The solid lines are from Tomblin (1972) for an iron ratio of 
1.4 X 10-6. Graphs are shown for three different heliocentric positions of the flare.
Lower: -
Ratio of reflected flux to direct flux as a function of heliocentric angle from the center of the 
disk to the flare site, for different energy intervals.
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The polarisation of albedo X-rays was considered by Brown et al 
(197*0 s "who argued that a large polarisation, not present in the primary 
X-ray emission, could be induced in the observed flux by the albedo 
contribution. This contention was not borne out ( except for unreason­
ably large source heights (^Rq) ) by the detailed calculations of 
Beigman (197*0 5 who found that the net polarisation of the albedo 
contribution is only a few percent.
Detailed calculations of the albedo X-ray flux and polarisation 
for a non-isotropic primary source have been performed by Henoux (1975)9 
who took the primary source to be a thin target point source in which 
the electrons stream downwards, at a height of 10^ km. This source 
model is rather unrealistic since a downward directed electron beam . 
would be expected to produce thick target emission, in which scattering 
of the electrons considerably modifies the directivity (Brown,1972b), 
at a height of vLcO km (Brown & McClymont ,1975) • It seems probable 
that Henoux1s results, some of which are shown in Figure 3.2, would 
not be greatly changed by the adoption of a thick target source, but 
this would be worth checking. Henoux finds that the high directivity 
of the primary source (^*6 limb-brightening at 50 keV) is reduced in 
the total emission to within the observational limit of ±50$ variation 
set by Datlowe et al (197*+)* The polarisation is not modified so 
dramatically, the maximum effect being an enhancement of <£20$ for 
X-ray bursts midway between disc centre and the solar limb.
Unfortunately, Henoux does not give any indication of the ratio of 
albedo flux to primary source flux at the Earth. As mentioned previously, 
this could be of importance to the inference of electron fluxes.
It should noted, however, that the "equivalent thick target 
parameters" used by Hoyng et al (1975) (see also Brown & Hoyng,1975) 
assume an isotropic bremsstrahlung cross-section. Therefore the 
electron fluxes inferred using this data reduction technique would be 
reduced by a factor of ^2 if the albedo contribution were taken into 
account, not by the much larger factor implied by the directivity 
characteristic of the thick target model itself.
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Figure 3»2 Albedo calculations of Henoux (1975).
Upper:- Directivity of the X-rays as a function of cos3. B is the angle between the magnetic
field / f  and the line of sight. Initial directivity Di(cos3) for three different values of the pitch
angle a of the electrons; a=0°, 60°, 90°. Resulting directivity Z>r(cos3) for the three sources
precedcntly defined. Resulting directivity Z)r(cos3) for an isotropic source with an E~3'5
photon spectrum. The photons are collected in three energy bands:
15-20 keV, 50-70 keV, 120-150 keV.
Lover: Polarization of the flare X-rays as a function of cos B ---------- Initial polarization. The three
sources defined in the up o a f*  4Vgure are considered. — Resulting polarization of the sources
described above. Resulting polarization for an isotropic source with an E~3-5 photon spectrum.
Figure 3.
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_3 Albedo calculations of Brown et al (1975)*
Upper: -  Albedo count distribution computed for a primary source at 
-height h=104km and 60’ from disk center, using the anisotropic 
Compton cross-section. The results are in the form of isobrightncss 
contours, brightness as a fraction of the primary source flux per 
image element (8" x 8"). The size of one image element and of the total 
field of view of the Utrecht heliograph arc indicated
Lower:- As above for h=lcA km.
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Brown et al (1975) have discussed the spatial distribution over 
the photosphere of emergent albedo X-rays and have demonstrated that 
the measurement of this distribution by a hard X-ray imaging device 
provides a feasible method of determining the height of hard X-ray 
sources. Typical distributions of albedo flux are shown in Figure 3.3.
In summary, the albedo effect enhances the hard X-ray flux by 
almost a factor of two in the case of an isotropic source, and by a 
greater amount for a thick target source. Source directivity is 
drastically reduced, but the polarisation is relatively unaffected.
e U. MODULATION OF HARD X-RAYS
Hard X-ray flare emission is observed to be modulated rapidly, 
on a timescale down to a few seconds. In large bursts the modulation 
appears to be quasi-periodic. Statistics are too poor in small events 
to determine whether periodicities exist in the spiky profile. In the 
thick target and thin target models modulation of the injected electron 
flux must be invoked to explain the observed time variation. Various 
authors (for example, Priest & Raadu,1975)) have suggested that 
instabilities or MHD waves in the neutral sheet assumed to accelerate 
the fast particles are likely to cause the particle flux to vary 
rapidly, but no quantitative calculations have been performed.
In the electron trap model, however, MHD oscillations of the trap 
itself provide a natural explanation of the temporal variation of 
X-ray emission. A consideration of the number density of fast
particles in the trap in a large event reveals that strong interaction
of the non-thermal particles, ambient plasma and magnetic field must 
be anticipated. In a large event, more than 10^9 electrons of mean 
energy *^ 50 keV must be injected into a trap whose volume can hardly be 
greater than 3x10^ cm^. Therefore the number density of fast particles
is ^3x10^ cm  ^and the resulting pressure ^150 dyne cm~^. The ambient
plasma density in the trap is likely to be <£l(P-0 cm-^, while the 
magnetic pressure: varies from ^ 10^ dyne c m ~ 2  in the limbs of the trap 
(B-500 G) to ^100 dyne c m a t  the top (B-50 G). Thus the fast
Uo
particle density is not negligible compared to the ambient density 
and, furthermore, the. pressure due to fast particles is comparable 
to the magnetic pressure and appreciably greater than the ambient gas 
pressure.
The high density of non-thermal electrons required in the trap
poses a problem. Electrostatic considerations require as many protons
as electrons to be injected into the trap, on the same time scale.
Acceleration of both species on a one-for-one basis implies a non-
3
thermal proton energy - m /m - 2 x 10 times higher than the non-
P ®
thermal electron energy, but according to Hudson (1973), the total
-2<proton energy is m  fact < 10 of the electron energy. Therefore 
charge neutralisation must be brought about by the relatively slow 
redistribution of protons from the dense photosphere.
Kane and Anderson (1970) found that in small hard X-ray burst
the spectrum softens during the decay. They pointed out that this is
inconsistent with a trapping model at constant density since collisional
decay of the electrons (assumed to account for the burst decay and hence
9 -3\implying an ambient density of a. 10 cm ) would cause the spectrum to
harden. Brown (1972a)showed that if electrons of higher energy have
smaller pitch angles they penetrate further down the limbs of the trap
and so encounter a higher average density. (c.f. §6 of Chapter IV).
For this mechanism to operate successfully over the energy range 10-100
keV, a factor of 200 variation in density is required, which implies
3that the density scale height m  the trap must be < 10 km. While this'b
is feasible, it means that the density distribution in the trap must be 
very different from that of the quiet corona.
Pitch angle scattering of trapped electrons was studied by Benz & 
Gold (1971) who concluded that precipitation of the trapped electrons 
into the chromosphere could be more important than collisional decay in 
controlling the evolution of the electron distribution. They also show 
that, under some circumstances, pitch angle scattering may increase the 
electron mirror heights. Their analysis was performed for high energy 
(^ 1 MeV) electrons and it is not clear whether these results are
Ul
applicable to the deka-keV electrons assumed to be responsible for 
hard X-ray emission. While a steady precipitation of electrons into 
the chromosphere could modify the evolution of the hard X-ray burst,
(see Melrose & Brown, 1975)» it is unlikely that the enhanced emission 
due to a bunch of electrons suddenly precipitated into the chromosphere 
could account for spikes in burst time profile. Since the chromosphere 
is a thick target, the spikes would have a harder spectrum than the rest 
of the burst, whereas in fact it is usually softer (see Hoyng, 1975).
Brown (1973b) pointed out that a period of ^15 seconds in the 
modulation of hard X-ray flux is consistent with the transit time of an 
.Alfven wave moving along a trap of length VLO^ km. Brown & Hoyng (1975) 
have explained the observed correlation between hard X-ray flux and spectral 
index in the large event of h August, 1972, in terms of a trap model in 
which oscillations of the trap modulate the electron spectrum via betatron 
acceleration. Since this affects only the component of electron energy 
perpendicular to the magnetic field, the assumption of a decreasing pitch 
angle with increasing electron energy (c.f. §6 of Chapter IV) means
that betatron acceleration acts more effectively on the low energy end 
of the electron spectrum. Therefore the electron energy spectrum 
steepens as the magnetic field strength increases. Due to the steepness 
of the electron spectrum, only a small increase in magnetic field 
strength is necessary to give a large increase in the number of electrons 
above a certain energy. Thus small (^ 20$) perturbations on the 
trapping field can produce the observed spectrally softer peaks in the 
X-ray burst. The observed trajectory of the U August 1972 event in 
the (3^ »y) plane as shown in Figure U.l, while Figure U.2 illustrates 
the correlation predicted by the betatron model compared with observation. 
The parameter E* is as defined in Chapter IV, §6. (See also Figure 
10.2 which illustrates the evolution of “C^and y ). This model is an 
exciting breakthrough as it represents the first attempt to explain 
quantitatively the time-variation of X-ray emission. An extension of 
the model to include the first order effects of time variation of the 
trap geometry as well as the modulation of field strength (Brown & 
McClymont, 1976) allows the possibility of reaching any point in the
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(^sY) plane (Figure ^.l) and so reproducing the loops in addition to 
the "average’' correlation. Hopefully further investigations will 
provide more information concerning both the trap and electron energy/ 
pitch angle relationship* In particular, an analysis of the possible 
MHD eigenmodes of a vibrating trap is called for.
5. • THE THICK TARGET MODEL
This model involves continuous injection of non-thermal electrons, 
assumed to be accelerated in the low corona. The electrons emit 
bremsstrahlung radiation while undergoing collisional degradation in 
the chromosphere. Calculations have been performed neglecting scattering 
of the electrons by Petrosian (1973) and, more realistically, including 
the effects of scattering, by Brown (1972b). Brown's results for the 
directivity, polarisation and spectral index are shown in Figure 
The model predicts significant limb-brightening at high photon energy 
(when the albedo effect is not taken into account), a radial polarisation 
(assuming a vertical electron beam) rising to 30 - k0% at the limb and 
a hardening of the spectrum by ^5 a power on going from centre to limb. 
Collisional hardening of the electron spectrum in the source region 
leads to the result that the photon spectrum is ^ 1 power harder than 
the electron spectrum at injection.
The height distribution of thick target emission has been calculated 
by Brown 8c McClymont (1975)* An electron acceleration site high in 
the corona is assumed. Results obtained assuming a quiet atmosphere 
density structure and neglecting directional effects are illustrated 
in Figure 5*2. Enhanced density in an active region and expansion 
of the chromosphere under the heating influence of the non-thermal 
electrons could enhance the coronal emission considerable. As the 
predicted behind-the-limb fluxes are rather low, it is probably 
necessary to invoke this effect. Since only the coronal (thin target) 
emission is seen in a behind the limb event, the X-ray spectrum is 
preducted to be 2 powers softer than the same event seen on the disc.
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Upper:-
Emission d .//d Z  from a vertical electron stream per 100 km of the atmosphere at e=5, 25 
-and 100 keV expressed as a fraction of the total thick target emission at the same a, plotted against 
the log of the column density N(cm -2). Plasma densities np and geometric heights Z  corresponding 
to each N  also shown on the figure. Arrowed dots indicate the levels above which the overlying 
atmosphere may be considered a thin target.
Lower:- Predicted thick target flux compared with 
observations from Roy & Datlowe (1975).
6. THE THIN TARGET MODEL
Motivated by the observation of behind-the-limb bursts and of a 
relationship between hard X-ray and interplanetary electron spectral 
indices, Datlowe & Lin (1973) proposed a model in which bremsstrahlung- 
producing electrons stream upward through the corona. This model 
explains the fact that interplanetary electrons ejected during a flare 
have a Spectrum approximately one power harder than the corresponding 
hard X-ray burst spectrum. The thin target model was proposed 
partly because it was believed that the thick target was incompatible 
with behind-the-limb observations. However, Brown & McClymont (1975) 
have now shown that it cannot be ruled out on these grounds, provided 
the acceleration region is sufficiently high in the corona. Brown & 
McClymont also point out that since the flux of interplanetary electrons 
is much lower than the electron flux inferred from X-ray measurements, 
the electron escape probability is likely to be energy dependent.
(see also Smith, 197^0* Datlowe and Lin (1973) present details of 
the observations only in the case of one small flare. The interplanetary- 
electron spectrum extends unbroken up to 150 keY, but the hard X-ray 
spectrum exhibits a break in the region 1*0 - 60 keV, where the spectral 
Index increases by at least a power. This suggests that the two 
electron distributions are distinct.
Explicit calculations of the thin target directivity and 
polarisation have not been made, but Brown (1975) pointed out that 
Haug’s (1972) calculations, shown in Figure 6.1, are applicable to 
this model. These results could be radically modified if collective 
scattering and energy losses are important in the corona. Since 
the majority of photons are beamed upwards, the albedo effect is 
negligible in the thin target model. Finally, the inefficiency of 
the thin target model has been commented on by Brown & McClymont (1975). 
Since electron energy losses in the X-ray source region are required to 
be small, the already severe problem of electron numbers and total energy
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is worsened considerably. Because this vast number of electrons 
is not observed in interplanetary space, they would have to be trapped 
high in the corona in a low density region where their bremsstrahlung 
and gyro-synchrotron emission rates are small. One cubic solar radius 
•is a conservative estimate of the trapping volume.
'7. THE ELECTRON TRAP MODEL
Detailed results for this model are given in Chapters IV and V.
Here the,main results are summarised in a similar way to the other 
« models discussed above. Figures 7*1 and 7-2, reproductions of 
‘ Figures b.3 and h.b of Chapter IV, illustrate the centre to limb 
e variation of photon flux, spectral index and polarisation. The 
electrons have discrete pitch angles and a power law energy spectrum 
of spectral index 3. Results are shown for a range of pitch angles. 
In the case illustrated the trap lies on the equator and is orientated 
in the East-West direction. These results show the main features of 
the trap model, but it should be remembered that the observed X-ray 
flux and polarisation depend on trap orientation.
The directivity of X-ray emission from the trap is small ( < 30$ 
variation). If the trap contains electrons of small pitch angle the 
spectrum hardens slightly (o» J power) at the limb, while for large 
pitch angles it softens by up to \ a power. The degree of polarisation 
is < 20$ in most cases and tends to decrease from centre to limb. It 
also tends to decrease with increasing photon energy. The direction 
, of polarisation is a complex function of trap orientation and the 
electron pitch angle distribution. Emission from electron distributions 
in which small pitch angles predominate is usually polarised parallel 
to the trap while large pitch angle electrons generally produce X-rays 
polarised perpendicular to the axis of the trap.
Hard X-ray emission from a trap partly obscured behind the solar 
limb is discussed in Chapter V. It is found that the X-ray intensity 
drops off slowly as the trap is occulted, falling by a factor of 2 or 3
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over most of the range of visibility. The final drop to zero flux 
occurs just as the top of the trap disappears.
8. THE THERMAL MODEL
The problem of electron numbers in the source models discussed
above makes the search, for any alternative explanation of the hard
• • 39X-ray burst of major importance. In a large event 4 x 10 electrons
of energy greater than 25 keV (Hoyng, 1975)» carrying a total energy 
32
of nj2 x 10 ergs, must be accelerated on a timescale of a few minutes.
If the electron spectrum is extrapolated down to 10 keV, electron
numbers and energy are increased by an order of magnitude. The corona
is generally regarded as the most appropriate site for particle
acceleration (e.g. Sweet, 1969). In order to supply a large flare
the equivalent of all the electrons in the corona over an area of 
21 22 x 10 cm (for quiet coronal densities), that is ^100 times the 
area of a large flare, must be accelerated. In reality, electrons 
must be drawn up from the chromosphere to maintain a steady state 
(see Brown and Melrose, 1975)*
The severe requirements on the acceleration mechanism can be 
reduced by postulating that hard X-ray emission is thermal in origin.
This point of view was first expressed by Chubb et al. (1966).
Brown (l97*+b) obtained an expression for the emission measure distribution 
over temperature required to reproduce any observed photon spectrum, 
thus showing that thermal and non-thermal sources cannot be distinguished 
by observation of the X-ray spectrum alone. Most of the controversy 
over this model has centred on the timescale for cooling since, at 
the high temperatures required ( ^ 800 x 10 K), mean free paths of 
particles are very large and thermal conduction highly effective 
(e.g. Brown,197^b ; Kahler, 1971)* A review of arguments for and 
against the thermal interpretation is given by Kahler (1975). The 
polarisation results of Tindo (1972) suggest that the model is in fact 
untenable, since a thermal source can only produce unpolarised emission 
(except for a very small albedo polarisation).
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9. THE REACCELERATION MODEL
This model represents another attempt to circumvent the electron
numbers problem encountered in the continuous injection and trap models.
Instead of electrons being accelerated in one region and injected into
a trap or thick target in another region, here the two regions are
12 -3postulated to be identical. If the density m  the source is 'v 10 cm
35 . .only ^ 10 electrons need be involved m  X-ray production at any instant.
If these same electrons can be continuously reaccelerated while
35simultaneously producing bremsstrahlung radiation only 10 electrons
9
m  the total are needed. Since the X-ray burst can last for 'v# 10 times 
the electron collisional decay time, a highly efficient containment 
mechanism is required.
Hoyng (1975) suggests that Langmuir waves generated in a neutral 
sheet are responsible for the electron acceleration. Since a very thin 
sheet, too small to contain the requisite number of electrons, is 
required, Hoyng suggests that electrons in the surrounding region are 
energised by Langmuir waves propagating outwards from the sheet. Brown 
& Melrose (1975)» re-examining Hoyng’s analysis, confirm the acceptability 
of most of Hoyng’s proposals, but point out that annihilation of magnetic 
field at a neutral sheet requires the plasma on each side to be swept 
through the sheet as annihilation proceeds. They show that the electrons 
cannot therefore be contained and reaccelerated, but that the total 
number of electrons accelerated is similar to that in the continuous 
injection model.
This hard X-ray source model is of particular interest as the 
acceleration mechanism is an intrinsic part of the model. Most 
conclusions concerning it must be regarded as tentative at this stage, 
so its progress will be followed with interest.
10. HARD X-RAYS - THEORY AND PRACTICE
Time profiles of photon flux and spectral index in typical small 
and large X-ray bursts (Hoyng (1975)) are illustrated in Figures 10.1
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Figure 10.1 Time profile of a small X-ray burst. From Hoyng (1975).
. Thick target parameters of the May 18, 1972 event. Fluctuations in Y are minimal at 
maximal count rate in channel 1. y increases linearly with time throughout the event; 
analogous behaviour of y is seen in all IXBs.
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Figure 10,2 Time profile of a large X-ray burst. From Hoyng (1975)*
Thick target parameters of the August 4, 1972 event. The accuracy in F ^  and y has 
increased to a few percent in this case. F ^  and y show a remarkable correlation 
(fig. 27); at the same time, y and the count rate in channel 1 anticorrelate in the 
region A-D (section 2.6.). The letters A-E refer to those in fig. 27.
Only every fifth datapoint Fjg and y is shewn.
and 10.2. Below are summarised the main observational results which 
a successful hard X-ray source model should be compatible with. Some 
of these results are well established, most are best regarded as tentative. 
On some topics contradictory results have been published by different 
authors, hence the choice of material here is to a certain extent 
subjective. It should also be clear that in order to dondense hundreds 
of man-years of research into ^250 words, vast generalisations have 
been made.
(i) Directivity is low. In statistical studies, Kane (197*0 and Datlowe 
(1975) find less than ±50# variation from centre to limb.
(ii) Spectral index increases by a>l power from centre to limb and is 
the same for behind-the-limb events as for events at the limb.
(Datlowe 1975)* Kane (197*+) finds no significant variation.
,(iii) Heights of hard X-ray emission up to 10^ km in the corona are 
indicated by behind-the-limb observations (Datlowe et al. , 197*+; 
i Roy & Datlowe, 1975; McKenzie, 1975).
1
(iv) Degree of polarisation is 'v 10 - 20# ($indo et al., 1972; Nakada 
et al. , 197*+)* Only three measurements have been made. These 
results are in urgent need of confirmation.
(v) Direction of polarisation is radial, according to Tindo et al (1972). 
This conclusion must be regarded as tentative at present (see 
Nakada et al. , (197*+)).
(vi) Modulation of the photon spectrum occurs on a timescale of ''>10-
30 seconds. It is periodic in large bursts (Hoyng et al., 1975).
(vii) Spectral index in small events increases throughout the burst 
(iXB’s - Hoyng et al,1975)»
(viii) Spectral index in large events tends to decrease towards the 
end of the event (Frost & Dennis,1971; EB's - Hoyng et al,1975)«
In the large events of U and 7 August 1972, Hoyng et al find
a correlation between photon flux and spectral index.
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(ix) Source size of hard X-ray emission is < 5 x 10^ cm in one of its 
dimensions (Takakura et al., 1971)•
(x) Impulsive microvave emission has a time structure closely correlated 
with that of the hard X-ray hurst (Peterson & Winckler, 1959;
Kundu, 1961; and many others).
(xi) EUV emission, like the microwave burst, is closely correlated with 
the hard X-ray burst (Donnelly, 1969; Kane & Donnelly, 1971)*
(xii) Soft X-ray emission indicates that the energy in the soft X-ray 
flare follows roughly the time integral of the energy loss rate of 
hard X-ray emitting electrons (e.g. Neupert, 1968).
(xiii) Optical (Ha) emission.follows the same pattern as the soft X-ray 
flare (e.g. Falcianni et al., 1968), but
(xiv) Optical flashes, <v 5 seconds duration, coinciding with peaks in the 
hard X-ray burst, have been reported by Zirin & Tanaka (1973).
(xv):Interplanetary electrons with energies in the 10 - 100 keV range
are accelerated during the impulsive phase of a flare. Their 
number is much smaller than that inferred to be in the hard X-ray 
source region. The spectral index of their (power law) energy
distribution is 1 power harder than the hard X-ray spectrum.
(Lin & Anderson, 19&7; Lin, 1970, 1971; Din & Hudson, 1971;
Lin, 197^; Datlowe and Lin, 1973).
These observations are compared with the predictions of the hard 
X-ray source models in Table 10.1.
The thick target model fulfils most of the requirements of 
observation. Its main shortcoming is the prediction of a hardening of 
the X-ray spectrum near the limb. Note, however, that a large number 
of observational features which it appears to be compatible with rely 
on hypothesised properties of the acceleration mechanism.
The thin target model, for which observation offers less support, 
again depends on assumed characteristics of the acceleration mechanism for 
most of its properties.
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The electron trap is the only model which does not lean heavily
on hypothesised characteristics of the acceleration mechanism. It
39 . . .assumes only that 10 electrons can be injected into the trap on a
timescale of a few seconds, in itself a severe requirement. (if the
”dog-leg" initial phase of (J^ ,y) evolution in the 1+ August 1972 burst
(Figure U.l) is taken to correspond to the injection phase, then 
39
^ 4 x 10 electrons are injected in ^  80 seconds..)
The thermal model, although avoiding the problem of electron 
numbers, still requires the fast release of a large amount of energy. 
Observations of a JLarge degree of polarisation seems to rule out this 
model. The re-acceleration model appears to satisfy most observational 
requirements, although detailed predictions have still to be worked out.
= The difficulty in doing so is clearly comparable with the difficulty in 
deducing properties of the acceleration region postulated for the 
continuous injection models.
The following observations are suggested as being of primary 
importance to the solution of the hard X-ray flare problem:-
(i) The variation of spectral iridex with heliocentric distance appears 
to be a promising technique for discrimination between source models. 
More work is required to improve Datlowe et al's (197*0 statistics.
(ii) More behind the limb observations are called for. It appears 
certain that X-ray emission does occur high in the corona, but two 
quantifying facts are required:- (a) how much intrinsically larger 
are behind-the-limb bursts than disc events of the same photon flux, 
and (b) how does the burst intensity vary with distance behind the 
limb.
(iii) As anticipated by Korchak (1967) and Elwert (1968), polarisation 
measurements are clearly a very important diagnostic tool. More 
observations, in particular of the direction of polarisation, are 
urgently required. These should be made at higher photon energy 
than the 15 keV used until now 9 in order to be certain that 
unpolarised thermal emission from the soft X-ray flare does not 
reduce the measured polarisation below its true value.
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(iv) Hard X-ray imaging detectors in the next generation of instruments 
(NASA Solar Maximum Mission) should provide information not only 
on the source size, hut its structure. These results are eagerly 
anticipated.
The following are a selection of areas of theoretical work which 
appear to he of major importance
(i) The thick target model is attractive (Tahle 10.l) hut its 
predictions contradict the observed position dependence of the 
spectral index (item (ii)). An independent check on Henoux's 
(1975) albedo results, using Brown’s (1973) prediction of thick 
target directivities instead of the thin target model taken by 
Henoux, would he worthwhile. Note that the model does agree with 
observation in over-the-limb events, although predicted fluxes are 
rather low, since the thin target coronal emission is 2 powers 
steeper than the thick target emission seen in disc flares.
(ii) The spectral index inferred on the thin target model for electrons 
in the X-ray source region is in excellent agreement with the 
observed interplanetary electron spectrum. But the extent to 
which the electron spectrum is changed by propagation effects
in the corona is uncertain. More theoretical work on wave-particle 
interactions in the corona is required.
(iii) All models except the electron trap depend on the unproven ability 
of the acceleration mechanism to modulate the electron spectrum
in a quasi-periodic manner. This ability should be questioned 
more closely.
■ (iv) The trap model invokes vibration of the trap in order to explain 
-the X-ray modulation. An analysis of the possible eigenmodes of 
a vibrating trap would be of interest.
6l
CHAPTER III
' THE ELECTRON TRAP MODEL OF HARD X-RAY BURSTS ~ ANALYSIS 
' OF DIRECTIONAL AND POLARISATION PROPERTIES
•1. INTRODUCTION
The electron trap model, based on the configuration suggested by 
Takakura & Kai (1966) as a model for solar microwave bursts, seeks to 
explain hard X-ray emission in terms of bremsstrahlung emission of 
non-thermal electrons magnetically trapped in the low corona. Although 
detailed calculations of the directivity and polarisation for the thick 
target model have been made (Brown, 1972; Petrosian, 1973), the 
trapping model analyses which have been performed to date (Pinter,
1969; Elwert & Haug, 1970, 1971; Haug, 1972) have neglected the 
curvature of the trapping field, considering electrons either moving 
in a horizontal magnetic field or circling horizontally in the vertical 
limbs of the trap.
Because of the complex geometry of the trap, it is impossible to 
predict properties of the X-ray emission from such simple idealised 
models. For example, under some circumstances radiation from the 
limbs of the trap is polarised in the opposite direction to radiation 
from the upper part of trap, so that the degree of polarisation 
observed depends critically on partial cancellation of the two 
components.
The necessity for a complete treatment of the trap curvature is 
demonstrated by the following example. We estimate the' relative times 
an electron spends in the limbs and upper part of the trap. -From the 
first'adiabatic -invariant (Spitzer,1962) we have
sin2 a 
sin2oto
and
sin2ao B /B o m
(1.1)
(1.2)
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where a is the pitch angle of a trapped electron at a point where 
the magnetic field strength is B and aQ, Bq are the corresponding 
Tralu.es at the centre of the trap (where the magnetic field is 
weakest).
of the electron trajectory (where a  =  i t / 2 )
Now
Bm is the magnetic field strength at the mirror point
ds
—  = v = v cos a 
dt
(1.3)
where s is the distance of the electron from the centre of the 
trap measured along the field line on which the electron is trapped. 
The total electron velocity is denoted hy v and the component along 
the magnetic field by vy/ . If y is some function which varies 
cyclically as the electron traverses back and forth along the trap 
then the mean value of y is given by
y = 0 y dt/() 'dt (l.*0
If we assume that the function y depends only on the position of the 
electron, then using (1.3) * (1.1+) can be written
y = <)Y (s)
ds
v cos ./ ds (1.5)v cos a
Substituting from (l.l) and (1.2) this becomes
y = <i) y(s)(l - B(s)/B )m * as/I (1-B(s)/B ) 5 dsm (1.6)
As a simple but feasible representation of the trapping field 
we take
B(s) = B ( 1 + a s2) o (1.7)
where a is a constant defining the scale length of field variation. 
If the function y(s) is symmetric about the origin then after 
substitution from (l.T)» (1.6) can be written
Sm is
y = | y(s) (sm2- s2) 
 ^o
(S2 - S2) 2 m ds
(1.8)
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where sm is the distance of the mirror point from the centre of
the trap. Changing the variable to x = (s/sni)2 and noting that
the denominator is a beta function B(i, I) = ir, this becomes
f1
1 _l _1
y(s x2) x 2 (l-x) 2 dy (1-9)m 
o
We evaluate the mean distance of the electron from the centre of 
the trap by taking
y(s) =| s| (l.io)
which, on evaluating (1 .9)j yields
i = f  * (1.11)
tt m
This result suggests that the electron spends roughly half of each 
cycle in the upper part of the trap near the centre and half in the 
limbs near the mirror points.
A similar result is obtained if we seek the value of s = s* for 
which the electron spends equal times in the regions s < s* and s >s*.
To find s* we set y = 1 and y = \ in (1.9) and replace the upper limit
of the integral by x* = (s*/s )2* Then (1.9) can be writtenm
Bi(s*/s )2 (ssi) “ 2B(292) (1.12)
where Bx(a,b) is the incomplete beta function. From symmetry it is 
clear that the solution is
S* =  i S „  (1.13)m
which confirms the view that radiation from both the limbs and upper 
part of the trap are important.
Therefore in order to obtain quantitative predictions a complete 
field model must be defined and analysed in detail.
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We are interested in calculating the directivity, polarisation 
and spatial distribution of hard X-ray emission from the trapping model. 
We also examine the effect of occultation of the lower part of the 
trap in a behind-the-limb event. The importance of these characteris-r 
tics of hard X-ray emission in testing source models against observation, 
the observational data which has been collected to date, proposed 
methods of making such observations in the future and the predictions 
of other hard X-ray source models with regard to these characteristics 
have been discussed in Chapter II.
The necessary idealisations in our analysis mean that the derived 
cresults are best compared with observational data on large events 
.as these usually have a simpler structure than small flares (for 
example, see Svestka (1969)) and, as discussed in Chapter I , show 
characteristics which are more repeatable from event to event. In 
our analysis we are concerned only with the X-ray emission from the 
trap itself, omitting to take account of the albedo contribution 
which arises from back scattering of photons from the photosphere 
(Tomblin, 1972; Santangelo et al. 1973; Kenoux, 1975) or the 
thick target emission which may arise if electrons are scattered out 
of the trap into the dense chromosphere at a sufficiently high rate 
(Hudson 1972; Melrose and Brown, 1975)*
As the bounce period of a trapped electron is only^ 1 second 
whereas the collisional decay time scale for a non-thermal electron 
in the corona is ^ 10-100 seconds and the transit time of Alfven 
type waves propagating along the trap is £ 10 seconds, (Brown, 1973a) 
we may take the trap to be static during one electron bounce period
i
and the electron distribution in the trap to be quasi-stationary. 
Therefore we do not discuss acceleration mechanisms or decay mechanisms 
here, we merely ask - given an instantaneous electron energy and 
pitch angle spectrum, what are the characteristics of the resultant 
hard X-ray emission?
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We have studied the hard X-ray emission from four types of electron 
distribution, namely
(i) A delta function distribution in both electron energy and 
pitch angle,
(ii) A power law electron energy distribution with a singular 
pitch angle distribution,
(iii) A power law energy distribution with pitch angle distributions 
of the form sin11 a and cos11 a, and
(iv) A power law energy distribution where pitch angle is a 
- function of electron energy.
Distribution (i) is not considered to be a realistic representation, 
as it is generally accepted that an electron energy spectrum close to 
a power law is required to reproduce observed X-ray spectra. It is 
used in preliminary studies of the sensitivity of directivity and 
polarisation of hard X-ray emission to magnetic field geometry and 
atmospheric structure. Using this distribution, investigations 
into the variation of directivity and polarisation with position and 
orientation of the trap on the solar disc have been carried out in 
more detail than is convenient for the other distributions, which 
require much more computer time.
Distribution (ii) is more acceptable on physical grounds than (i) 
and is regarded as an intermediate step between distributions (i) and
(iii), (iv). Although it is difficult to conceive of a mechanism 
capable of accelerating electrons in such a manner that the ratio of 
velocity acquired perpendicular to the field lines to the parallel 
component is independent of energy, it must be remembered that the 
factors which determine the form of electron distribution in the trap 
are completely unknown. This distribution enables us to study the 
energy dependence of directivity and polarisation for different 
electron pitch angles.
Distribution (iii) is possibly more realistic than (ii) , although
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there are no physical grounds for "believing this to he the case other 
than the observation that in nature singular distributions are uncommon. 
Distribution (ii) can, of course, be regarded as an approximation to 
a non-singular pitch angle distribution which peaks at the value 
used in (ii). It is possible that (ii) may approximate the behaviour 
of high energy electrons while (iii) describes the electrons at the 
low energy end of the spectrum where random thermal velocities and the 
enhanced effect of collisions may be expected to produce a more 
isotropic distribution. By comparing the X-ray emission from 
distributions (ii) and (iii) we hope to estimate the degree of smudging 
.caused by the presence of electrons with a range of pitch angles. It 
is also of interest to compare the spatially resolved emission from
(ii) and (iii). As all the electrons in distribution (ii) mirror 
at the same height the spatially resolved X-ray flux (flux per unit 
length along the trap) becomes infinite at the mirror points, which 
is not the case in (iii), where the distribution of mirror point 
heights results in a continuous variation of the flux. Thus spatially 
resolved observations of the X-ray flux from a coronal trap c-ould 
permit deductions to be made about the pitch angle distribution of 
the electrons.
Distribution (iv), which has been invoked by Brown & Hoyng (1975) 
in order to explain quasi-periodic modulation of the X-ray flux in 
large flares (see Chapter VI), is the only one considered for which 
we have a direct physical interpretation. If it is supposed that 
the electron acceleration is caused by a large scale electric field 
then the velocity component of an electron parallel to the magnetic 
field is increased while the component perpendicular to the field 
remains unchanged (if collisions are ignored). Neglecting the 
initial thermal velocity of a particle compared to its final velocity 
and taking all particles to have the same thermal velocity component 
perpendicular to the field we have
sin a = v 4 /v (1.1*0
o 1*
where aQ is the electron pitch angle at injection, v^ is the
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perpendicular thermal velocity and v the final velocity of an 
electron. Treated non-relativistically, this equation can be 
writt en
i
sin aQ = (E*/E)2 (1.15)
where E is the electron kinetic energy and E* a parameter to be 
identified roughly with the thermal energy of the electrons before 
run- away occurred. This formula represents a gross simplicification 
as we have ignored details of the actual injection process, but it is 
reasonable to suppose that the major effect of transferring an electron 
into the trap would be to change the perpendicular component of its 
energy, which would only alter the interpretation of E*. It is worth 
noting that a possible explanation of the frequently observed steepening 
of hard X-ray spectra above 0,70-100 keV, as discussed in Chapter II, 
is provided by this model. Estimating the initial thermal energy, E*, 
to be a,2-5 keV and taking E to be 70-100 keV in (1.15) , we find that 
a0 * 10°-15°. From Figures 3.2 - 3.h we see that this is exactly 
the range of pitch angle in which we would expect a transition from 
trapping to escape into the chromosphere.
As the magnetic field structure over an active region is not well 
known, we take a potential field originating from a bipolar pair of 
sunspots as a representation of the trapping field. Use of a simple 
field model has the advantage of allowing upper limits to be set on 
the directivity and polarisation, as a more complex field structure 
would tend to reduce anisotropy. The sensitivity of X-ray emission 
characteristics to the magnetic field geometry has been investigated 
by comparing results obtained using three different field models.
In showing that the contributions to X-ray flux from both the upper 
part of the trap and from the limbs are important (Equation (l'.13))s "we 
did not take into account the variation in ambient proton density.
As the density scale height in the corona is large this does not 
affect the rough estimates (1.11) and (1.13) , but if the characteristics
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of the emission from these two regions oppose each other this factor 
could appreciably influence the results. Therefore we have also
examined the sensitivity of the model to atmospheric structure by
performing the computations for a range of trap heights.
2. DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS WOKK
Although Takakura & Kai (1966) did not explicitly take account of 
trap geometry, their results are of interest as they found that the 
predicted decay characteristics of microwave emission from an assembly 
of trapped electrons with a power law energy spectrum with spectral 
index 3 to 5 gave good agreement with observation. As this spectrum 
is similar to that deduced from hard X-ray observations, it supports 
the hypothesis, suggested by the close time correlation of microwave 
and hard X-ray emission, that hard X-ray emission may originate from 
a coronal trap, the electrons responsible for the microwave radiation 
also emitting X-rays.
Whereas the electron spectrum deduced from the decay of microwave 
bursts encourages the view that trapped electrons may be responsible 
for the hard X-ray emission, the observed microwave flux does not.
As the intensity of microwave emission is highly sensitive to magnetic 
field strength, it appears at first sight that the number of electrons 
in the trap could be deduced from hard X-ray observations and then 
the magnetic field strength chosen to give the correct microwave flux. 
However the observed microwave spectrum gives an indication of the 
strength of the magnetic field in which the radiating electrons are 
moving so that the electron numbers are in fact independently determined 
by the microwave data.
Peterson and Winckler (1959)» who first pointed out that^10 -10 
times as many electrons are needed to account for an observed hard 
X-ray burst than are required for the coincident i^icrowave burst, 
suggested that the difference can be reconciled if the field strength 
in the source is non-uniform and the electrons spend most of their
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time in regions of weak magnetic field. An electron would then 
emit X-rays continuously, hut only contribute appreciably to the 
microwave flux when in a region of strong magnetic field. A ratio
. - . . Uof peak emission rate to mean emission rate as large as 10 requires 
that trapped electrons be reflected at the mirror points by a sudden 
increase in magnetic field over a short distance.
To illustrate the severity of this requirement we first use 
(1.9) to evaluate the mean square magnetic field encountered by an 
electron moving in the magnetic field given by (1.7). We obtain
B2 = B2 (sin2a + § cosV) (2.1)m o o o
where Bm is the mirror point magnetic field and aQ the pitch 
angle of the electron at s = 0. Hence the maximum ratio of peak 
emission rate to mean emission rate, which occurs in the limit of 
small pitch angle,' is
^peak
B2 ] 
m
= 8/3 (2.2)
, Pv mean J max
. 52 .
max
3 4 .
which is nothing like the ratio of 10 - 10 required.
Secondly, we calculate the maximum field allowable in the weak 
field part of the trap and the maximum length of the strong field 
region. In the following analysis, subscripts W and S denote the 
weak and strong field regions respectively. If an electron spends 
a fraction x of each bounce period in the strong field region, then 
in order that microwave emission from the weak field region should 
not contribute appreciably, we require
B2 * x B2 (2.3)w * s
Typical field strengths derived from microwave spectra are ^ 500 gauss,
-ii .which with x -10 implies
TO
B t $ 5 gauss (2.k)W
This restriction can be removed if it is assumed that the density 
in the trap is such that
vw < vp < vs (2.5)
-^ where vw » vg are the frequencies of peak gyro-synchrotron 
emission in the weak and strong field regions respectively and Vp 
-is the plasma frequency, since radiation from the weak field region 
is then prevented from propagating. The plasma frequency is given by
o 1
Vp - 9 x 10° ne2 Hz (2.6)
~3 . .where n is m  cm and maximum microwave emission occurs at a e
frequency given approximately by
v = 8.5 x 106 B Hz (2.7)
where B is in gauss. Thus (2.1|) can be replaced by the condition
B^ «  1.1 x 10"6 n «  B* (2.8)w e s
Because the microwave spectrum does not peak sharply the inequalities
in (2.5) have been strengthened in (2.8). If Bg 'v 500 gauss,
giving peak microwave radiation at k200 MHz, then suitable values
10 ~3of n and B would be n 2 5 x 10 cm ( Vn - 2000 MHz) and e w e  P
Bv =- 100 gauss (vw^ 850 MHz). If a lower density is required to
obtain a longer decay time then B must be decreased to satisfy (2.8)w
If an electron is to pass through the region of field strength B ,s
we must have
B t B (2.9)m s
and so
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• 2 B  5
Sln ao * - S ' * T ' (2.10)
- Bs
Thus
°o * tS ■ “ 5° (2-ll)
As a is small in the weak field region, the time taken to traverse 
it is
tw = Lw /v (2.12)
while the time spent in the strong field region at each reflection 
cannot be less than
t > 2 L /v (2.13)
S S
Since
we have
x — t /t (2.lit)s w .
L / L  ST/2 (2.15)s w
Taking = 1 0 ^  cm, we have
s 6
L * 5 x 10 - 5 x 10 cm (2.16)s
Therefore the magnetic field must increase from 5 gauss (or, if (2.8) 
is satisfied, $ 100 gauss) to 500 gauss in a distance of 10 km.
5!o overcome the problem of discrepancy in electron numbers,
Takajcura & Kai (1966) proposed a model, shown in Figure 2.1, in 
which most of the electrons are trapped in a region where the density, 
and therefore plasma frequency, is sufficiently high that gyro- 
synchrotron radiation cannot escape. Only a small fraction of the 
electrons trapped in an outer region of lower density contribute to 
the microwave burst, the bulk'of the microwave emission emanating from
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A  schematic illustration of a compound model of radio and X-ray bursts. 
X  : Source for hard X-ray burst.
R i,R ; : Sources for microwave impulsive burst. R2 may not appear as 
the source if the magnetic field of the following spot is weaker.
2-1 The electron trap model of Takakura & Kai (l966)
'9 0 80.
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Model of magnetic field in the radio source showing a cross section in the ecliptic plane. 
A vertical magnetic dipole is situated 3.5 x 104km («»0.05 solar radii) below the photosphere. 
Equi-strength surfaces of the magnetic field which are axially symmetric about the dipole axis are 
shown by solid curves. Curves with an arrow indicate lines of magnetic force.
Figure 2.2 The magnetic field model of Takakura & Scalise (1970).
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the regions of stronger field near the mirror points, as shown in 
Figure 2.1. This model is consistent with the discovery (Takakura, 
1967) that the microwave emission decays more gradually than the 
X-ray emission, indicating that although the electrons responsible 
for these two types of radiation are closely connected, possibly 
having a common origin and influenced by the same modulation mechanisms, 
they are not identical.
A model of the trapping field based on the suggestion of Takakura 
& Kai (1966) was introduced by Takakura & Scalise (1970) who evaluated 
-the centre to limb variation of microwave emission under the assumption 
of an isotropic pitch angle distribution for the trapped electrons.
As the gyro-synchrotron emission originates in the regions of strong 
magnetic field in the limbs of the trap they represented the trapping 
field by two independent magnetic fields due to a vertical dipole 
situated in the photosphere beneath each sunspot as illustrated in 
Figure 2.2 . Although adequate for the calculations performed by 
Takakura and Scalise, this field is of no use in the calculation of 
X-ray emission as the field lines are discontinuous at the mid point 
of the trap and, as was pointed out in §1 , we expect the emission 
from this region to be of importance.
Pinter (1969) examined the distribution of numbers of X-ray 
bursts in three energy bands against solar longitude and concluded 
that the distribution peaks at a certain longitude which increases 
from 0° to ^  1+0° as the photon energy increases from 1 keV to 'v* 20 keV.
(A more detailed discussion of such observations is given in Chapter II). 
He then took the simplest possible approximation to a trapping model 
by considering the electrons to be moving parallel to a horizontal 
magnetic field orientated in an East-West direction and using a 
simple approximation to the energy-dependent X-ray bremsstrahlung 
differential cross-section due to Sommerfeld (l95l)»
Identifying photon energy with electron energy, and probability 
of observing a burst with relative intensity of the burst due to 
directional effects, he showed that the predicted distribution of
bursts, shewn in Figure 2.3, agreed closely with the observed distribution. 
Pintdr’s analysis is faulty as he only considers electrons moving in 
one direction along the magnetic field although it is clear that in a 
trap the net electron flux must be zero. The corrected distribution
is shown in Figure 2.b, Here we see that the peak in intensity does
not begin to move away from the centre of the solar disc until the 
electron energy has increased to Uo keV, rather than at 5 keV as found 
by Pinter. At 60 keV, the directivity is reduced from 2.9 to 1.3.
The corrected distribution does not agree with Pinter’s observational 
data.
a
Elwert & Haug (1970) calculated the directivity and polarisation 
of X-ray emission from electrons moving along a straight magnetic 
tfield line. They considered the case where al 1 electrons have the 
same pitch angle and also the case of distributed pitch angle where 
,the distribution is of the form sinna. As they were concerned with 
the wavelength region 2-10 &, Elwert & Haug used a non-relativistic 
bremsstralung cross-section so there is np beaming effect and their 
results apply equally well to the thin target model (see Chapter II) 
in which electrons move in one direction along the field line, or to 
the trap model where electrons are moving in both directions.
In this non-relativistic limit the polarisation can be calculated 
analytically. For example, for a pitch angle distribution
f(ct) * sin2 a (2.17)
the polarisation is given by
pH(e) = - ^ _ S -------  ' (2.18)
10Q + 3 + cos2 e
where 0 is the angle between the direction of emission and the
magnetic field. The direction of polarisation is either parallel to
H H(P < 0) or perpendicular to (P >0) the magnetic field. Q is a
function of photon energy and depends on the electron energy distribution.
In the case of a power law energy spectrum, Elwert & Haug show that
75
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Figure 2,3 Distribution of X-ray burst intensity according to
Pinter (1969)* 6 is 90° at disc centre and 0° at the liipb.
60
1
30'
90 S O 30 0
Figure 2.b Corrected intensity distribution. Figures on curves 
are;photon energies, as in Figure 2.3.
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if the Coulomb correction (Elwert, 1939) to the bremsstrahlung 
cross-section is neglected then Q is independent of photon energy, 
being given by
2(6-1) (2.19)
where 6 is the spectral index.
Results obtained by Elwert & Haug for the directivity and polarisation 
are reproduced in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Taken as a non-relativistic, 
"horizontal magnetic field" approximation t° the trap model, these 
results predict (assuming an equatorial field direction)
(a) for a single pitch angle electron distribution with a <55°:-
(i) limb darkening (minimum IjVI q ^ 0.2 for a = 0°);
(ii) East-West polarisation decreasing to zero at the 
limb (maximum polarisation 'v 0.75 for a= 0°),
(b) for a single pitch angle distribution with a > 55°:-
(i) limb brightening (maximum I /I ^1.9 for a = 90°);Jj 0
(ii) North-South polarisation decreasing to zero at the 
limb (maximum polarisation ^ 0.7 for a = 90°),
(c) for a sinna pitch angle distribution
(i) slight limb brightening (I /I •>» 1.25)1j U
(ii) North-South polarisation ( ^0.2 for n = 2, 'V' 0.3 for n = k)
If, on the other hand, it is supposed that emission from the 
(vertical) limbs of the trap, where the electrons have pitch angles 
of ^90°, predominatesj these results predict a limb darkening of a 
factor of 2 and a North-South polarisation increasing from zero 
at the centre of the solar disc to 0.7 at the limb.
In 1971 Elwert & Haug extended their directivity calculations 
to the hard X-ray regime (e >10 keV) in the Born approximation 
(Sauter, 193*0 • They calculated the directivity of bremsstrahlung 
radiation from an assembly of electrons with zero pitch angle and an 
energy spectrum consisting of two power laws so that the spectrum
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hv = 3keV; X = 4.1 X
I
120°0 30° 60° 150° ■& 180°90°
Intensity distribution of the X-radiation (in arbitrary units) for discrete 
pitch angles a and Q =  0.15.
hv = 3 keV
I
30° 90° 150° *  180°
Intensity of the X-radiation (in arbitrary units) for an angular distribution 
Fn(a) =  sin" a and Q = 0.15.
Figure 2.5 Directivity of X-ray emission from electrons
spiralling along a magnetic field line. From Elwert 
8c Haug (1970).
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a = 60°
120° 150°3'0° 60°
-0.5
- 1.0
0.2
n = 2
150° ■& i80°
Polarization curves for an angular distribution Fn(a) =  sin” a and Q =  0.15.
Figure 2.6 X-ray polarisation predicted by Elvert & Haug (1970) 
for various electron pitch angle distributions.
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steepens above some energy Eq (Figure 2.7) and from electrons with a 
power law spectrum modified by an exponential cutoff for pitch angles 
of 0°, 30°, 60° and 90° (Figure 2.8). These results, which 
illustrate the effect of relativistic beaming, are not directly 
applicable to a "uniform horizontal magnetic field” approximation to 
the trapping model as,like Pinter (19&9)s they consider only electrons 
moving in one direction along the field line. The intensity 
distribution predicted by this approximation to the trapping model 
is obtained by summing over the two electron beams,
JTRAP (6) = I(8) + I(,r “ 9) (2-20)
Mentally performing this summation on the results illustrated, we
see from Figure (2.7) that at the low photon energy of 10 keV we 
have limb darkening as in the non-relativistic approximation (a) (i) 
above. However at a photon energy of 50 keV the relativistic 
forward beaming of photons has inverted the previous results, giving 
limb brightening for small pitch angles and limb darkening for large 
-pitch angles (Figure 2.8).
Haug (1972), using the same electron energy distributions as 
Elwert & Haug (1971)5 extended the polarisation calculations of
Elwert & Haug (1970) to hard X-ray energies. Figure 2.9 and 2.10
show some of his results, which are, apart from the asymmetry caused 
by relativistic beaming, similar to Elwert 8c Haug's (1970) results.
The peak polarisation for a given electron pitch angle does not 
depend strongly on photon energy but the functional form of dependence 
of the polarisation on direction becomes more complex as photon 
energy increases. Approximate predictions of polarisation 
cannot be obtained directly from these results by using (2.20) since 
the X-ray fluxes from the two electron beams are different because 
of relativistic beaming.
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hv = 10 keV
6, = 3, C2 = 5, E0 = 150keV
2.0
0.5
120°90°60°30°
hv = 50 keV
30° 60°. 120° 150° 0 180°
Figure 2.7 Angular distribution of bremsstrahlung from electrons 
with a power law energy distribution and zero pitch 
angle, calculated by Elwert & Haug (1971)* There is a 
break in the spectrum at 150 keV.
0 is the angle between the magnetic, field line and the 
direction of the observer. The dotted curves show the 
• results obtained from a non-relativistic treatment.
I
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hv- 50 keV
1 -
120°60° 9 0 °30°
hv = 50keV
60°
oC= 90°
0° 30°
Figure 2.8 Angular distribution3of bremsstrahlung emission from 
electrons vith an E energy distribution having an 
exponential cutoff at 800 keV. The electrons have q 
pitch angles of 0° (upper figure) and 30 , 60 and 90 
(lover figure). 0 is the angle betveen the observer 
and the magnetic field direction. From Elvert & Haug (1971)•
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hv=10 keV
-02
- 0.6
0.6
hv = 50 keV
0.2 -
3 0 ° •
-0.2
- 0.4 •
-0.6
Figure 2.9 Relativistic polarisatio^#^lculated by Haug (1972)
for electrons with an E energy distribution steepening 
to E 5 above 80 keV. 0 is the angle between the
magnetic field direction and the line of sight.
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hv - 300 keV
60° 90°
-02
- 0 3
0.15
Vhv= 50 keV
o.io
0.05
hv = 300 keV
o* £  180°150®
60® 90®
- 0.1
hv=300 keV
F(a) - cos a-0.3 hv= 50 keV
-3Figure 2.10 Relativistic polarisation of X-ray emission from an E
energy distribution of electrons with an exponential cutoff 
• at 800 keV. The polarisation curves for a photon energy 
of 50 keV (not shown) in the discrete pitch angle case are 
almost identical to those of Figure 2.9* From Haug(.1972).
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3. THE TRAPPING MAGNETIC FIELD  ,--------
As the energy density of the coronal magnetic field over an 
active region is considerably greater than the thermal energy of the 
ambient plasma the magnetic field must be force-free, although,
‘ if* the magnetic field is required to store the flare energy prior to 
release, it must depart from a potential configuration initially. 
Hovever this deviation need not be large, as the total energy 
released in a large flare is £ 10$ of the potential energy in an 
active region magnetic field. In a large flare where a high 
-density of trapped non—thermal particles is required to explain the 
observed hard X-ray flux, interaction of the field with the injected 
fast particles will produce perturbations on the field.
In order to obtain a definitive model of the trapping field we 
have taken a potential configuration. Three potential field, 
models were examined, the field of a single horizontal dipole, 
the field of two linecharges and the field of two monopoles. The 
flux tube In which the fast particles are trapped is taken to lie 
in the vertical plane passing through a bipolar pair of sunspots 
and is represented by a single field line, its finite diameter 
being neglected. This idealisation does not influence the 
interpretation of results provided the diameter of the flux tube is 
small in comparison to its length.
Support for this hypothesis is given by H a and soft X-ray
photographs of flaring regions, which show filamentary loop structures
)
with thickness to length ratios of $ 1/10, although the structures 
are frequently more complex than those characteristic of a potential 
field. However, as discussed in §1, we are interested in applying 
our results to large events in which the magnetic field structure 
Is generally simpler.
The trapping field is specified by 3 parameters as shown in 
Figure 3-1; D, the separation of the sources; d, the depth of 
the sources below the photosphere, and ZQ, the height of the top
H 
♦
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Photospherelunspot
D
Photosphere
SourceSource
+1
Figure 3.1 Top-Definition of the trap in terms of physical dimensions.
Bottom - Mathematical definition used in analysis. The 
transformation between the two systems is defined by equation 
(3.3).
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of the arch above the photosphere. The positions of the field 
lines emerging from the photosphere are identified with the 
positions of the bipolar pair of sunspots. The geometry of the 
magnetic field and positions of the electron mirror points for a 
range of pitch angles for each of the three field models is shown in 
Figures 3.2 - 3.^.
The dipole field, which has been used to represent a coronal 
trap by Chui (1970) and Pneuman (1972)* has the attraction of having 
a simple mathematical representation. However, as only one source 
is responsible for the production of the magnetic field the parameter 
'd cannot be chosen freely, being fixed by the specification of Z0 
and D. To obtain a realistic value of D, a large value of d must 
be chosen thus placing the dipole far below the photosphere with the 
result that there is little variation in magnetic field strength in 
the corona. For example, to obtain a height of 5 x 10^ km for the top 
of the arch assuming a sunspot separation of 10^ km, the dipole must be 
placed at a depth of 8 x lcA km. If the magnetic field strength 
at the photosphere is taken to be 2000 gauas, a rather large field 
of 700 gauss is found at the top of the trap. As the ratio of 
field strengths is only ^ 3» any electron with initial pitch angle 
< 35° at the top of the trap will reach the photosphere. The 
simplicity of the mathematical representation of the dipole is of 
little advantage in this study as the computation of X-ray emission 
from the trap must be performed numerically.
The equations describing the linecharges magnetic field model 
are intermediate in complexity between those of the dipole and monopole 
fields. Results obtained using this field model are similar to 
those obtained for the monopoles field which is considered to be the 
most realistic model. The principal difference between these models 
lies in the magnetic field gradient in the limbs of the trap. The 
field strength near the photosphere is
B *  l / ( Z + d ) (3.1)
^ 750 'briasq.
v x.-*-*0' n&Ci
<*, = +S# &~2££-G
^.*75° T3*OS$
«**- iff* *Bs 1*100 q
Source depth = U.TxlO1* km for ZQ = 105 km
8..2X101* km :for Z = X^-IO1* km
Figure 3.2 The Dipole ;magnetic field model.. '.Minor point .heights 
for electrons of various initial pitch angles are shown, 
end field strengths at -these points i*or an assumed field 
<of .2000 gauss at the sunspots..
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<<©•*/ 5 
*B = 1*10 d
Linecharge source x
Figure 3*3 The Linecharges magnetic fi.eld.nodel.
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<*„ = t,0U 'BrlZSQ
<**=4S°
^-75° *£ = 4 ^
Monopole source x
Figure 3.U The Monopoles magnetic field model.
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for the linecharges field and
2
B * r/(z + d) (3.2)
for the monopoles field. The distribution of mirror point heights,
'which is determined by the rate of convergence of field lines, is 
shown in Figures 3.3 and 3»U. The monopoles field is closest in 
* appearance to typical coronal structures such as filaments and 
coronal loops and, in addition, the point sources in this model 
are good approximations to sunspots whereas the extended line sources 
of the linecharges field have little physical significance.
The depth beneath the photosphere at which the sources have been 
set in each of these models has been chosen to be roughly equal to 
the diameter of a large sunspot and adjusted to give a realistic value 
of magnetic field strength at the top of the arch. (The effect of 
this procedure on the characteristics of the X-ray emission is small 
as it only shifts the particle trajectories slightly with respect 
to the density structure of the atmosphere). The linecharges sources 
were set at a depth of 5 x 10 km and the monopoles sources at a depth 
of 10^ km. Setting D equal to 10^ km and assuming a magnetic field 
strength of 2000 gauss at the sunspots, the field strength at the top 
of the arch in the linecharges model is l8o gauss at a height of 
5 x 10*1 km and 95 gauss at a height of 10^ km. Corresponding values 
for the monopoles field are k3 gauss and 12 gauss respectively.
Because the characteristics of the hard X-ray emission from the
trap are determined only by its geometry the actual size of the trap
can be chosen freely. We define the scale of the trap by taking
the distance D between the sunspots to be 10^ km, a value representative
of a large flare, so that if we also assume physically reasonable values 
for other parameters (for example, total number of trapped electrons) 
the calculated photon fluxes are representative of what would actually 
be detected according to the predictions of the model. However, for
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the purposes of computation a coordinate system, shown in Figure 3.!l, 
is set up in which the sunspots are at unit distance on either side 
-of the central axis of the trap. The magnetic sources are located 
at the points (0,1 ,0) and (0,-l,0 ) and the top of the arch is at 
(0,0 zo)> where zQ is defined by
Z + d
zo = (3.3)
D/2
The unit of distance in this coordinate system will be referred to as 
a "scaled unit".
The trapping field is described, for computational purposes, by 
a set of functions which depend on position on the field line chosen 
to represent the flux tube in which the non-thermal electrons are 
trapped. Position on the field line is defined by an independent 
variable £ which increases monotonic ally from a value at the
top of the arch to a value at the source on the positive y-axis.
The functions dependent on £ are defined only on the right half 
(y > 0) of the field line. Corresponding values on the left hand 
side are obtained from symmetry considerations.
Of fundamental importance to the dynamics of trapped particles 
is the magnetic field strength as a function of position on the field 
line. This is described by the function B(£). As the actual 
value of field strength is irrelevant (providing it is sufficiently 
large that the Larmor radius is small compared to the scale length 
for change in the magnetic field), B(£) is measured in arbitrary units. 
The geometry of the trap is defined by the functions z(£) and y(?), 
which are, respectively, height above the sources in scaled units 
(0 < z(^) < z q ) and horizontal distance from the central axis of the 
trap, again in scaled units. Other functions which are used in the 
equations describing X-ray emission from the trap as formulated in 
§7 are:-
df- 9 the rate of charge of magnetic field strength 
with respect to £ ;
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(ii) dX , the rate of change of distance, measured along
the field line from the top of the arch in scaled 
units, with respect to
(iii) dz^  , the rate of change of height with distance along
dX the field line (this is always negative because 
of the definition of I ) ;
(iv) djr , the rate of change of horizontal distance with
d£ distance along the field line.
k. THE DIPOLE FIELD
The field of the dipole (with Bin arbitrary units) is given by
B = (1 * 3 cos2 9)5
where r = z sin2 0 (U.2)o
The variables r and 0 are defined in Figure (^.l).
We have
z = r sin 0 (U.3)
and y = r cos 0 (^.U)
hence z = z q  sin3 0 (^.5)
and y = zq sin2 0 cos 0 (^.6)
Defining the independent variable by
£ = cos 0 (^.7)
we have
£0 = 0 (1*.8)
and $i = i (U.9)
Dropping the constant z from (U.2) since B is in arbitraryo
units and substituting in (H.l) this becomes
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Figure U.l definition of the variables r and 0 used in the 
analysis of the dipole field.
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i
B = ( U - L 2)
(1 - 52)3
From (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain
(4.10)
and
Z =  Z ( 1  - ?2 )
o
y = zq 5(1 -£2)
(U .1 X )
(U.12)
Differentiating (4.10) we have
dB _ 35 (3 + 552) (U.13)
d5 (1 +. SC2)*;! -52) **
while differentiating (4.11) and (4.12), squaring and adding gives
= zo ( 1 + 352 )i (U.lU)
Differentiating (4.11) and (4.12) and dividing each by (4.l4) gives, 
respectively
dz
dJl
—  =  -  3K
and
djr = 
dJl
1 - 3 E2 
(1 + 352)5
(U.15)
(lt.16)
5. THE LINECHARGES FIELD
This configuration is produced by two linecharges of opposite 
sign, located at y = +1 and y = -1. The sources extend indefinitely 
in the x direction. The y-component of the magnetic field 
strength (in arbitrary units) is given by
B =  Zll _ Z.+X (5.1)
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(see Figure 5*1) 5 while the z-component is given by
B_ =-- — -----------------------------(5.2)z
where
r* = (y + i)2 + z2 (5.3)
and *2  ~ ^  ~ + 7,2 (5-1*)
The direction of the field line is defined by
dz Bz z(r2 - r|)
dy By ytr2 - r|)-(r* + r|)
(5-5)
which reduces to
dz _ 2yz
dy y2 - z2 -1
Writing this as
(5.6)
2yz dy - (y2 - z2 - l) dz = 0 (5.T)
,rin
integration
-2and multiplyi g by the integrating factor z we find that on
y2/z + z - 1/z = constant (5*8)
which can be expressed as
y2 + (z - n )2 = (1 +n2) (5.9)
where n is a constant. This is the equation of a circle centred
2xion y = 05 z = n » °f radius (1 +n ) .
We define the independent variable £ , and also R, as .in 
Figure 5.2.
Setting z = zq and y = 0 in (5*9) we find that
11 = — ------------------   (5.10)
2zo
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Figure 5.1 Definition of and r^ in linecharges model analysis.
Figure 5.2 Definition of the variables 1\ and R used in the 
analysis of the linecharges field model.
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and
. z£ . + 1 R = _o_____
2z
(5.11)
The magnetic field strength is given hy
B = (B v2 + B,2)5 (5.12)
Substituting in (5*12) from (5*1) ~ (5**0 and simplifying leads 
to the result
B =
We have, from Figure 5*2,
R z
(5.13)
and
that is,
and
or
= 0
-1E = cos (- n/R) 
*1
= cos-1
'1 - z2' o
1 + z2 
o>
z = n + R cos £
= R (cos £ * n/R)
z = R (cos £ - cos
(5*1*0
(5*15)
(5*16)
while
y = R sin £ (5*17)
Using (5*13) and (5*16) we can express B in arbitrary units as
-1B = (cos £ ~ cos £ (5*18)
Differentiating (5*18) gives
~dB , x-2—  = sin £, (cos £ - cos t, )
*£
(5*19)
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From Figure 5-2 ve see that
—  = R (5.20)
d£
Using (5*16)j (5.1T) and (5.20) we obtain
—  = - sin £ (5-21)
an
and
^  = cos £ (5.21)
ai
The angle £, rather than the apparently more convenient variable 
cos £ , which would avoid the presence of trignometrical functions^ 
is used here as the function d£/dE, has a singularity at the top of 
the arch if the cosine of the angle is used as independent variable,
6. THE M0N0P0LES FIELD
This field geometry is produced by 2 magnetic monopoles of 
opposite sign located at y = - 1 and y = +1. If r^ and r^
are defined as shown in Figure 6.1 the y and z components of the 
magnetic field are given (in arbitrary units) by
By = L z A  (6.D
where
r2^
r3 r3 2 1
z z (6.2)
r3 r32 1
= (y + l)2 + z2 (6.3)
= (y ~ l)2 + z2 (6.10
From (6.1 J and (6.2) we have
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Figure 6.1 Definition of r and rp used in analysis of. monopoles 
field model.
0 . 5  -
i.oo
Figure 6.2 Relationship of the (X,y) coordinate system used in 
the monopoles analysis to the (y,z) system.
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dz _ ' _®z _ . z/r|. . ,z/r3
dy % (y-l)/r| - (y+l)/r3 
which on multiplying by z can be written
dz
dy
z2
r32 rl
(6.5)
(6.6)
i.e.
—  [z2 -(y-1)z —  "]= —  f z2 —(y+l)z —
r |  L dy dy J]■ tjL
Substituting for z from (6.3) and (6.U)
_i _ (y-i)[(y-i) + zj|] _i _ (y+i)[}y+i) +
(6.7)
r32
r3
(6.8)
which can be written
-A - -j ( 4  ) wih  (ri> 
rl
which is just
_a ( 2ii\_ _a / z±i
ay (?> dy
Integrating, we obtain
HzL _ lii = constant
(6.9)
(6.10)
(6.11)
We write
and
21
r r 1 2
r! + r2 =
(6.12)
(6.13)
Here \ defines the field line while y defines position on the field line,
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From (6.3) and (6.U) we obtain
r2 - = k y (6.1*0
and
r2 + r2 = 2 (l+y2 + z2) (6,15)
Dividing (6.1*0 "by (6.13) ve obtain
r_ - r = —  y (6.16 )1 2 y
Squaring (6.13) and (6.16) and subtracting
T T* - 2 - y2
1 2 ” y -2 (6.17)
Writing (6.12) in the form
y(r2 - Yj) + (r2 + rj) = r-L r2 (6.18)
and substituting from (6.13), (6.16) and (6.17) we obtain
2 n . ~ , o y2
that is
- - y2 + 2p = 2x(y2 ) (6.19)
V
•2 = (6.20)y
y - X
Squaring (6.16) and substituting from (6.15) and (6.17) gives
2(l-ty2 +Z2) - 2(w2 - i2 ) =( £ )2 (6>21)
y y
which reduces to
z2 = (v2 -1) (1 - *§ ) (6.22)
On substituting for y from (6.20) this can be written
z2 = i-2ri)2 (6.23)
y - X
Setting y = 0 in (6.20) we find the limiting value of the independent 
variable
1/ (6.2*1)
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and setting z = 0 in (6.23) we find
Vl = 1 (6.25)
Putting y = in (6.23) so that z = z q , and solving for , X 9
X = (l + zz ) 
o
2\ “ 5
-<6.26)
Hence X£ 1 and 1 £ y £ /X
The relationship "between the (y,z) and (X,y) coordinate systems is 
illustrated in Figure 6.2. Note that since y decreases with 
movement along the field line from top of arch to source, it is not 
suitable for use as the independent variable. Furthermore, as
will be seen later, the functions dy/dy and d^/dy have a singularity 
at the top of the arch.
From (6.1) and (6.2) we find.
B = z r i  _ z i i '
3 3
2
+
r '
z z 
3 3
2 ~
T T
[ 2  rl I 2 rl .
which can be written as
B = _i + _L_ _ 2 y2 + z2 -1
r“
V 1
3 3r r 1 2
Differentiating (6.20) we obtain
3(l-Xy)(y-X) -yX(y-X) -y(i -Xy)y i2r<13.
Substituting for y from (6.20) leads to
=
dy
(6.27)
(6.28)
(6.29)
(p-X)3(l-Xy)
Treating (6.23) similarly, we obtain
3(l*~Xy) ( y-X) -Xy( y-X)-y(l-Xy) (6.30)
dz i—  = 5
dy
/ ' >
X i r5
(y-X)3
t
3 y2 - UXy + l (6.31)
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Squaring and adding (6.30) and (6.31) gives
d* -1
ay 2(y~M3/2
y
i- ly
[ 3(1- Xy)(y~X) _Xy(y-X) -y(i-Xy)
-+ X J^3y2 -l|Xy +i J (6.32)
The negative square root is taken here as y decreases on moving away
from the top of the areh. As mentioned previously, (6.30) and (6.32)
are singular at the top of the arch.
’Therefore we make a change of variable, defining
5 = &  -Xu)*
Then
'and
Thus
an d
so
4 = 0
o
= Cl -X)
= _ JL4 = _ 2 , xi
d£ X X U
(6.33) 
(6. 3*0
(6.35)
(6.36)
(6.37)
dg, _ 1 Jp [3(l-Xy) (y~X) -Xy(y-X) -y(l-Xy)l
d £ ~  Xty-X)^ L
+ X(l-Xp) £ 3p2- !*Xp+ l]
. 1
21 2 (6.38)
To evaluate _dB we use
fTR
d£
SB dy JB dz
, dy dy 3z dy dZ
(6.39)
Differentiating (6.28) with respect to y and z, we obtain
(x?)-3 J_ (rj) + ( 2)-3 i_ (r2)■ S -  -B’1 f3y 2 37 1 9y
+ _ J. (y 2 + z2 -l)(r2 r|) ^
3 3 2 1 2 T T*
1 2
r i  i r  ( r I> + r !  %  ( r i ) (6.Uo)
loH
and
ja®. =
8z
- B-1 (r2) 3 a_ / 2) + (r2) -3 iU rr2) v 2' az K 2' K az i
-3 8
2z
" 2 y^2 + z2 r|) ^^  3
rl r2
i az— - (r2) + r2 az
(r?) (6.1*1)
Differentiating (6.3) and (6.1*) ve find
( r f )
3y
—  (r2)ay K 2}
a_ (r2) 
az
= 2( y+l)
= 2( y-l)
= = 2z
( 6.1(2)
Substituting from (6.1*2) into (6.1*0) and (6.Ul) and using (6.30), 
(6.31)5 (6.37) and (6.39) the rate of change of magnetic field with 
respect to the independent variable can be expressed as
cLB
(ay +3) y 5 *
d£ BX (y~X) 2 r.3 rj
£ 2y (l + 2X2) - 3X (1 +y2) ] 
+az X5 (l“Xy)§ 3y2 - l*Xy + 1 (6.U3)
Where
and
a = 1 + a + b 
3 = a - b
a = r 2 _ i (6.1*U)
I rl V
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and B is obtained from (6.28). 
Using (6.31) and (6.37) we obtain
dz
d£
1 -Ay
^  (v.-*>3
while (6.30) and (6.37) give
(3 y2- + 1) (6.U5)
A2 (y - A ) 3
3(l~Ay)(y-A)-Ay(y-A)- y(l-Ay)
-i6.h6)
7. THE TRAPPED ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
In this section we derive the equations describing the steady- 
state distribution of electrons in the trap. Since the pitch angle 
of an electron changes continuously as the electron moves along the 
trap, we introduce the term"initial pitch angle” in order to describe 
the pitch angle distribution. The initial pitch angle of an electron 
is the pitch angle it has on passing through the mid-point of the trap 
and is the minimum pitch angle the electron can have since the magnetic 
field strength increases monotonically away from the top of the arch.
The distribution of electron energy and pitch angle is defined by
the function g(E,aQ), the number of electrons with energy in the range
E to E + dE and initial pitch angle aQ to aQ +daQ being given by
g(E,a ) dE da . Since changes in the electron distribution and0 0
magnetic field structure during one bounce period are neglected, the 
pitch angle of an electron at any point in the trap (defined by the 
positional parameter £) can be found from the first adiabatic invariant
sin2 q(Q _ B ( S ) ^  ^
sin2 aQ B(Co)
where B(£) is the magnetic field strength at position £ .
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We define the position-dependent fast particle density,
N(£,E,a) such that the number of non-thermal electrons in a volume 
dr at position £ in the trap, with energy E to E + dE and pitch angle 
a to a + daj is given by
6N = N(£,E,a) dx dE da (7.2)
Making use of the symmetry of the trap, we take a to lie in the 
interval (0,xx/2) and define N(£,E,a) to include electrons of pitch 
angle a moving in both directions along the,field line.
We now wish to relate the position dependent electron distribution 
function N(£,E,a) to the defining function g(E',aQ) . Writing (7*2) 
as a function of aQ and integrating along the field line, we obtain
g(E,oo) dE- daQ = 2
W
N(C,E,a(a 9£))s (5)t t  ^ “o ’^ d E  da d£
0 “ ITS—  °
5. 0
(7.3)
S(£) is the cross-sectional area of the flux tube, while and
£ are the values of K at the top of the arch and at the mirror point 
m
respectively. The integral is multiplied by 2 because the integration 
extends over only one half of the trap. The pitch angle a is obtained
as a function of a and S from (7.1).o
Since electron energy loss and scattering are neglected, conservation 
of electron flux in the steady state leads to the relation
N(S ,E,a ) s(S ) \  (E,a ) dE da =o o o t 5 o o
N(5,E,a) see) Yf (E,a) dE ^  (5 $5 (oo)) (7.U)
o
where (E,a) is the electron velocity parallel to the magnetic field,
.given by
■y, (E,a) = v  (E) cos a (7-5)
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v being the velocity of an electron of kinetic energy E.
The cross sectional area of the flux tube is related to the magnetic 
field strength by conservation of magnetic flux, so that
S(£) B(£) = S(So) B(£o) (7.6)
since ve take the flux tube to be of infinitesimal diameter. From 
(7-*0. (7-5) and (7.6) we obtain
Ttr 1 *. ™  \  « /  p t-, \ B ( £ )  cos a d a»(e,E,«) = N(5o,E,% ) —   o _ o  (£<? ( )} (T>7)
o cos a d a
and differentiating (7.1) we find that
d a
d a
tan a
tan a
(7.8)
Thus, from (7.7) , (7.8) and (T.l)
= M(^o’E »ao) ( 5 < 5 ( a ) )  (7.9)
B(5) B(S0)3
m o
Eliminating cos a from (7*7) by use of (7-1) » substituting this 
expression into (7*3) and using (7*6) we obtain
g(E,a0) = 2
Z (a ) m o'
uf r -p  ^ cos aN(€ ,E,a )  o
0- 2„ BU)
_Sln “o b TT) o
3(V ^ d S
2 dE,
(7.10)
Thus g (E >a0)
N(S ,E,a ) =
2 S( Z ) cos a o o
m o l-sin2a M j ) 1 2
0 B(5 ) I d?_ n «J
(7.H)
d5
We note that the integral in the denominator of (7*11) can be
written, using (7*1), as
r£m(» )
I = sec <*(&) d& (7.12)
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where % is the distance along the field line of the mirror point m
of the electron trajectory from the centre of the trap.
Using (T- 5) to express the integrand as v/v^ and noting that the 
velocity is constant, (7*12) can he written
I = L(<x0)/2 (7-13)
where Lf™) is the distance along the field line between the electron 
mirror points. Thus
N(E ,E,aJ  = g(E’ao)
L(o0)S(5o) cos aQ
(7-lU)
where
re C“ )m o
So
L(ac) =2
From (7*9) and (7-lU) we obtain
e(E,a )
n • 2 Si?) 1 l-siraA 
0
NU,E,a) =
L(a0) S ( y  cos aQ
r b (s) i
B(5o)
^  dS (7.15)
dS
(S <S (a )) (7.16)m o
Defining N* (S,E,a) to be the number of trapped electrons per 
unit distance along the flux tube, so that
N*U,E,a) d* =N(5,E,o) S( 5) ds, (7-17)
we obtain, by (7-6) and (7-16)
g(E .a0)
H*(S,E,c) = L(a), cos a o o
( S < S ( a )) (7.18)• m o
Multiplying (7*l8)by da/ da^ (7*8) and using (7*1) we obtain the
distribution function in terms of the initial pitch angle distribution
g(E,o) . , .
-------------  (5 ” W )  (7.19)K0*( 5’E ’“o> =
L(aQ) cos a
This function together with the X-ray bremsstrahlung crosssections
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and the equations describing the trap geometry defines completely 
the characteristics of X-ray emission from the trapping model.
8. BREMSSTRAHLUNG EMISSION FROM AN ASSEMBLY OF TRAPPED ELECTRONS
As we have discussed the X-ray bremsstrahlung cross-sections in 
detail in Chapter II, here we consider only the incorporation of the 
cross-sections in the equations describing the distribution of electrons 
in the trap and the geometry of the trapping field. We also restrict 
pur attention to the derivation of expressions for the X-ray intensity; 
polarisation of the radiation will be considered in §9.
. . If V e> cose, E) is the cross-section for electron-proton 
bremsstrahlung differential in photon energy and solid angle, then the 
number of photons of energy e to .e+de emitted into solid angle dft 
about a direction k due to a number density ng of electrons of energy 
E, having velocity v, from a volume dx in which the proton density
where 0 is the angle between v, the elctron velocity vector and k, 
the direction of the observer.
must be written in a form differential in electron energy and velocity
of an electron in its helical path.
By application of the cosine formula to the spherical triangle 
Bkv in Figure 8.1, 0 can be expressed as
(8.1)
At any point in the electron trap there is a distribution in 
electron velocity both in magnitude and direction, therefore (8.1)
direction. We must also define the angle 0 in terms of the electron 
pitch angle a and an auxiliary angle $ defining the azimuthal position
cos 0 = cos 0 cosa + sin 0 sin a cos $ (8.2)
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Figure 8.1 Geometry of X-ray emission from an electron 
spiralling about a magnetic field line.
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where 0 is the angle "between the field line B and the direction of 
the observer k.
For the electron trap,
dx = n (y) S(y) d£ (8.3)
where dJl is a distance along the field line and S(y) is the 
cross-sectional area of the fluxtube, y "being the positional 
parameter (see §7). Allowing for electrons travelling
in one direction only along the field line, we can write
I
j
n = J M* (p,E,a) dE da —  (8.It)
6 2it
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thus taking account of the distribution of electron flux over energy
ft
and direction. We recall that N (£,E,ct) was defined in (T.l8) as 
the number of electrons per unit length along the trap, with energy 
in unit range about E and-pitch angle in unit range about a.
‘We also write
v(E) = c 8 (E) (8.5)
where e is the speed of light and g =v/c. Thus (8.1) becomes
«I2 = n (£) N*(5 ,E,a)g(E)QT(e,cos 8,E) dE dad$<U dedn (8.6)
The contribution to the X-ray flux from electrons travelling 
in the opposite direction on the field line to that considered in (8.U) 
is obtained by reversing the velocity vector v depicted in Figure 8.1.
Thus>corresponding to the term Q^e, cos0(0,ct,$) , E) d$ in (8.6) 
we have
Q^e* cos 0(0,tt -a,$'),E)d$' (8.7)
Although the azimuthal angle $ was defined with respect to the
direction k(Figure 8.1), $ and can in fact incorporate an arbitrary
phase angle since an integration.over azimuth is performed. The
choice of a phase difference of it between these angles leads a particularly
simple configuration, illustrated in Figure 8.2, from which it is clear
that
$’ = $ + ir 
1 _ (8.8)a' =  tt - a 
O' = tt - 0
. Thus
cos 0(0,a*s^1) = _ cos 0(0,a,$) (8.9)
and so an azimuth-integrated bremsstrahlung cross-section taking 
account of all electrons with energy in unit range about E and pitch 
angle in unit range about a can be defined as
QST(e»E,0 ,a) = ^ Q T(e, cos 0(0 ,a,$) #e) +0T(e ,-cos 6 (0 ,a ,$),E^ j (8.10)
The contribution to the X-ray flux differential in photon energy and 
solid angle from all electrons with energy E to E + dE and pitch angle 
a to a + dot in a length dA of the trap is then given by
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Jigure 8.2 Geometry of emission from two electrons moving in 
opposite directions along the field line B with a 
phase difference of tt between their azimuthal angles 
$ and
llU
■ « 3 = H (?) H*(£,E,a)B(E) QgT(e,E»e,a) 8E aa ai de dfl (8.11)
Using (7-19)» (8.11) can "be written in terms of the initial 
pitch angle distribution,
/ £ . \  s(E,a )
<31 = p   b(e) ^(e.E.QjaJsec a dE daQ dJl de dft (8
L(a ) o
which, integrated over E and gives the differential photon flux from 
-unit length of the trap at position £ ,
r a max(£ V
I(e, 0 ,?) = ^  np(£)
g(E,a )
3(E) ----------QST(e ,E,e,a)dEdao
„ . L(°0 cos aamin o
(8.13)
The integration over initial pitch angle only extends up to = 
a max(£) as electrons of a larger initial pitch angle are reflected 
before reaching the point defined by £. We choose the lower limit of
integration so that electrons with this initial pitch angle
mirror just above the transition region. We assume that electrons
of smaller pitch angle decay rapidly in the dense chromosphere and do 
not participate in the production of coronal trap X-ray emission.
From (7*1)j which gives the dependence of pitch angle on position,
2 b (£ /o-ii. \sin a =   (8.14)max b(5 }
To obtain an expression for the total emission (8.13) must be 
integrated along the field line defining the trap. Note that, in 
accordance with the definitions made in describing the magnetic field 
configuration of the trap in § 3» (8.13) can only be applied directly 
in the right hand half of the trap (y> 0). To integrate (8.13), 0 , 
the angle between the magnetic field and the direction of the observer 
must be defined as a function of position on the trap. This is done 
by introducing the angles ^  , A and B shown in Figure 8.3. A and E 
are polar coordinates defining the orientation of the trap relative 
to the observer while ip is the angle between the magnetic field
.12)
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Figure 8.3 Definition of the angles 0^ and 0^ between the line 
of sight k and the magnetic field directions and EL 
in the left and right halves of the trap. These angles 
are defined as functions of the angles A and B, defining 
the direction of the observer, and ij> , which gives the 
field direction.
direction and the photosphere. Applying the cosine formula to
the triangle zkB in Figure 8.3, we obtain 
a
cos 0 = - cos A sin ip + sin A cos cos BX\ (8.15)
while the angle iJj is related to the geometry of the magnetic field by
, dz dysin tIj = — —  : cos ip = -r’f-
r dZ y d£ < 8.16)
-Thus the number of photons in unit energy range about e emitted 
per unit time,into unit solid angle about k,from the right hand half of 
the flux tube,is
and (8.16).
Referring to Figure 8.3 it is clear that the emission from the 
left hand half of the flux tube is also given by (8.17) if 0D isI\
replaced by 0 , where 0 is given by (8.15) with \p negated. Therefore 
xj Li
the total number of photons emitted, per unit time in unit energy 
range about e , into unit solid angle about k is
(8.17)
So
vhere l(e 0,£.) is given by (8.13) and 0D is obtained from (8.15)
IT(e,A,B) = I(e ,0r ,5) + I (e,0L ,?) H  d? (8.18)
where n0
(8.19)
and cos 0 = _dzLi ~'T cos A + sin A cos B 
dZ
(8.20)
and' dz dy , dz are as defined in §3.^  and d£ * d£ dS
Note that since O < 0 T), 0T < it, the sines of these angles
R L
occurring in (8.2) are correctly given by
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Figure 8.U The relationship between the polar coordinates A and B
which define the orientation of the trap relative to the 
observer, and the solar longitude X and latitude $ of the 
trap.
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sin 0_ = /l -cos2 o' ,sin0 = /l-cos2 ©’ (8.21)
xi it Li L
To provide an easily assimulated description of the trap
orientation we take the pair of bipolar sunspots to lie on a parallel 
. of solar latitude. As the trap may be placed anywhere on the solar 
surface the constraint of an equatorial magnetic field direction does 
< not exclude any possible orientation of the trap relative to the
observer. By placing the trap on the invisible hemisphere of the
sun we can observe the directivity and polarisation of X-rays emitted 
towards the photosphere which are of interest in connection with the ' 
albedo effect discussed in Chapter- II.
The relationship between the solar longitude X, which we define 
to be measured Eastwards from the central meridian, and latitude <|> and 
the angles A and B used in (8.19) and (8.20) is illustrated in Figure 8.1+. 
From the triangle with sides x »<f> and A we obtain by the cosine formula
cos A = cos <j> cos x (8.22)
and by the sine formula
cos B = sin X/sinA (8.23)
Since A lies in the range [[0,ir] and only the cosine of B is
required in (8.19) and (8.20), these equations suffice to determine 
the X-ray emission from the trap for all values of X and <f> . However^ 
results are presented only for the left half of the upper hemisphere 
of the sun ( 0 $ X^£ tt » 0£<j> j$tt/2) as characteristics of the X-ray
emission from sources in other positions may be easily obtained from 
these by consideration of symmetry.
9- POLARISATION OF X-RAYS EMITTED BY THE TRAPPED ELECTRONS
In this section we evaluate the polarisation of X-ray emission 
from the trap by combining the bremsstrahlung equations of Chapter II
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with those describing the geometry of the trapping field (§3-6) and 
electron distribution (§7)*
First of all we discuss the formulation of our description of 
polarisation. In Chapter II we showed that bremsstrahlung radiation 
emitted by a single accelerated electron is completely polarised in 
the plane containing the direction of acceleration, while the radiation 
from a beam of electrons which are scattered in random directions is 
partially polarised, the plane of polarisation, lying either in the 
plane of emission, which is the plane .defined by the initial direction 
of the electron beam and the direction of the observer, or perpendicular 
.to it. Denoting the cross-section for emission of radiation polarised 
in the plane of emission by and that for radiation polarised 
perpendicular to it by the degree of polarisation is given by
O// ' ® i
. . i  (9.1)
° // +  Oj.
where the radiation is polarised parallel to the emission plane if p
I
is positive and perpendicular to it if p is negative. The convention 
we have established here is the opposite to that used by Elwert & Haug 
(1970), Haug (1972) and Brown (1972), who take the polarisation to be 
negative when the maximum intensity is parallel to the emission plane.
Turning now to the polarisation of radiation emitted by an 
assembly of trapped electrons, we consider first the emission of 
radiation from a specified point on the trap due to electrons moving in 
one direction along the field line. Since the electron velocities 
are distributed in.direction there is no unique plane of emission, but 
because of the uniform azimuthal distribution of electrons spiralling 
about the magnetic field line, the plane of polarisation lies parallel 
or perpendicular to it.
The truth of this statement can be established by a method 
similar to that used in Chapter II to show that the plane of polarisation 
of radiation from a beam of electrons is parallel or perpendicular to 
the beam. It is well known that the intensity observed through 
a polariser orientated at angle <j> to some reference direction, from a 
source of total intensity I with degree of polarisation p, the plane 
of polarisation lying at an angle $ to the reference direction,is
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which can alternatively be expressed as
!(<{>) = Ii cos2 (<()-- $) + 12 sin2 (<|>-$) (9.3)
if the source is regarded as being composed of two orthogonally 
polarised components of intensity
(9.U)
polarised in the directions $ and $ + tt/2 respectively.
Figure 9*1 shows the angles and directions involved in this 
discussion and illustrates the orientation of the planes of polarisation 
of radiation polarised parallel and perpendicular to the plane of
the direction of the observer and the magnetic field and & the angle 
on which the bremsstrahlung cross-sections depends, were discussed
of polarisation of the component polarised parallel to the plane of 
emission relative to the magnetic field, and <j> , the angle at which 
the observer's polariser is set, again relative to the magnetic field 
direction.
As the electron distribution does not depend on the azimuthal angle 
$ we can write for the observed intensity, using (9*3)
For clarity we have not explicitly indicated the angular dependence of 
the cross-sections nor their dependence on electron and photon energy. 
After some trigonometric manupulation, (9*5)' can be expressed in the 
form
emission. The pitch angle a » azimuthal angle $ , 0 the angle between
in §8. We have introduced the angle x , which defines the plane
1 (4>) « 0(oy/ cos2 x+ cTj. sin2 x) cos2 <J>
f
j_/h(r-c. sin2 x+ o± cos2 x) sin2 (j>
- a±) sin 2x d$ cos <J> sin <J>
(9.6)
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Figure 9-1 Definition of the angles x and <|> which axe used in 
defining the polarisation of X-ray emission from an 
electron spiralling about a magnetic field line.
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Remembering that the bremsstrahlung cross-sections depend not on 0 
but its cosine, and considering the symmetries about the field direction 
apparent in Figure 9*1» we see that the last term in (9*6) is identically 
zero. Therefore we can define the azimuthally integrated cross-sections
r
= 0 ^a// cos2x + ai- sin2x  ^ d$ (9*7)
and
a* = 0 (o/y sin2X + cos2X ) d$ (9.8)
and write (9.6) as
I(<J>) ■ « a* cos2 <p + of sin2 <j> (9*9)
which shows that a* is the cross-section for emission of radiation 
//
polarised parallel to the magnetic field and q£ is the cross-section 
for emission polarised perpendicular to it.
I As the bremsstrahlung cross-sections given in Chapter II are 
defined as the total cross-section
Q. -a,. + a, (9»10)fj» V -*■
and the polarisation cross-section
Qp = Oj, ~ (9*11)
we re-express (9*7) and (9*8) in the form
a* = o 5 (Q^ + cos 2 xQp) (9.12)
and
0 *  = o 5 (Q ~  cos 2^0p) (9.13)
1 T
where
cos 2X = 2 cos2X - 1 (9.1*0
To carry out the azimuthal integration we must obtain ^ as a 
function of which we do by applying the cosine formula to the
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triangle vBk in Figure 9*1> obtaining
cos x =
cos a - cos 0 cos 0
(9.15)
sin 0 sin 0
(We already have 0 as a function of $ from (8.2))
• We now consider the contribution to the X-ray emission from
I
electrons travelling in the opposite direction along the field line 
to those considered above. As in §8 we find it convenient to 
insert a phase difference of ir between the azimuthal angles of 
the two electron distributions when performing the azimuthal integration. 
‘The configuration of the two electron velocity vectors is the same 
as in Figure 8.2 but in this case the angles x and xf are also 
defined.
As in §8 we have
and, in addition
$ = $ + 7T
a' = it - a
e' = tt - e
x = it + x
(9.16)
As we have already calculated the azimuth-integrated total cross- 
section (8.10) we need only evaluate the polarisation cross-section 
here. We define this as
IP', =  (<?VA + o*2. 'I - + crJ_2) (9.17)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the two electron beams 
moving in opposite directions along the field line. Substituting 
in (9.IT) from (9*12) and (9.13) we obtain
Q (e,E,0,a) = | cos 2X
o r
Q p(e, cos e, E)
+ cos 2X* Q (e, cos ef,E)”j d$ (9.18)
I2h
which becomes, using (9.16)
»
Qsp(e,E,0,a) = o cos 2x(0,a,$) x
^Qp(e, cos0(O,a,$),E) + Qp(e,-cos 0(e,a,$),E)J d$ (9.19)
In order to evaluate the polarisation of X-ray emission from a
specified point of the trap we integrate the polarisation cross-section
-(9.19) over the electron distribution. As this cross-section differs
from the total cross-section (8.10) only in that it represents the
-difference rather than sum of the orthogonally polarised components,
we see that substituting Q for Q in (8.13) immediately gives
SP SI
the required result. Thus the intensity difference per unit length 
of the trap between the parallel and perpendicular components is
g(E ,a )
P(e,0,S) = n U>
a (0 
max
a
6(E)
L(aQ)cos a
mrn
Qgp^E.Gja) dE daq
The degree of polarisation of X-ray emission at the point on the 
trap defined by £ is
(9.20)
(9.21)
where I(e,©,£) is given by (8.13) and positive p corresponds to 
the polarisation vector being directed along the magnetic field.
As was the case with (8.13), (9.17) applies only in the right hand 
half of the trap (y> 0).
To obtain the overall polarisation of X-ray emission from the 
trap we must integrate (9.20) along the field line defining the trap. 
This integration is more difficult to perform than the corresponding 
integration of the total cross-section (8.18) as the direction of 
polarisation, as well as its magnitude, is a function of position on 
the trap. In order to proceed we must define a reference direction
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from which to measure the position of the plane of polarisation and 
the orientation of the magnetic field line seen in projection by the 
observer. We take the East-West direction to be the reference 
direction and measure angles from the West point as shown in Figure 9.2, 
where the angle S' gives the orientation of the magnetic field line 
and (j> defines the plane of polarisation. The lower part of .Figure 9*2 
__represents a polar plot of intensity observed through a polariser 
at angle <f> to the reference direction, the intensity being given 
-from (9.3) by
Id(4>) = 1^ cos2 (<p- S') + I± sin2 U -  S') (9.22)
where I//t and Ix are the intensity of the components of radiation 
polarised parallel and perpendicular to the field line. These are 
given by
I
| \  = 2 £l  (e,0,y) + P (e,0,y) J (9.23)
and
ix = l £i (c.e.v) - p (c.e.v) 1 (9.2b)
where I (e,0,y) and P (e,0,y) are defined in (8.13) and (9.20) 
respectively.
Substituting from (9.23) and (9.2U) and performing some 
trignometric manipulation we can write (9.22) in the form
I^ (4>) = 2^1 + P cos 2S' cos 2<j) + P sin 2S' sin 2({>^J (9.25)
In considering the directivity of X-ray emission we found that 
(Figure 8.3, Equation (8.18)) the emission from the corresponding 
point on the left half of the trap (y<0) could be found by substituting 
0 , the angle between the direction of the observer and the magnetic 
field line on the left side of the trap, for 0_. in (8.IT). In dealing 
with the polarisation we must also take account of the fact that the 
angle between the observer's polariser and the direction of the magnetic 
‘field he sees in projection,y , is different from the corresponding angle
±J
in the right half of the trap. Thus the sum of the contributions
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Figure 9*2 Definition of the angles ¥ and <J> , which give the magnetic 
field direction and plane of polarisation respectively, 
as seen by the observer. The West point is taken as the 
reference direction.
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(9.25) from each half of the trap is
X p W )  = 1 j " (  l U , 0 R, ? )  +  I ( e ,  0 ^ , 5 ) )
+  (^(s^B^t) COS 2-;T e  +  ? ( e s 0 ^  ) cos 2  -y ) EOS 24)
-+ ( P (e .,0^,0 sin 2 - ^  + P(e. s B^E) sin 2 sin2<f>J (9-26)
Therefore -we define 
ft
r_  (e) =O Ft (£,0h,5) + ae . , 19.27)
Eo
^(c)- fp(e,0R>?) 00s 2Tr + P(e,0L,O cos 24^j || d? (9.28)
5o
and
P2(e)  =
t
Jp(e,0B ,S) sin 2 ?b  + P(e, 0L »C) sin 2?LJ-|| d£ (9.29)
so that
I^U) - 5 (PQ + Pj cos 2<f> -+ F2 sin 2<t> ) (9-30)
Uote that in (9.27) and (9.29) 0~, 0T , Y and Y, are functionsX\ Li X\ Jj
of position on the trap. It should also be borne in mind that I^ (4>) 
given by (9.30) is a function of photon energy and also depends on 
the position of the trap on the solar disc. We also note that PQ 
given by (9.27) is identical to the total intensity I,j,(£,A*b) defined 
in (8.18). It is clear from (9.30) that this is the case since the 
total intensity is equal to I ( <J>) +I^ ((|>+'ir/2)^  which is just F0.
To find the orientation of the plane of polarisation we differentiate 
(9.30) with respect to <p and set the result equal to zero, which gives
tan 2<f>o * F /**! <9-31)
The direction defined by <t> (-it /k < <j>o < n/l*) may be a maximum or minimum
of intensity. Substituting from (9.31) into (9.30) we obtain
V * ' 1 = 2 [jFo + 'cos-.2if0 cos 2(* ~ *0 )^ ] ( 9 -3a)
Since
| cos ♦ | = (1 + tan2<l>) 2 (9.33)
and cos 2<|>o £ 0 since — ♦ s$ wehave, from (9.31)
cos 2 - (1 + (Fz/Fj)2)'2 (9.3lt)
.which, substituted in (9.32) gives
= l [fo + sign (Fi) (Fi + F2V  cos 2(* -*o)] (9.35)
From this equation we see that the orientation of the plane of 
polarisation is defined by if Fj > 0 and by $ + if Fj< 0.
If we define. <J> by
sin 2 <f> = F2/(Fi + F22 )5
cos 2 <j>Q = Fi/(Ff + F22 )
(9.36)
instead of (9«3l)9 $ always gives the direction of maximum intensity. 
Then (9.35) can be written
XD(*) =  5 [fo + (Fi2 * F22) cos 2( ♦ - *o)] (9.37)
Evaluating (9*37) for <j> = 4>0 and <f> = , we. obtain the degree of
polarisation,
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Figure 9«3 Relationship of the angles and Y to the
position of the trap on the solar surface, defined 
by (A,*) and the field direction, given by , 
at the point £ on the trap.
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The remaining task to "be performed in this analysis is the
evaluation of the angles Y and ¥ . The geometry defined inK L -
Figure 9-2 is shown in more detail and related to the angles 
A, 4>and tJj in Figure 9.3. Applying the k parts formula to the
spherical triangles k B_. y and k BL y in Figure 9.3, we obtain
-tan Y = K
sin 4> ■ sin ip
-cos X cos 1p- sinX sin ip cos <f>
(9.39)
and
tan sin (t> sin \p
cos X cos ip — sin X sin ip cos
(9.U0)
The fact that and can take all values in £ 0,2 TrJ,but
are only defined to a factor of ir "by (9*39) and (9.^0), is not 
important.
are completely defined.
We use only 2 ^  and 2 ^  in (9*28) and ($.29) and these
10- THE MODEL ATMOSPHERE
So far we have not discussed the form of the atmospheric density 
structure. As little is known about coronal densities in flaring 
regions, we have adopted the quiet atmosphere model of Reimers (1972), 
illustrated in Figure 10.1. It is believed that the major difference 
between a flaring and non-flaring atmosphere is that the density 
is a few times higher during a flare. Provided that the density 
is not so high as to drastically reduce the lifetime of high energy 
electrons, its value is not too important as it serves only to 
determine the magnitude of the X-ray flux from the trap. We are 
more concerned with the density scale height which, as discussed in 
SI, influences the relative strengths of emission from the top of the 
trap and from near the mirror points, and so can change the overall 
'directivity and polarisation of X-ray emission from the trap.
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Figure 10.1 The quiet atmosphere density structure derived by 
Reimers (1972) and the two isothermal atmosphere 
approximations to it which we use in our computations.
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Although data on the flaring corona is scarce, a few analyses of 
active region atmospheres have been carried out. Christiansen et al. 
(i960) found the density to be enhanced by a factor of 3 over normal 
coronal densities while the scale height remained the same as in the 
quiet atmosphere. Similar results have been obtained by Boardman 
c& Billings (1969) and Stewart (1973)• Therefore we have some
grounds for assuming that the density scale height in a flaring 
‘region will not be too different from that of the quiet corona.
For computational purposes we have represented the quiet 
- atmosphere model of Reimers (1972) by
np W  = nQ e_z/b (10.1)
where
nQ = 2.69 x 10 cm ; h = 5*56 x 10 km for z < 5*82 x 10 km
(10.2)
and
nQ = 1.7^ x 108cm”3; h = 9.^ x loSan for z > 5-82 x lO^km
_ . . . (10.3)
This representation, shown in Figure lO.l, is accurate to a few
U *5percent m  the range 10 km < z < 10 km.
Even if the ambient density structure in the trap is similar 
to that of the quiet corona, the injection of a large number of 
fast particles into the trap may alter this situation considerably.
In Chapter II we pointed out that in a large flare the number density
of.^ high. energy electrons in the trap must be comparable with the
ambient density, and that their pressure may be considerably greater 
than the ambient pressure. In that situation it makes no sense to 
consider the particle distribution in the trap to consist of two 
components, ambient and injected. The ambient particles will be 
strongly affected by injected component and the pre-flare density 
structure will lose its significance. For the present, however, 
we assume that this does not happen.
11. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
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In this section ve give the final formulation of the equations
describing the characteristics of X-ray emission from the trap. First
of all we define a set of parameters which are more convenient to use
than the set I, P, Fq, Fi , and F2 derived in §8 and §9 which are in a
mixed system of units, due to the fact that the bremsstrahlung cross-
sections (Chapter II) are in millibarns/keV and the functions L(a )o
--(ST) -and dJl/dy (§3) in scaled units. We then derive relationships 
between the new set of parameters Iq , Pq , fQ, f^  and f£ and the 
—quantities used in presenting the results. In the case of X-ray 
‘emission from a specified point on the trap, differential with respect
to trap-length, we give the photon flux at the Earth from a length 
of the trap corresponding to 1 arc second at the Earth, that is 
■ ^725 km* Predicted photon fluxes at the Earth are given when the 
X-ray emission from the whole trap is considered. Finally we 
consider each of the electron distribution functions introduced in 
§1 and describe some of the methods and techniques required to evaluate 
the integrals numerically.
In place of the functions I and P given by (8.13) and (9.20) we 
define
a: ( )^
max
CL
min
L(aQ) cos a
)aE do , (11.1) { (11.2)
8 —3where ng(y) is the proton density in units of 10 cm ; 3(E) is
the velocity of an electron of kinetic energy E divided by the speed 
of light and is given by
B (E) = <E2 * 2 V 2E)
E + m c2 e
(11*3)
1-3U
where m is the electron rest mass;e *
£ '(E,cxo) is the electron distribution function and is equal to
the number of electrons in units of 1039 injected into the trap with
energy (in keV) in unit range about E and initial pitch angle in
unit range about dQ; given by (7.15), is the distance
in scaled units covered by an electron of initial pitch angle a
in travelling from one mirror point to the other;
cos a is obtained from
-cos a = (l - sin2a)^ _ (11.10
where sin a(^,aQ) is given by (7.1);
the cross-sections Q and Q_ are defined in (8.10) and (9*19)
b l  b r
respectively and their dependence on position on the trap is given
by (9*15), (8.2), (8.19), (8.22 and (8.23); a (c) is themax s
largest initial pitch angle an electron can have without being
reflected before reaching the point specified by r and a . is 1 s min
the smallest initial pitch an electron can have without penetrating 
to the dense chromosphere and decaying rapidly there.
The X-ray flux at the Earth from an arc second length of the trap 
is given by
q 39 _ 2 7
^  = — x 10 x 10 x 10_____ _1_______R__ Iq (11.5)
° 1*tt D/2 UirR2 206265
where c is the speed of light = 3 x 1010cm sec \  the fadtors of 
8
10 and 1039 are respectively the normalisation factors for proton
-27 .density and fast electron numbers, 10 is the conversion factor 
cm2/millibarn, D/2 = 5 x 10^ cm is the unit of scaled length,
TO
R =  I.U996 x 10 cm is the astronomical unit and 206265 is the 
number of arc seconds in one radian. On evaluating (11.5), "we 
find
(e,£,X,<f>) = 1.23 I photon, cm ^sec ^ keV ^ arcsec ^
TTote that this is the flux per arc second length of the trap and not 
the flux which would be observed by an instrument with a one arc second
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field of view seeing the trap in projection. The polarisation is 
given by an expression of the same form as (9.21)
p = P /I * o o (11.7)
the polarisation vector lying parallel to the magnetic field if 
p is positive and perpendicular to it if p is negative.
The characteristics of X-ray emission from the trap as a whole 
are defined by expressions involving I and Pq analogous to (9.27), 
(9-28) and (9.29). We write
,C
f = o
Co
■*VE,0R ’^  + Io d£
1
d£
Co
(11.8)
'R s m R
']©  2 *L I f  ^ ,(11.9) Mil.10)
In addition to the subsiduary equations giving the directional 
dependence of the cross-sections mentioned above we require also (8.20) 
which defines 0 as a function of position and (9*36), (9*^0) which
Jj
give and • *K Jj
In this case the X-ray flux at the Earth is given
= —  x 108 x 1039 x 10 27 — -
Uir UttR
(11.11)
The factor D/2 which appeared in (11.5) does not appear here as 
erm c 
we obtain
the t d£/d£ , like L(aQ)5 is in scaled units. Evaluating (11.11)
-(e-*A»<f>) = 8U.9 f photon, cm 2sec ^keV 1 (11.12)
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In analogy with (9*38) and (9*36), the polarisation is given hy
p = (fl2 + f22 )-2/ f (11.13)
and the orientation of the plane of polarisation hy
O  /(fl2 +'f22)1
fl
where is the angle between the polarisation vector and the East- 
West direction, measured anti-clockwise from the West point.
We now consider in more detail the electron distribution functions 
discussed in §1. The first distribution, which is singular in both 
energy and pitch angle, can be represented by
g3g(E,ao) = N3g6(E Eq) 6(aQ aQ) (11.15)
39where N 3g is the total number (in units of 10 ) of injected non-
thermal electrons, Eq and aQO are the energy and pitch angle common 
to all electrons, and fi(x) is the Dirac delta function. Substituting 
(11.15) in (11.l) and (11.2) and carrying out the integrations we 
obtain
O H39 6(E ) Q™,
> ( e , e , e ) =  — ----:-------;------  ( q  )( e >E o ,0,o)
L(a )cos a(£ »a ) oo oo 6SP (11.17)
These equations hold if e < E and a • < a < a (e )» otherwise* o min oo max ^ *
the integrals are zero. We note that due to the presence of cos a
in the denominator these functions are singular at the mirror point.
Near the mirror point we can expand (11.U) in the form
cos a - 1 dB B <tt 6£ 
L  Jm J
(11.18)
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where is distance along the field line from the mirror point.
Thus the asymptotic forms of I and P are ■ o o
lo } ^ n39 n8 (Cn)P<E0)
Po L(oi ) oo
fl dB 1 I { ST> (e,E ,0,a)6£ 5 , (11.19)
[b dAj . (11.20)
. m
Considering now the total emission from the trap, we evaluate
fQ, fi and f2 hy substituting (ll.l6) and (11.17) in (11.8) ,(ll.9)
and (11.10). As noted above, I and P are zero if £ <£ since there0 0  m
are no electrons beyond the mirror points, therefore the upper limit 
of integration in (11.8) - (11.10) can be taken to be £ . A 
‘difficulty in the integration of these equations; along the trap, 
which also occurs in the integration of (7*15) to obtain L(aQ), is 
that cos a appears in the denominator of all these integrals. As
_ i
shown by (11.18) this results in a singularity of the form 6£ 5, 
or equivalently (£ - K ) 5, at the mirror point. In order to
perform these integrals numerically, we change the variable of 
integration to x, where
5 - 5
COS X = (11.21)
Differentiating (11.21), we find that
4^ = - (^ ~ £ ) sin x (11.22)dx m o
which can be written in the form
7§ = " [(S-2£ +£)(€-£)]* (11.23)dx L m o m J
1
from which it is clear that the factor (£ -5) removes them
singularity from the integrand.
We consider now the second electron distribution, which 
may be represented by
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n 39U  -i ) -a
S. .  (E,0I, ) = — -------  (- ) s(a ~ a  ) (11.2h)
39 o E Eq o oo
: o
39
where N 3g is the number of non-thermal electrons (in units of 10 )
with energy greater than E^, 6 is the spectral index of the power 
law energy distribution, <s(x) is the Dirac delta function, and a
oo
is the initial pitch angle which all the electrons have. In this 
case (ll.l) and (11.2) can be written
E L(a )cosa (E »a ) o oo oo
e(E) (f) 4 Q-_ (11.25)
o {Q } (e,E,e,a) IE Mil.26)
.%P
I
Since 3(E) is of order unity and the cross-sections are slowly varying 
functions of electron energy except near the high energy cutoff (see 
Chapter II) the form of the integrand is determined mainly by the electron 
energy spectrum, which changes rapidly. In order to extract this 
rapid variation from the integral we change the variable of integration 
to
x = (E/e) "(4-l) 
which, on differentiation, yields
dE
dx
(11.27)
(11.28)
In order to integrate (11.25) and (11.26) numerically we must 
replace the upper limit of the integral by a finite value, which we 
denote by E^. Using (11.27) and (11.28), (11.25) and (11.26) 
become
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V  , t % j.v 1,39 “8^)
} (e ,C,A,«|>) = -------- :-------------
L f a J  cosa oo
-(6-1)
where
/■e\«-l6(E) {QSP} (e’E >0 ’a)
(ElJ
E = e/c1^ 6"1^
{(11.29)
'(11.30-)
(11.31)
Note that if a high value of Ej were used in a direct numerical
integration of (11.25) and (11.26) a large number of subdivisions
of the interval (ejE^) would be required in order to achieve a
sufficient density of points in the most important part of the energy
distribution, that is, for e <E < 3e . In practice E would have
/v. 1
to be treated as a function of e. But in the formulation (ll.29y30) 
the density of points in E-space is higher at lower energies (for 
fixed increments in x)and almost independent of E , so we may choose 
the lower limit of integration (e/E^) to be as small as we like 
(but not zero) so that the magnitude of E^ is limited only by the 
capacity of the computer.
The functions fQ , f^ and f^ describing the overall X-ray 
emission from the trap are evaluated in a similar fashion to those 
of the first electron distribution, again using the change of variable 
(10.2k) and integrating only as far as the mirror point.
by
The third electron distribution function can be represented
g (E,a ) = 
39 5 o
H39(6-l)
M i ,  £|i)Eo
-6
{Sln } cos (11.32)
where B(x,y) is the beta function and the other symbols are as defined 
in (11.23). Applying the transformation (11.27) ,(11.25) and (11.26) 
become
iko
-(6-1)
a (r) . nmax s /Sin-, a
0cos
a
L(a )cosa (£,a ) o  ^ o
m m
£(E){QST}(e,E,Q,a) dx da 
^SP 0
/(ll-33) 
(11.3^)
-1
The total X-ray emission from the trap is evaluated as before, in this 
case the upper limit of the integrals along the trap is set equal to 
the value of E corresponding to the mirror points of electrons of 
initial pitch angle 01^ n»
Finally, we consider electron distribution function (iv).
We take the particular form of relationship appropriate to acceleration 
by an electric field discussed in §1 , that is
sin aQ =• (E*/E) (11.35)
where E* is a parameter, roughly identified with the thermal energy 
of an electron prior to acceleration. The distribution can then be 
written.
H 39(6-l)
g39(Ei»a0 ) =
E.
f— J s(aQ ~ sin 1(E*/E)5) (11.36)
• 1Or
The equations for I and P in this case are
0 0
°> (e.E.X.*) = H39n8 (0 (§-)
O Vo'
-(6-1)
X1 s(E)'lQSiJ (e,E,0,a)
E(a ) cosa (E»a_) o o
dx
,(11.37) 
{ (11.38)
where
(11.31)
Ibl
and i
a o = sin_1(E*/E)5 (11-39)
Previously we had xq = (e/E1) and = 1, but in this case we 
have the additional requirement
that is
or
a - < a (E) < a (? ) (11.1+0)m m  o max
sin2 a • < E*/E < sin2 a (? ) (11.1+1)min max
p 6-1 r 6-1
—  sin2 a . < x < —  sin2 a (?)
L E* m m maxE*
(11.1+2 )
6-1As the lower limit in (11 M2 ) is greater than (e/E^) , which can
be as small as we like, we can take
x = ( —^ sin2 a . )^  1 (11J+.3)o E# min
For the upper limit, we must take
x = min (l, ( —  sin2 a (?))5 1 ) (11.1+1+)
± e*
This states that the lower limit of integration is the photon energy 
or the energy of an electron mirroring at the point ? , whichever is 
greater.
The results presented for behind-the-limb bursts^are obtained
simply by cutting off the integrals over trap length at the point
^min corresPon^ nS the minimum height zm^n visible at the trap 
position. This is given by
Z • = E~ (cosec.0—1) (llJ+5)min ©
where is the radius of the sun and 0 is the heliocentric distance^ 
given by
cos 0 = cos X cos <{> (11.1+6 )
Ik2
We have ignored the fact that the visible portion of the limb of 
the trap nearer to the solar limb is greater than that of the more 
distant limb. Although this may lead to inaccurate polarisation 
values, the X-ray fluxes deduced should not be too dissimilar from 
those which would be obtained by taking this effect into account.
„ Finally we specify values for some of the parameters
defined in this analysis. We have studied the hard X-ray emission
k 5from traps of height 5 x 10 km and 10 km, taking ^39’ "the number
©f non-thermal electrons injected into the trap, to be unity. When
the electron energy distribution is a power law represents the
tnumber of electrons with energy greater than E , which we take to be
<25 keV. These values are representative of a large flare. It is
difficult to justify the choice of a specific value for the parameter
^min* ve have defined as the smallest initial pitch angle of
any trapped electron. Electrons of smaller pitch angle are assumed
to have penetrated down to the dense chromosphere where they were
scattered out of the trap. Obviously the transition from trapping
to precipitation occurs over a range of pitch angle and depends on the
detailed structure of density and magnetic field in the chromosphere
and lover corona. As the height of the transition region is small
compared to the dimensions of the trap and, more importantly, the
magnetic field close to the sunspot is not well represented by our
model fields, we can only make inspired guesses at the value of a . .min
We take a . to correspond to a mirror height of 5x10 km above the 
min
photosphere.
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CHAPTER IV
THE ELECTRON TRAP MODEL - DIRECTIVITY 
AND POLARISATION OF X-RAY EMISSION
1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter results obtained from the analysis described in 
Chapter III are presented. We are concerned here with total hard 
X-ray emission from the trap; the spatial distribution of emission 
will be discussed in Chapter V.
In §2 we present results obtained for electron distribution 
(i) which is singular in electron energy and pitch angle. This enables 
some insight to be gained into the importance of trap geometry. That 
is,we investigate the sensitivity of the directivity and polarisation 
to the magnetic field model and to the density structure of the corona.
In §3 we study the characteristics of distribution (i) in more 
detail. As mentioned in Chapter III, the characteristics of X-ray 
emission from more complicated electron distribution functions can be 
expressed in terms of a linear combination of the parameters describing 
emission from simpler distributions. Therefore we can draw some
conclusions from study of the results of this section as to the trends 
to be expected when X-ray emission from more complex electron 
distributions are considered.
Characteristics of the radiation produced by electrons with the 
energy and pitch angle distributions (ii), (iii), and (iv), as defined 
in §11 of Chapter III, are discussed in §^,5 and 6 respectively. 
Finally, a summary and discussion of the results obtained is given in §7 
and a brief comparison with observational data made in §8.
2. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
First of all, we examine the dependence of the emission 
characteristics on magnetic field structure. Electron distribution 
(i) (equation III (11.15)), which is singular in energy and portch angle, 
is used here. We take the electron energy to be 100 Kev and .look 
at two initial pitch angles, 30° and 60°. The photon flux and 
polarisation are calculated at photon energies of 30 Kev and 80 Kev. 
Results obtained using each of the three field models discussed in 
Chapter III are compared.
In addition to studying different field configurations, ire 
investigate the dependence of emission characteristics on trap height. 
Not only does the rate of field convergence in the limbs of the trap 
depend on trap height, but the ratio of vertical distance travelled 
by an electron of given pitch angle to the density scale height of the 
atmosphere is changed. Therefore the directivity and polarisation 
of emission has been calculated for a range of trap heights, from 
5 x 10  ^km to 10  ^km.
For the purpose of these investigations we take the trap to lie 
on the equator as the polarisation vector always lies in the North- 
South or East-West direction in this case, and so the predicted 
polarisations for each field model may be plotted together and compared 
easily.
Photon fluxes and polarisations as a function of solar longitude 
for a trap height of 10^ km shown in Figures 2.1 - 2.1+. Here we 
have used Reimers' (1971) model atmosphere, defined by equation III 
(10.1-3)• In these figures the curves marked D, L and M 
illustrate the results obtained using the dipole, linecharges and 
monopoles fields respectively. Positive values of polarisation 
indicate that the plane of polarisation lies in the East-West direction, 
while negative values correspond to North-South polarisation-
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Figure 2.1 Directivity and polarisation of 30 KeV photons emitted 
by 100 KeV trapped electrons of 30° initial pitch angle, for 
_ dipole, linecharges and. monopoles traps of height 10 km on the 
equator.
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Figure 2.2 Directivity and polarisation of 30 KeV photons emitted 
by 100 KeV trapped electrons of 60° initial pitch angle, for 
dipole, linecharges and monopoles traps of height 105 km on 
the equator.
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figure 2.3 Directivity and polarisation of 80 KeV photons emitted 
by 100 KeV trapped electrons of 30° initial pitch angle, for 
dipole, linecharges and monopoles traps of height 105 km on 
• the equator.
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Figure 2.U. Directivity and polarisation of 80 KeV photons emitted 
by 100 KeV trapped electrons of 60° initial pitch angle, for 
-dipole,linecharges and monopoles traps of height 10^ km on the 
equator.
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It is immediately clear that the general trends of solutions are 
similar for all field models. There is a difference in scaling of 
photon fluxes due to the variation of mirror point height between 
field models. Directivity and polarisation of emission from the 
dipole and monopoles traps are almost identical in all cases, hut 
in some instances the predictions of the linecharges field model 
are somewhat different.
We may summarise the directivity results as follows.
(i) For low photon energy and small initial pitch angles (Figure 2.1) 
-there is ^ 20% limb brightening. 
c(ii) Low photon energy and large pitch angles (Figure 2.2) gives 
12% limb darkening, except for the linecharges trap which 
predicts < 5% variation in intensity.
-(iii) When the photon energy is near the short wavelength limit and
the trapped electrons have small initial pitch angles (Figure 2.3)9 
I the intensity rises by ^ 10% to peak at a longitude of ^ 50-60° 
and then falls slightly towards the limb. The linecharges 
trap again gives an exceptional result, the intensity being 
constant except for an increase of < 2% at the limb.
(iv) Finally, in Figure 2.h, the directivity of high energy radiation
from electrons of large initial pitch angle is shown. In this 
case there is a minimum in photon flux at a longitude of 'v* 50° 
where the flux is 10% lower than at disc centre. The flux rises 
again towards the limb, increasing by ^ 5$.
Considering now the polarisation, we notice immediately that the 
shape of the polarisation curves is independent of photon energy. It 
is also apparent that the linecharges field model gives results 
noticeably different from those of the dipole and monopoles fields.
At a photon energy of 30 Kev we find that
(i) for an initial pitch angle of 30° the polarisation is 'v 2% at
disc centre, the plane of polarisation lying in an East-West
direction. The degree of polarisation falls with increasing
o
longitude, passing through zero at X - 60 at which point the 
direction of polarisation becomes North-South. The degree of 
polarisation then increases to ^ 2% at the limb.
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(ii) For an initial pitch angle of 60° the polarisation is always in 
the North-South direction, rising from ^ 2% at disc centre to a 
peak value of ^  h% at a longitude of ^  ^5°, after which the 
degree of polarisation falls to ^ 0.3$ at the limb.
The degree of polarisation at 80 Kev is about 5 times greater 
. than that at 30 Kev. As discussed in Chapter II, polarisation 
increases at photon energy approaches the short wavelength limit.
In Figure 2.1 we see that at the limb the polarisation of X-rays 
-from a linecharges trap containing electrons of 30° initial pitch 
•angle is in the opposite direction to that predicted by the other 
models. For electrons of 60° initial pitch angle the polarisation 
of emission from the linecharges trap is again significantly different 
< from that of the other models, being slightly smaller at disc centre 
and a factor of U greater at the limb.
I
i1 • • O 'This is possibly due to the fact that electrons of 30 initial
pitch angle in a linecharges field mirror at approximately the same
height as 15° pitch angle electrons in a monopoles field (see Figures
3.3 and 3.U of Chapter III). We will see in §3 that the behaviour
of the directivity and polarisation of emission from electrons of
15° initial pitch in a monopoles field is similar to that shown here
by emission from 30° pitch angle electrons in a linecharges field.
Comparing our results with those obtained by.Elwert & Haug 
(1970, 19T1)y discussed in §2 of Chapter III, we find that the 
directivity predicted at low photon energy agrees with the relativistic 
calculations of Elwert & Haug (l97l)» if these are taken to represent 
a "uniform horizontal field" approximation to the trap. If, on the 
other hand, the result obtained by Elwert and Haug for 90° pitch 
angle electrons is taken to represent emission from the vertical 
limbs of a trap, their prediction of 30$ limb brightening does not 
agree with our results. This suggests that emission from the upper 
part of the trap is more important than emission from the limbs.
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The polarisation curves, however, tell a different story.
According to Elwert & Haug's (1970) non-relativistic calculations 
the "uniform horizontal field" approximation to the trap predicts 
an East-West polarisation of 50% at disc centre, falling to zero 
at the limb, for electrons of 30° pitch angle. In the case of 60° 
pitch angle electrons the polarisation should be North-South, rising 
from 15$ at disc centre to a maximum of ^30% at a longitude of ^ 5°, 
then falling to zero at the limb. Taking Elwert & Haug’s 90° pitch 
angle results as representative of a trap in which emission from the 
limbs dominates, the polarisation should rise from zero at disc centre 
to a maximum of ^  70% in the North-South direction at the limb.
It is appropriate at this point to remark that our results are 
not directly comparable with those of Elwert and Haug as they 
consider power law electron energy distributions. Hence the 
polarisations found by Elwert & Haug are larger than those obtained 
here. The mean energy of electrons which emit photons of a given 
energy, and hence the fraction of the photons emitted close to the 
short wavelength limit, it determined by the steepness of the electron 
spectrum, therefore the degree of polarisation depends on the electron 
spectrum. Since the bulk of emission at photon energy e comes from 
electrons with energy E in the range e < E < «£ , where a ^ 2 - 3 
for typical power law electron spectra, the polarisation we have found 
for photons of 30 Kev emitted by 100 Kev electrons is much lower than 
that to be expected from a more realistic electron energy distribution.
Returning to a consideration of the longitude - dependence of 
polarisation, we iook first at trapped electrons of 30° initial 
pitch angle. Since the degrees of polarisation at disc centre and 
at the limb are approximately equal we deduce that the contributions 
from the top of the trap and from the limbs are approximately the 
same. The argument is set out formally below.
Using subscripts T and L to denote association with the top 
and limbs of the trap respectively, and subscripts 0 and 90 to denote 
values at disc centre and at the limb, we have
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IEW TNS _ ^EW TNS^T + ^EW' INS^L
JEW + INS ^EW + TNS^T + ^EW + ]W l
(2.1)
where P is -the polarisation and subscripts EW and NS denote radiation 
polarised in the East-West and North-South directions respectively.
This equation can be written
P = IT PT + IL PL
IT + I]
which, evaluated at disc centre, is 
( I,
P = o
T
XT + IL
T
(2.2)
(2.3)
since PT = 0. Similarly, at the solar limb, ho
P = 
90
9 0
go
(2.10
since PL = 0.
9 0
The directivity we define as
D =
+ W o
+ ZL^o
(2.5)
D has a value of 1.2 since we have found 20$ limb-brightening.
We have also, from our results, that
P /P„ - 1
o' 90
(2.6)
where, from (2.3) and (2.k)
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According to Elwert & Haug (1971),
! 2 . . \  . a *  . (2.8)
I I P ' ° ‘TT L Lo o 90
Hence, using (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8)
IT
—  = —  X ^  = 1.15 (2.9)
I. 1.2 0.5
-9o
Which gives, using (2.8) again,
—  * 1.55 ; — —  “ 1-35 (2.10)
IL IL qo 9o
In this crude analysis we have approximated the trap by two 
regions, a horizontal flux tube containing electrons with pitch angle 
equal to the initial pitch angie, and a vertical field in which the 
electrons have 90° pitch angles, representing emission from near the 
mirror points. We see that emission from both the top of the trap and 
the limbs is important.
We cannot perform such an idealised analysis for the 60° pitch 
angle results as emission from the mirror points does not take place 
in the vertical limbs of the trap. In this case our results agree with 
the "uniform horizontal field" interpretation of Elwert & Haug’s 
(1970) results, except that the polarisation does not fall to zero at 
the limb. This shows that emission from the mirror points does make 
an appreciable contribution.
A final comment on these results. As the polarisation at 
disc centre in the case of 60° initial pitch angles is approximately
15U
equal, but in the opposite direction to that from 30° initial pitch 
angle, we expect that if there is a distribution in pitch angle of 
the trapped electrons, the polarisation at disc centre may be small.
This is contrary to the "uniform horizontal field" model, which 
predicts that the polarisation is maximal near disc centre and falls 
* to zero at the limb.
We now consider briefly the influence of atmospheric density 
structure on the predicted directivity and polarisation. We have 
seen that,at least in the case of 30° initial electron pitch angles, 
--radiation from the limbs of the trap and from the top of the trap are 
"both significant. Therefore the form of variation of density with 
height may be expected to noticeably affect results. An examination 
.of the magnetic field structures shown in Figures III 3,2 - 3.^ 
reveals that for the pitch angles considered so far the paths of 
electrons lie almost entirely in the region of large density scale 
height above 5*8 x 10^ km (see III (10.1 - (10.3))* The exception 
to this is the linecharges trap containing electrons of 30° initial 
pitch angle, which, as we have seen above, gives significantly different
results from the other models.
The effect of varying the relationship of electron path to 
density structure is illustrated in Figure 2.5* Here photon flux 
and polarisation at 30 KeV is plotted against longitude for an initial
pitch angle of 30°. The figure marked on each flux curve is trap
5 . . .
height m  units of 10 km. We see that the variation of flux with
longitude is virtually independent of trap height. The only visible 
, effect of changing the trap height is to scale the photon flux according 
to the mean density encountered by the electrons. The polarisation 
'curves all lie within the hatched area in the lower figure. The 
maximum variation in mirror point density relative to that at the 
top of the trap in the results presented here is only 10$, but 
calcluations in which other density distributions were used yielded 
similar results.
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Figure 2.5 Directivity and polarisation of 30 KeV photons emitted 
by 100 KeV electrons of 30° initial pitch angle in a monopoles 
trap on the equator. Figures against each curve in the upper 
figure are trap heights in units of 105 km. The polarisation 
curves lie within the hatched area for all trap heights.
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In summary, ve have found that small initial pitch angles tend to 
give limh-hTightening and East-West polarisation, while large pitch 
angles give limb-darkening and Worth-South polarisation. Results 
are not too sensitive to the field model used, although results 
obtained using the linecharges field model are slightly different 
/rom those obtained from the dipole and monopole fields. Characteristic 
of the X-ray emission are insensitive to trap height and do not 
depend strongly on the density structure of the model atmosphere.
As a standard field model for the work described in the 
remainder of this chapter and in Chapter V we -adopt the monopoles
ktrap of height 5 x 10 km.
3. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION (i)
Having established a "standard” trapping field model, we now 
examine briefly the dependence of photon flux and polarisation on 
the orientation of the trap relative to the observer for electron 
distribution (i), which is singular in electron energy and pitch angle.
As before, we take the electron energy to be 100 Kev. Results 
obtained for photons energies of 30 and 80 Kev and for pitch angles
of 15°, 30°, ^5°s 60° and 75° are shown in Figures 3.2-3.11.
In these figures continuous lines are contours of constant
photon flux, degree of polarisation is given by the broken contours
and the direction of polarisation is indicated by heavy lines. The
photon flux at any position is given by 3-= 3^ n + A3  x  (n-l), where
n is the number asigned to each contour. 3 - is given in each& min
figure caption. A'iy is 1.0 for e = 30 Kev and 0.1 for e - 80 Kev.
The degree of polarisation is p = Ap x (n-l) where n is the contour
number. Ap is 0.5 for e = 30 Kev and 2.0 for e = 80 Kev.
As a reminder of the significance of latitude and longitude 
in defining the orientation of the trap, Figure 3.1 depicts schematically
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Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the appearance of the trap 
at several latitudes and longitudes. Also shown is radial 
direction (direction towards disc centre) as a function of 
latitude and longitude.
F i g u r e  3.2 Electron distribution (i). Photon flux and polarisation
at e = 30 KeV from trapped electrons of energy E = 100 KeV and
initial pitch angle a = 15°.
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Figure 3.3 Electron distribution (i). As Figure 3.2 for e =80 keV.
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Figure 3.k Electron distribution (i). Photon flux and polarisation 
at e = 30 KeV from trapped electrons of energy E=100 KeV and 
initial pitch angle aQ = 30°.
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Figure 3.5 Electron distribution (i). As Figure 3.H .for e 80 keV
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Figure 3.6 Electron distribution (i). Photon flux and polarisation 
at 30 KeV from trapped electrons of energy E = 100 KeV and 
initial pitch angle aQ = ^5°
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Figure 3.7 Electron distribution (i). As Figure 3.6 for e = 80 keV.
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Figure 3.8 Electron distribution (i). Photon flux and polarisation
at e = 30 KeV from trapped electrons of energy E = 100 KeV and 
initial pitch angle aQ = 60°.
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Figure 3. 9 Electron distribution (i). As Figure 3.8 for e =80 keV.. 
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Figure 3.10» Electron distribution (i). Photon flux and polarisation 
at e = 30 KeV from trapped electrons of energy E = 100 KeV 
and initial pitch angle a = 75°..
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Figure 3.11 Electron distribution (i). .As Figure 3.10 for e =80
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the projected appearance of the trap at several latitudes and 
longitudes. This figure also shows the radial direction at various 
latitudes and longitudes. If it is desired to compare the angle of 
polarisation with the radial direction in Figures 3.2 - 3.11, it must 
"be remembered that the straight line towards the origin in these 
figures is not the radial direction. The direction of polarisation 
at the limb (X = 90°) is either parallel to the limb or in the 
radial direction. In this section some numbers are quoted in the 
form x^(x2) where x^ refers to 30 KeV photon energy and x^ to 80 KeV. 
Note also that positions on the solar disc are given in the form (<|>,X).
From Figure 3*2 and 3.3 we see that for aQ = 15° the intensity
is lowest at (<f>,X) = (90°, 0°) that is, when the trap is seen side-on.
At a photon energy of 30 Kev the intensity increases monotonically 
towards the limb, increasing by ^ 30$. Brightness at disc centre 
is ^20$ higher than at (90°, 0°). For e = 80 Kev the variation
of intensity is more complicated. Again the lowest intensity occurs
at (90°,0°)3 but in this case there are local maxima at disc centre 
(0°,0°) and at the point (90°,^ 60°). At these points the increase 
in intensity is approximately 16$ and 19$ respectively.
The dependence of degree of polarisation on position is similar 
at both photon energies. Minimum polarisation 0 $ ) occurs 
at the point (90°,^ 30°) while maximum polarisation 5$(25$) is found 
at disc centre and at the limb. The direction of polarisation is 
East-West over most of the disc, swinging round to North-South for 
X > 50° at high latitudes.
Moving on to Figures 3*^ and 3«5S which show the behaviour of 
the X-ray emission for otQ = 30°, we notice immediately that the 
direction of polarisation at the limb has reversed. The polarisation 
is still East-West over most of the disc, but it is now East-West 
at the limb at high latitudes and swings to North-South at the limb 
at low latitudes. The minimum in flux, which occurred at the pole
for a = 15° has moved down to disc centre. For e= 30 Kev the flux
o
increases by ^20$ from disc centre to limb but hardly changes between
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the points(o,0) and(90,0). That is, no variation is observed if 
the trap is viewed side-on and rotated about its foot points. If 
the trap is observed at 80 Kev, however, the brightness increases 
by 6# in going from(0,0) to (90,0) but again little variation is seen 
when the trap is viewed side-on and rotated about its vertical axis. 
More variation occurs on the equator, where there is a maximum 
(lU# up on disc centre) at X - 60°.
For b5° initial pitch angles the directivity is small at 30 
Kev (Figure 3.6). We also see from this figure that the region 
in which the polarisation has swung round to North-South has extended 
cinwards. Now East-West polarisation is only seen at high latitudes, 
that is, when the trap is viewed side-on. A line of minimum 
polarisation runs from the disc centre to the point (90,^5). A
maximum polarisation of 'v 3% is found at the pole (90s0) and at the 
point (0,^70). The limb polarisation is almost as high.
At a photon energy of 80 Kev (Figure 3.7) the behaviour of 
the polarisation is similar, maximum polarisation in this case 
being ^ 15#. However, directivity is higher. The intensity
is lowest at disc centre and at the point (90,^  U5) and rises by 
^ 10# to maxima at the limb and at the pole.
From Figures 3.8 and 3*9 we see that when aQ is increased 
to 60° the polarisation becomes North-South over almost all the 
disc. Also, limb-darkening occurs instead of limb-brightening.
The intensity falls by ^ 25# (15#) from a maximum near the pole.
(For e = 80 Kev the maximum and minimum actually occur at (^ 70,0) 
and (0 , ^ 50) respectively).
The degree of polarisation is also lower at the limb, rising from 
'V'l# (3#) there to 2.5# (15#) at the pole and 3# (15#) at disc 
centre and to a maximum of 5# (23#) at (0 ,^U0).
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Finally, looking at Figures 3.10 and 3.11, we notice that for
c*o = 75° the direction of polarisation at the limb has again reversed
and is now back to what it was for a  = 15°. But here theo
polarisation is North-South for X <60 whereas it was East-West for*\j
15 pitch angles. The degree of polarisation is almost independent 
of latitude, rises from ^  0.5$ (2$) at the limb to 9$ (^0%) at 
X = 0°. It could be anticipated in this case that results would 
not depend strongly on latitude as the electrons are trapped in 
the upper part of the flux tube. Therefore the "horizontal 
uniform field" approximation to the trap model is a good approximation. 
At a photon energy of 30 Kev the intensity increases by ^60$ on moving 
ofrom the limb to the central meridian. The behaviour of the intensity 
at 80 Kev is similar, although the maximum (37$ brightening) actually 
occurs at the point (90°, 30°). On the central meridian the 
intensity is only slightly lower.
Finally, to draw together these results, we present Figure 3.12, 
which illustrates the variation of directivity and polarisation with 
longitude on the equator, for all values of pitch angles considered 
in this section. Here we see that at disc centre, the polarisation 
decreases monotonically with increasing pitch angle. It is positive 
(i.e. East-West) for small pitch angles, passes through zero for 
a .^ ~ 1+5° and when aQ = 75° it is negative and a- 75$ greater in magnitude 
than at aQ “ 15°•
At the limb, the behaviour of the polarisation is rather more
complex. It is positive for aQ = 15°5 tut decreases rapidly with
increasing a to reach a minimum at a ^ 30° - ^5°. Here theo ■
degree of polarisation is ^ 2/3 Qf that found for aQ = 15 . On
increasing the pitch angle further the polarisation becomes less
negative. It is small and negative at a  = 60° and has passed
o
through zero to become small and positive at a = 75 •
This figure summarises many of the most important results 
found in this section. From Figures 3-2 - 3.11 we see that, with 
the possible exception of initial pitch angles of 30° - ^5°,
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Figure 3.12 Combined results, showing the variation of photon
flux and polarisation at 30 KeV on the equator, as a function 
of longitude for pitch angles of 15°, 30°, *+5°, 60° and 75°.
This figure summarises many important features of X-ray emission 
from the trap model.
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characteristics of the X-ray emission are not strongly dependent on 
latitude for traps situated near the equator, say for <b < ^0°.
Y 'V/
Since flares usually occur close to the solar equator Figure. 3.12 
is adequate in most cases to define the predicted behaviour of 
emission from a trap which lies parallel to the equator.
The results shown in Figure 3.12 are also sufficient to define 
approximately the characteristics of emission from traps situated 
near disc centre which are not orientated in the East-West direction.
If such a trap lies within ^  30° - 1;0° of disc centre then the 
"equator" which we have defined should be swung round until it 
lies parallel to the trapping field. Then the trap will be within 
1*0° of this "equator" and, as mentioned above, characteristics of 
the emission from it will be determined principally by its 
"longitude", measured along the "equator". Positive and negative 
values of polarisation then correspond respectively to the polarisation 
vector being parallel or perpendicular to the trapping field.
For bursts nearer to the solar limb, the results presented as a 
function of both longitude and latitude (Figures 3.2 - 3.11) must 
be referred to, as the characteristics of the X-ray emission vary 
widely depending on whether the trap is seen end-on (trapping field 
East-West) or side-on (trapping field North-South).
The computation of X-ray flux and polarisation from electron 
distributions (ii), (iii) and (iv) involves the numerical evaluation 
of triple or quadruple integrals, and so requires a large amount of 
computer time. Therefore we try to gain some insight from the 
results of this section, into the behaviour of X-ray emission from 
the more realistic electron distributions to be examined in the 
following sections.
First of all, we note that the directivity is small. Maximal 
directional effects are found at small pitch angles (30% limb- 
brightening for aQ = 15°) and at large pitch angles (35% limb- 
darkening for = 75°). Since these effects are much smaller than
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would be expected on the basis of the behaviour of the bremsstrahlung 
cross-section alone (c.f. Chapter II), we conclude that the spiralling 
of the electrons and the effect of trap geometry dominate the behaviour 
of the X-ray flux. Therefore it is unlikely that the introduction
of a power law energy spectrum or a distribution of pitch angles can 
increase the directivity.
We have already seen in Chapter’ll, where the results of this 
chapter were anticipated, that measurements of the directivity of 
hard X-ray bursts are unlikely to be helpful in discriminating 
between source models. (The significance of the directivity results 
^obtained in this chapter will be discussed further in §7). There­
fore the directivity of emission from electron distributions (ii),
(iii) and (iv) will not be discussed in detail in the following 
.sections.
; We may draw some tentative conclusives concerning the polarisation 
too. We have found that the direction of polarisation and the form 
of its variation with position of the trap are independent of photon 
energy, for a fixed electron energy. Although this is true near 
the short wavelength limit, it is not clear what will happen when a 
power law energy distribution is introduced, since photons of different 
energies are then emitted by electrons of different energies. One 
effect which we do expect to find is an increase in the degree of 
polarisation with increasing deepness of the electron spectrum, since 
photons are then emitted closer to the short wavelength limit. We 
know (Chapter II) that the polarisation bremsstrahlung cross-section 
does not change its form drastically when the electron energy is 
varied. If the polarisation depends more strongly on pitch angle and 
trap geometry than on the bremsstrahlung cross-section, as suggested 
by the directivity results, a latitude and longitude dependence 
similar to that obtained in this section should be found for distribution
(ii).
In the case of distribution (iii), in which the pitch angles are
ITU
distributed, it is likely that a sin distribution, in which large 
pitch angles predominate, will have a polarisation pattern similar 
to that of Figure 3.11 ( aQ = 75°) in which North-South polarisation 
predominates over most of the disc, while a cosnao distribution will 
produce polarisation similar to that shown in Figure 3.3 ( aQ = 15°)» 
where East-West polarisation predominates. The degree of polarisation 
may be lower due to cancellation of the contributions from electrons 
of different pitch angles.
Since pitch angle is a function of electron energy in distribution
(iv), we expect that in this case both magnitude and direction of the 
polarisation will depend on photon energy.
k. -ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION (ii)
i . . .  . .
'In this section we study the directivity and polarisation of 
X-ray emission from trapped electrons with a power law distribution in 
energy. The initial pitch angles are discrete, as in distribution 
(i). We look at the same values of initial pitch angle used in the 
previous section, that is 15°, 30°, ^5°» 60° and 75°. As the 
results of this distribution are more expensive to obtain in terms of 
computer time,we have not made such an extensive survey as was done 
for distribution (i), but mainly attempted to determine in what respects 
the characteristics of the X-ray emission differ from those found in 
§3.
A new feature which we do examine more closely is the variation 
of spectral index from centre to limb. Attempts to measure this 
effect experimentally have been described in Chapter II. If the Bethe- 
Heitler approximation to the isotropic bremsstrahlung cross-section 
is used, the photon spectrum is predicted to be half a power steeper 
than the electron energy power law spectrum. We find that the 
photon spectral index can vary by almost one power for a given electron 
energy distribution, being a function of photon energy, initial pitch
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angle and position of the trap.
First of all, we examine the dependence of polarisation on 
photon energy. Figure l*.l illustrates the variation of polarisation 
with photon energy for initial pitch angles of 30° and 60° and 
electron spectral indices of 3 and 1*.
In order to show how the energy-dependence of polarisation and 
spectral index varies with trap position, Figures l*.l & b.2 give results 
for positions (<J»,X) = (0,0), (0,1*5) ,(0,90) , 30,30) and (90,0). At 
the point (30,30) the polarisation is not strictly North-South or 
oEast-West as it is for the other positions considered. However, the 
polarisation angle is close to 0° or 90° as in distribution (i)
(Figures 3.*+ and 3.8). Therefore Figure U.l shows the polarisation 
as positive (<j>p-0°) or negative (<{*^ -90°).
The behaviour of the polarisation is very similar for both
i
values of the spectral index, being slightly higher for 6 = b , as 
anticipated in §3. The direction and relative magnitudes of 
the polarisation at different positions of the trap are similar to 
those found for distribution (i).
We examine the 30° pitch angle results first.
Referring to Figure l*.l we see that at low photon energy a
trap at position (<j),X) = (90,0) produces the most positive polarisation. 
The other trap positions may be ranked in the order (0,0), (30,30), 
(0,1*5) and (0,90). (The polarisations at points (30,30) and (90) are 
almost equal). At high photon energy, the order is the same . 
except that the points (0,0) and (0,1*5) cross over at e - 80 Kev.
Note that the polarisation of X-rays from a trap at ($,A) = (30,30) 
or (0,1*5) falls less rapidly with photon energy than it does at the
other positions considered. In Table l*.l the results for 6 = 3
are compared with those for distribution (i).
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Figure b.l Electron distribution (ii). Polarisation as a 
function of photon energy at various trap positions for 
= 30° and 60°. Against each curve is marked (<j>,X)a0.
ITT
TABLE *1.1 Polarisations for distributions (i) and (ii)
y 3 o °
e - 30 KeV e = 80 KeV
<J> X P(i) P(ii) P(ii)/P(i) P(i) P(ii) P(ii)/P(i)
90 0 3.1 lh fc.5 15.6 9.0 1-T
30 30 2.5 9.5 3.8 12.5 T-5 l-T
0 0 1.6 10 6.2 8.U k.6 1.8
0 ^5 1.5 5 3.3 7.0 k.6 1.5
0 90 -2.2 - k.5 2.0 -12.1 -6.0 2.0
It is apparent that the dependence of polarisation on pitch angle 
and trap orientation is similar in both sets of results. The much 
smaller spread in the ratio P(i)/P(ii) at 80 KeV suggests that 
the typical energy of electrons in power law distribution (ii) emitting 
photons of 80 KeV is around 100 KeV. (The mono-energetic electrons 
in distribution (i) have energy 100 KeV). Since the short wavelength 
limit is undefined in a power law spectrum, polarisation does not 
necessarily increase with photon energy. In this case the electron- 
energy dependence of the bremsstrahlung cross-section determines the 
variation of polarisation with photon energy. From Figure ^.1 we 
see that except for ( , A) = (0,90) polarisation decreases slowly with 
increasing photon energy.
Most of the general comments above apply to the results for 
aQ = 60°, also shown in Figure U.l. Again the degree of polarisation 
tends to decrease with increasing photon energy’, falling less rapidly 
in the case of ( , A) = (0, ^5) and (30,30). A point worthy of note 
is that the polarisation of X-rays from a trap at the limb (<j>,A) =
(0,90) passes through zero at e  ^90 KeV, becoming positive at higher 
energies.
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We now examine “briefly the variation of the photon spectral index 
Y with energy. This, in effect, defines the extent of the 
deviation of the photon spectrum from a power law, given that the 
electron spectrum is a power law. Since we have no grounds for 
assuming that in reality the electron spectrum is exactly a power 
law, attempts to infer physical source characteristics (other than the 
electron spectrum) from the shape of the observed spectrum are 
unlikely to he meaningful.
However, later on in this section we look at the variation 
in spectral index as a function of position of the trap, a feature 
which represents a possible method of distinguishing between source 
models (see Chapter II). We define the spectral index of the 
photon spectrum by the fluxes at 25 KeV and 75 KeV, that is
r = U n # 25 - Jtn2■ )/(in75 - *n25), (It.l)
and so do not take account of the detailed shape of the spectrum. 
Therefore it is useful at this point to get some idea of the 
magnitude of deviations of the photon spectrum from a power law.
The variation of spectral index with photon energy is shown in 
Figure k.2. When the trap is viewed from above ((<j>,A) = (0,0)), or 
nearly so (30,30), there is practically no deviation from a power 
law, but if it is viewed end-on (0,90), the spectral index varies 
appreciably with energy, decreasing with energy for small pitch 
angles and increasing for large pitch angles. For a trap at 
position (90,0), that is, side-on, the spectrum only deviates from a 
power law appreciably for large pitch angles, in which case it 
hardens at high energy.
We consider now the variation of photon flux, polarisation and 
spectral index with longitude, for a trap on the equator. The 
upper part of Figure U.3 depicts the directivity at photon energies 
of 25 KeV and 75 KeV for electron spectral index 6 = 3 *  Results
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Figure U.2 Electron distribution (ii). Variation of spectral
index with photon energy at various trap positions for initial 
pitch angles of 30° and 60°. Position (<)>,X) pf the trap is 
shown against each curve.
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are shown for initial pitch angles of 15°, 30°, 60° and 75°. Note 
that the apparent directivities are exaggerated as the $-axis is 
expanded. It will also be noticed that the fluxes are much lower 
than those found in §3 for distribution (i). This is due to the 
fact that the bulk of electrons in the power law spectrum (85% for 
Eq = 10 KeV, 6 = 3, as assumed here), have energy less than 25 KeV 
and so do not contribute to the X-ray emission at this energy.
Several points are immediately clear from these results. The 
directivity is practically zero at 25 KeV, but at 75 KeV the maximum 
directional effect is a limb-darkening of ^ h0% for = 75°* This 
.is slightly greater than the largest variation found for distribution 
(i), which also occurred for aQ = 75°, being a limb-darkening of 
35% • The maximum degree of limb-brightening 30% for aQ = 30°) 
is the same in both cases.
In the lower half of Figure k.3 the variation of spectral index
(defined by (l+.l)) with longitude is illustrated. The largest effect
is a softening of the spectrum, by Ay ^ 0.5* at limb, for aQ ~ 75°.
As for the directivity, the amount of variation at small pitch angles
is greater at a = 30° than at a = 15°. For « = 30° theo o o
spectrum is ^0.2 powers harder at the limb. Although the precise 
value of y obtained depends on the photon energies chosen to define 
the effective spectral index, general trends in the variation of 
are clearly the same.
The variation of polarisation with longitude for a trap on the 
equator is shown in Figure h.k. As we have already seen from Figure 
U.l, polarisation is generally higher at 25 KeV than at 75 KeV.
Figure U.U should be compared with Figure 3*12, which shows the 
polarisation as a function of longitude for distribution (i). It is
clear that the longitude - dependence of polarisation is very 
similar in form for both electron distributions. The difference 
is chiefly one of degree. The maximum polarisation for each pitch 
angle in Figure U.U is approximately 5 times higher than those shown 
in Figure 3-12, where the photon energy c is 30 KeV, and is comparable
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Figure H.3 Electron distribution (ii). Directivity (uppeT figure) 
and spectral index (lover:figure) of X-ray emission from a trap 
on the equator for a range of initial pitch angles. Fluxes 
at 75 KeV (broken lines) are scaled up by x 50. The electron 
spectral index,6 , is 3*
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Figure k.h Electron distribution (ii). Polarisation at 25 KeV and 
75 KeV as a function of longitude for a trap on the equator, 
for a range of initial pitch angles. Compare this figure with 
the corresponding one (Figure 3*12) for distribution (i).
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Figure U.5 Electron distribution (ii). Photon flux and polarisation 
at e = 25 KeV for initial pitch angle a = 30° and electron 
spectral index 6 = 3 .
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Figure U.6 Electron distribution (ii). Photon flux and polarisation 
at e = 75 KeV for initial pitch angle a = 30° and electron 
spectral index 6 = 3 .
3 =  0.1U5 + 0.005 (n -1) cm~^sec-1KeV_1; p = (n -l) %F p
Figure U.7 Electron distribution (ii). Photon flux and polarisation 
at e = 25 KeV for initial pitch angle aQ = 60 and electron 
spectral index.6 = 3 *
3 =  6.1 + 0.1 (n -1) cm”2sec"1KeV"1 ; p = (n-l) % i* P
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Figure U.8 Electron distribution (ii). Photon flux and polarisation 
at e = 75 KeV. for initial pitch angle aQ = 30° and electron 
spectral angle 6 = 3 .
J  = 0.105 + 0.005 (np-l) cm'2sec"1KeV"1 ; p = (n -lj %
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with the maximum polarisation for distribution (i) at 80 KeV (see 
Figures 3.3, 3*5, 3-7, 3-9 and 3-11).
Finally, Figures k.5 - U„8 show the distribution of photon flux 
•and polarisation as a function of trap position, for initial pitch 
angles of 30° and 60°, at photon energy 25 KeV and 75 KeV. ^Because 
of the wider grid spacing used in computing these results, the 
contours are not as well defined as those presented in 3- Superfluous 
wiggles should be ignored.
From Figures k.5 and i|.7 we see that the directivity is low 
(< 3%) at 25 KeV, as we found from the fluxes calculated on the 
equator only. At 75 KeV the maximum directional effects amount to 
^ 35$ variation. A comparison of these figures with Figures 3-^,
3-5, 3-8 and 3-9 shows that the dependence of the polarisation on 
latitude and longitude is very similar, as we suspected from a study 
of the longitude dependence only.
For distribution (i) the direction of polarisation is independent 
of photon energy. Here we see that it depends weakly on photon 
energy, the maximum difference between the polarisation angles at 
25 and 75 KeV being < 10°.
5. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION (iii)
We now examine briefly the effect and polarisation of X-ray 
emission of the introduction of a distribution over pitch angle
on the directivity. Since this electron distribution involves the
evaluation of a quadruple integral and so is expensive in computer
time, .-.we calculate only the characteristics of X-ray emission
• 2 2 . . .from a trap on the equator, for s m  a and cos a initial pitcho o
angle distributions. The variation of photon fLux and spectral 
index across the disc are shown in Figure 5-1, while Figure 5-2 
illustrates the variation of polarisation.
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Figure 5.1 Electron distribution (iii). Photon flux and spectral 
index as a function of longitude for a trap on the equator at 
photon energies of 25 and 75 KeV. Results are shown for 
pitch angle distributions of the form sin2 aQ and cos2aQ. The . 
electrons have an E_3energy distribution.
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Figdre 5*2 Electron distribution (iii). Polarisation as a function
of longitude for a trap on the equator, at photon energies of
25 and 75 KeV. Results are shown for pitch angle distributions
of the form sin2 a and cos2 a . The electrons have an E 3energy o o
distribution.
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As anticipated, results are similar to those obtained previously,
but variations are of reduced magnitude due to partial can'dellation
of the contributions from electrons of different pitch angles. From
the upper part of Figure 5.1, we see that at 75 KeV limb-brightening
2
•of ^ 12$ occurs for the cos aQ distribution and limb-darkening of
2^  25$ for the sin aQ distribution. These values may be compared
with those found for distribution (ii), where an initial pitch angle 
of 30° gave 30$ limb-brightening and an initial pitch angle of 75° gave 
^5$ limb-darkening. Thus cancellation of the effects produced by 
different pitch angle electrons have reduced the directivity.
Electrons which penetrate to a depth of greater than 5 x 10 km 
above the photosphere are assumed to be lost instantly through 
collisional degradation. This means that electrons of initial pitch 
angle less than 13° do not contribute to the emission and so the 
photon plus is lower when small pitch angles predominate.
The variation of spectral index across the disc, shown in the 
lower part of Figure 5*1» is similar to that found for large and small 
pitch angles in distribution (ii), but the extent of variation is . 
reduced by a- 50$.
Turning now to the polarisation, shown in Figure 5*2, we look
. 2 .. .  . . . .first at the results for a sin aQ initial pitch angle distribution.
The greatest number of electrons ^per unit pitch angle range) have
pitch angles of 90° and would alone give a maximum polarisation
larger than that of the 75° pitch angle electrons in distribution (ii).
However, the presence of electrons in the distribution which emit
radiation polarised in the opposite direction reduces the maximum
polarisation to only half of that seen in Figure b.k. The longitude
2 . . .dependence of polarisation for a cos aQ initial pitch angle electron 
distribution is similar to that shown in Figure U.U for aQ = 15°*
In this case the polarisation is reduced to ^ ^/3 of the value found 
for distribution (ii).
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6. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION (iv)
In this distribution, initial pitch angle is related to electron 
energy by
sin2 aQ = E*/E (6.1)
where E* is a constant.
Since the electron pitch angles are energy dependent, this 
distribution should provide more interesting results than the 
previous two distributions. These have in the main confirmed 
and quantified the tentative conclusions drawn from distribution (i).
Although the situation here is more complex than has been considered 
previously we can still anticipate some general trends from the 
results obtained in previous sections. We expect that the directivity 
will still be small. Polarisation at low photon energies should 
be similar to that found previously for large pitch angles, while 
at high photon energies it should follow the trends previously found 
for small pitch angles. We expect that, as in distribution (iii), 
the peak values of polarisation will be reduced somewhat from those 
found for distribution (ii) because of averaging over a range of 
pitch angles. This occurs since photons of energy e are emitted 
predominantly by electrons with energy £ to ^ 2 - 3 x e , over 
which range the electron pitch angle changes appreciably, particularly 
at low energy.
In previous distributions we have taken the power law electron
energy spectrum to extend to infinity. In this case, however, the
spectrum cuts off at the energy corresponding to an initial pitch
angle of 13°.» since electrons of smaller pitch angle mirror below 
35 x 10 km and are assumed to be stopped instantly.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the relationship between initial pitch 
single and electron energy for E* = 5» 10 and 20 KeV. For any 
given value of E*, the electron spectrum extends over only a limited
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Figure 6.1 Electron distribution (iv). Initial pitch angle^ 
as a function of electron energy for E* = 5,1° and- 20 KeV.
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range of energy. It is fairly certain from observation that the 
non-thermal X-ray spectrum extends down to 10 KeV, and Kahler and 
Kreplin (1971) claim that in some cases it extends down to less than 
5 KeV. Since the spectrum we use here ceases to be non-thermal 
at E - E*, the electron distribution with E* = 5 KeV would appear 
to be the most realistic of those shown in Figure 6.1.
On the other hand, X-ray spectra are frequently observed to 
extend to energies greater than 300 KeV (see, for example, Suri et al, 
1975)- This suggests that the curve shown in Figure 6.1 for E* =
20 KeV is the most realistic.
But solar flares, and the hard X-ray bursts associated with 
them, are extremely diverse in nature. If we try to explain not those 
bursts whose spectrum extends to high energy, but those which exhibit 
a break in the photon spectrum, then this model is more successful.
The break in the photon energy, at which the "power-law index" increases 
by \ - 2 powers is usually found in the energy range 60-100 KeV, 
but sometimes at higher energy. Although the pitch angle/energy 
relationship used here implies a definite cutoff in the photon 
spectrum at 97* 195 or 390 KeV for E* = 5 »10 or 20 KeV, respectively, 
in reality a certain spread in pitch angle associated with a given 
electron energy is to be expected. Thus some electrons with energy 
higher than the cutoff energy will remain trapped. Note that the 
value of the cutoff energy depends critically on the assumed minimum 
pitch angle for trapping. In addition to the expected spread in the 
energy/pitch angle relationship, the finite diameter of a real coronal 
trap, as opposed to the single field line approximation considered 
here, will give rise to a dispersion in minimum pitch angle.
Whether the photon spectrum above the break predicted by this 
model, when the above considerations are taken into account, is close 
enough to a power law to satisfy the observational evidence, is an 
open question which will not be considered further here.
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As in §1* , we "begin by examining the dependence of spectral 
index and polarisation on photon energy. Results are shown in 
Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.1*, for E* = 5»10 and 20 KeV respectively.
The trap position (<J>,A) is shown against each curve. It is 
c immediately clear that the introduction of an energy dependent pitch 
angle distribution has complicated matters considerably. Even 
for E*. = 20 KeV, where the cutoff energy is nearly 300 KeV, the photon 
• spectrum below 100 KeV could hardly be described as a power law.
Both spectral index and polarisation are stronger functions of
photon energy and trap orientation than in the electron distributions
0 « •' considered previously.
We can, however, find some general trends in the behaviour 
of the polarisation. The results shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.k 
begin to make sense if we plot the polarisation as a function of e/E* 
(Figure 6.5)* Here the three left most curves, spanning 1 < e/E*
< 5» are for E* = 20 KeV, the middle three for E* = 10 KeV, and the 
rightmost set for E* = 5 KeV. Note that, from (6.1), the ratio 
of cutoff energy Ec to E* is constant. For the field model and 
mirror height cutoff used, E^/E* = 19*5> therefore the upper limit 
of e/E* in Figure 6.5 represents the short wavelength limit.
The polarisation is negative when e - E*, as might be expected
since most of the electrons emitting photons of this energy have
\
large pitch angles and are trapped near the top of the arch. If 
the trap is viewed from above ((<J>,A) = (0,0)) the polarisation becomes 
positive at e/E*^ 1.5 and increase monotonically with photon energy.
If trap is viewed side-on( (<j> ,A) = (90,0)) the polarisation becomes 
positive and reaches a peak value of 'v 12$ at e/E* = 2, thereafter 
decreasing with photon energy to become small near the short wavelength. 
Polarisation of emission from a trap seen end-on ((<J>,A) = (0,90)) 
becomes more negative initially, reaching a minimum of ^ - 8$ at 
e/E*  ^2, after which it increases monotonically with photon energy 
passing through zero at e/E* U, to attain a large positive value 
(,v»l+5$) at the short wavelength limit.
1
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Figure 6.2 Electron distribution (iv). Spectral index and
polarisation as a function of photon .energy for E* = 5 KeV and 
6 = 3 *  Results are shown for a trap at positions ((J>,A) = (0,0), 
(0,90) and (90,0) (top view, end-on and side-on).
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Figure 6.3 Electron distribution (iv). Spectral index and
polarisation as a function of photon ^ energy for E* = 10 KeV 
and 6 = 3* Results are shown for a trap at positions (<|>9A) 
= (0,0), (0,90) and (90*0) (top view, end-on and side-on).
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Figure 6.^ Electron distribution (iv). Spectral index and
polarisation as a function of photon energy for E* = 20 keV 
and 6 = 3* Results are shown for a trap at positions (<J>,X) 
- (0,0), (0,90) and (90,0) (top view, end-on and side-on).
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Figure 6.5 Combined results of Figures 6.2 - 6.U, showing 
polarisation as a function of e/E*.
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A mental concatenation of the spectral index curves in Figures 
6..2, 6.3 and 6.U, in a manner similar to Figure 6.59 shows that the 
spectral index is also primarily a function of e/E*. Therefore 
results showing the dependence of X— ray intensity and polarisation on 
"trap orientation are presented for only one value of E*, namely 
‘ F* = 10 KeV. Figures 6.6 — 6-11 show the photon flux and polarisation 
ht photon energies of 12, 16., 25-, 0^., T5 and 150 KeV respectively.
In allrcases the electron spectral index is 3. On the flux contour
labelled n., the flux is 2.5 x n% up on the minimum flux, while on
polarisation contour (broken line) n, the degree of polarisation is 
2-5 n%. Thus a comparison Df these results illustrates the variation
with photon energy of directivity and polarisation over -the disk.
Since the directivity at 16 KeV and 25 KeV is too small to show more 
than one contour, the positions of maximum and minimum intensity have 
been marked + and - respectively in Figures 6.7 and 6.8.
The only generalisation apparent from these results is that 
minimum brightness occurs near the pole (<j>,X) = (90,0) while maximum 
brightness occurs on the equator or limb.
From Figure 6.1 we see that the initial pitch angles corresponding
bo energies of 12.,l6,25»^0,75 and 150 KeV are approximately 80°, 60°,
-U50, 30°, 30° and 15° respectively. Since photons of energy e are 
emitted predominantly by electrons with rather higher energy (e<E < 2-3 e) 
we expect that the characteristics of X-ray emission at the above 
energies might be similar to the results obtained previously for 
initial pitch angles of 60°, ^5°, 30°, 15°» 15° and 15° respectively.
In Table 6.1 the gross characteristics of the results displayed in 
Figures 6-6 - 6-11 are compared with the results obtained for electron 
distribution (i). (Figures 3-2 - 3-11).
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Figure 6.6 Electron distribution (iv). Photon flux (------- )
and polarisation (------  ) at e = 12 KeV, for E* = 10 KeV and
6 = 3* ^  = J  ■ (1 + n_/Uo); p = n /ho.  . -  85*9
_p j* F P (/mm
cm” sec KeV .
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Figure 6.7 Electron distribution (iv). Photon flux (-------- )
and polarisation (-------- ) at e= 16 KeV, for E* = 10 KeV and
5 !o3- ~/"min (1 + nF/lt0; * = “ P A °' ?min = ^
' cm sec KeV .
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Figure 6.8 Electron distribution (iv). Pho.ton flux (---------- )
and polarisation (----------- ) at e = 25 KeV, for E* = 10 KeV
and 5 = 3. 7 = 7  . (l + n_/Uo) ; p = n /kO. 7 .  = 7-20  ^ »min F p * m m
cnf2sec“1KeV-1.-
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Figure 6.9 Electron distribution (iv). Photon flux (--------- )
and polarisation (---------- ) at e = Uo KeV, for E* = 10 KeV
and 6 = 3. ? = + ^/ko) s p  = npA0. 7^ = 1-35-
cm sec KeV .
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Figure 6.10 Electron distribution (iv). Photon flux (-------- )
and polarisation (-------- ) at e = 75 KeV, for E* = 10 KeV and
6 = 3. 3  = 'J- • (1+ n /HO); p = n /Uo. . - 0.116min F p' min
cm sec KeV
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Figure 6.11 Electron distribution (iv). Photon flux (------------)
and polarisation (------- :— ) at e = 150 KeV, for E* = 10 KeV
and 6 = 3. J  = J j. (1 + npA 0 ) ; p = n /Uo. ? min = 2-80
-7 -2 -1 -I
x 10 cm sec KeV
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The top row of figures in each entry of Table 6.1 give the initial 
pitch angle and photon energy in distribution (i) which correspond 
most closely to the distribution (iv) result. The maximum directivity 
or polarisation for distributions (iv) and (i) respectively are given 
by the bottom row of figures.
Starting with the high energy results, we find that at 150 KeV 
.the forms of the directivity and polarisation distributions are very 
similar to those found for distribution (i) with aQ = 15° and e = 80 
KeV. This is to be expected since the cutoff in the electron 
spectrum at 200 KeV in distribution (iv) represents an approximation 
to the monoenergetic electrons of distribution (i). At lower photon 
energy the effective pitch angle in distribution (iv) increases, as 
anticipated.
Below 1*0 KeV, however, the behaviour of the directivity ceases 
to be like that of distribution (i). At 12, 16, and 25 KeV 
minimum brightness occurs near the pole and maximum brightness on the 
equator or limb. Figures 3.8-3.11 show that for pitch angles of
60° and 75°» which would be expected to correspond to the results 
discussed here, brightness is lowest on the equator or limb and 
highest near the pole. The only distribution (i) directivity which 
at all resembles the directivity patterns for e= 12, 16 and 25 KeV 
occurs for aQ - 15° •
The pattern of polarisation directions, on the other hand, shows 
a trend of increasing effective pitch angle right down to 12 KeV, 
where it is similar to the 60° pitch angle results of distribution (i). 
The position dependence of the degree of polarisation, however, is not 
quite the same as can be seen by comparing Figures 3.1*» 3.5 and 6.7 
and Figures 3.8, 3*9 and 6.6.
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7. SUMMARY M D  DISCUSSION
The major difficulty in presenting the predicted directivity 
and polarisation of hard X-ray emission is the large number of free 
parameters describing the trapping model - geometry of the trapping 
field5 atmospheric density structure, the two variables required to 
specify the orientation of the trap relative to the observer, photon 
energy, the electron energy distribution and the electron pitch angle 
distribution.
In §2 we tried to show that the characteristics of the hard 
cX-ray emission were not sensitive to the field model used. Results 
obtained for the dipole, linecharges and monopole field models 
Figures 2.1 - 2.H, were not wildly dissimilar, the greatest discrepancy 
arising for the linecharges model, where the directivity and 
polarisation for a given electron initial pitch angle were similar 
to those found for a rather smaller pitch angle in the other models. 
This effect is probably due to the form of the differential path 
length of the spiralling electron, which depends on the rate of 
change of magnetic field strength in the limbs of the trap. The 
monopoles field, which was thought to give the most realistic 
representation, was adopted as the standard field model.
Perhaps more convincing was the demonstration of the insensitivity 
of the directivity and polarisation to trap height and atmospheric 
density structure (Figure 2.5)» although the density scale height, 
relative to the trap height, does not vary greatly in this case.
A widely different density structure would probably produce an 
effective shift in the value of aQ, as did the linecharges magnetic 
field.
h
Having chosen a trap height of 5 x 10 km, we examined in 
detail the dependence of photon flux and polarisation on orientation 
of the trap and on initial pitch angle (Figures 3.2 - 3.11), for 
mono-energetic electrons with a singular pitch angle distribution 
(Distribution (i)). We found the following results:-
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(i) The detailed variation of intensity with trap orientation is 
complex, but for practical purposes may be described by (ii) 
and (iii) below.
(ii) Directivity is higher at low photon energy, but small ( 35$) 
in all cases.
(iii) Small pitch angles give limb-brightening; large pitch angles 
• give limb-darkening. This assumes that the trap lies in the
equatorial direction. A trap seen side-on at the limb is 
less bright for small pitch angles and is approximately the same 
brightness as at disc centre for large pitch angles.
■■{iv) The direction of polarisation is independent of photon energy
(for a fixed electron energy), being predominately East-West for 
small pitch angles and North-South for large pitch angles.
*(v) The degree of polarisation is larger ( £ 25$) at high photon
energy (that is, nearer to the short wavelength limit).
In §U we examined the effect of the introduction of a power law
distribution in electron energy (Distribution (ii)) taking the spectral 
index <5 , to be 3. When studying the dependence of results on 
spectral index we also took <$ = b. Results were as follows :-
(i) Directivity is very small (a, few percent) at low photon energy 
(25 KeV), but at 75 KeV it is very similar in both magnitude
Ov 35$) and position-dependence to the low photon energy (30 KeV 
for 100 KeV electrons) results of distribution (i). (Figures 
U.3, U.5 , U.6 , U.7 and U.8 ).
(ii) For small pitch angles the X-ray spectrum hardens by ^ I power 
in going from disc centre to limb, while for large pitch angles 
it softens by up to \ a power. (Figure ^.3)*
; (iii) In most cases the degree of polarisation decreases with increasing 
photon energy., being of about the same magnitude at 25 KeV as it 
was at 80 KeV in distribution (i). The degree of polarisation 
increases slightly if the electron energy spectral index is 
increased (Figure U.l).
(iv) The functional dependence of both magnitude and direction of 
polarisation on trap orientation is very similar to that found for 
distribution (i). The degree of polarisation at 25 KeV is ^ 20$. 
(Figures U.5S *+.6 and b.'j).
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(v) Whereas in distribution (i) we found the direction of polarisation 
to be independent of photon energy, it is now energy-dependent, 
but only very weakly.
In §5 "we found that the introduction of a distribution over
pitch angle (Distribution (iii))washes out the directivity, variation
in spectral index and polarisation to some extent. But results 
2 2
for sin aQ and cos aQ initial pitch angle distributions (Figures
5.1 and 5*2) were similar to those of distribution (ii) for large and 
small pitch angles respectively.
The functional dependence of directivity and polarisation of 
X-ray emission from electron distribution (iv) on trap orientation 
and photon energy is more complex than in the case of the electron 
distributions considered previously. Considering the energy 
dependence, we found that the characteristics of the emission are 
best described as functions of e/E* (Figure 6.5). The variation 
of both the degree and direction of polarisation with trap orientation 
is similar to that found for distribution (i) near the short wavelength 
limit, if a pitch angle rather less than that deduced from Figure
6.1 with e - E is assumed.
8. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH OBSERVATIONS
In this section we compare the predictions of the trap model 
with observational evidence concerning the directivity, variation 
of spectral index and polarisation of hard X-ray emission. A 
more extensive account of the predictions of all current hard X-ray 
source models and their compatibility with observational evidence 
will be found in Chapter II, where the results obtained in this 
chapter are also discussed.
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We have found that in all cases the directivity is less than 50%, 
in agreement with the results of Datlowe*s (1975) statistical study 
of observational data. However, as demonstrated in Chapter II, 
directivity measurements are unlikely to he helpful in discriminating 
between source models. Only the thin target model can be tentatively 
excluded on these grounds.
Another possible method of distinguishing between hard X-ray 
source models lies in the variation of spectral index across the 
disc, which is in essence a measure of directivity, differential in 
photon energy. Kane (197*+ ) found no variation in spectral index 
across the disc, while Datlowe et al (197*0 found that bursts near the 
limb have a softer spectrum (^ \ power). This result disagrees 
with the prediction of the thick target model, but provides support 
for the thin target model. No variation of spectral index, 
except for that induced by the albedo contribution, would be expected 
for the thermal model. As discussed in Chapter II, the albedo 
contribution causes the spectrum to harden slightly at the limb in 
these cases. In the case of the trap model, if the axis of the 
trap is assumed to lie parallel to the equator, the spectrum hardens 
by power if small pitch angles predominate, and softens by 
power for.'large pitch angles. Thus a trap containing electrons of 
predominantly large pitch angles is in agreement with Datlowe's results.
We now consider polarisation as an observational test of X-ray 
source models. Unfortunately, only three observations are available.
The results obtained by Tindo et al (1972) are shown in Figure 8.1.
Tindo et al claim that the fact that the directions of polarisation 
all lie within 10° of the radial direction procides support for the 
thick target model. However these directions also lie within ^10° 
of the East-West direction, which is likely polarisation direction for 
X-ray emission from a trap lying parallel to the equator. Nakada 
et al (197*0 » whose polarisation experiment was not entirely successful, 
suggest that the observed polarisation is not always’radial!’
The magnetic field direction in the limb flare of 2b October 1970, 
observed by Tindo et al, is not clear, but in Ha there' appear^to be
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Figure 8.1 The hard X-ray polarisation measurements of 
Tindo et al (1972). * . •
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several magnetic arches seen more or less side-on. Emission from a
trap on the limb can only be polarised in the radial or tangential 
direction, regardless of magnetic field direction. Assuming the
trap to be end-on, then electron pitch angles of ^ 20° give the requisite 
direction and magnitude of polarisation. If the trap is side-on, 
pitch angles of ^ 60° give the observed polarisation. This is contrary 
to Tindo et al (1972) who state that the polarisation from a trap 
on the limb is zero. Tindo et al claim to know the magnetic field 
direction in the flare of 5 November 1970, but they do not state 
what it is. They do say, however, that the polarisation from a 
trap containing electrons of > 60° initial pitch angles is in the 
wrong direction. Since their schematic diagram of the trap shows 
the polarisation to be parallel to the magnetic arch, whereas we 
know that for 60° pitch angles the polarisation is in fact perpendicular 
to the field direction, the polarisation may be in the correct 
direction. Certainly the degree of polarisation is correct 12$).
The same degree of polarisation but in an approximately perpendicular 
direction would be obtained in electrons of 'u 15°~30° initial pitch 
angles predominated in the trap. If the arch seen in Ha in this 
flare (see Tindo et al. (1972)) can be taken to represent the field 
direction, electrons of 15°~30° pitch angle would in fact produce 
emission polarised in the observed direction. The magnetic field 
direction in the flare of 16 November 1970 is unknown, but the degree 
of polarisation is certainly compatible with that predicted by the 
electron trap model.
Finally, the following observations are suggested as being 
of value in establishing the viability of the trap model.
(i) Observation of a degree of polarisation > 30$ would eliminate 
the trap model (and all others except the thin target model).
(ii) Consistent observation of a non-zero polarisation in flares 
at disc centre would eliminate all but the trap model.
(iii) If the direction of polarisation is commonly found to be 
parallel/perpendicular to the magnetic field direction in a 
flare, this would, suggest that the source is an electron trap 
containing electrons of small/large pitch angles.
2lU
(iv) Simultaneous measurement of polarisation over a range of photon 
energies may he useful. The thick target model would he 
favoured if degree of polarisation is independent of photon 
energy, while a degree of polarisation increasing with photon 
energy would favour the thin target model. (See Chapter II). 
In the trap model, polarisation should decrease slowly with 
increasing photon energy for most trap orientations, while
a more complex photon energy and position dependence of the 
polarisation, like those illustrated in Figure 6.5, could 
indicate a correlation between electron energy and pitch angle.
(v) Spatially resolved hard X-ray measurements, when they become 
available, will hopefully (but probably not!) provide a 
definitive test of source models.
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CHAPTER V
' THE ELECTRON TRAP MODEL - SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF X^RAY FLUX AND POLARISATION
1..INTRODUCTION
Although the equations describing the spatial distribution of 
hard X-ray emission from the trap have been set up for the general 
case in Chapter III, we consider here only one specific aspect of 
tliis study. We examine the.changes in photon flux and polarisation 
when part of the trap is occulted, as in a behind-the-limb event.
Knowledge of the exact form of spatial distribution may become : 
important when the next generation of satellite-borne hard X-ray 
detectors materialise, since these will include a hard X-ray imaging 
cletector able to resolve spatially a structure with dimensions 
typical of those of the trap. (See Brown et al. , 1975).
Since the photon flux from a partly occulted trap is merely the 
integral of the spatially distributed emission over the visible part, 
the results given here will indicate the gross features of the spatial 
distribution of emission. The spatially resolved appearance of the trap 
can only be determined in detail by calculating the intensity of emission 
from each point on each limb of the trap, for a variety of trap positions. 
The results presented here give the sum of the fluxes from both limbs 
of the trap at a given height, for a trap near the solar limb.
Although we found in Chapter IV that the directivity of total 
emission from the trap is small, it does not necessarily follow that 
directional effects are negligible when the spatially resolved emission 
is considered. But in practice the combination of a finite spread in 
electron pitch angles and other parameters describing the trap model, 
and the finite spatial resolution of instrumentation should render 
such effects of secondary importance. The results presented here do 
not give any direct indication of the spatially resolved polarisation, 
but then neither do current or projected hard X-ray polarimeters.
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The one spatially resolved observation available at present
(Takakura et al. , 1971) indicates only that the hard X-ray source is
probably smaller than 10^ km in one of its dimension. Behind-the-limb
observations by Roy & Datlowe (1975) and McKenzie (1975) give further
information about the spatial structure of the hard X-ray source. The
few results available indicate that hard X-ray emission extends to a
k
height of at least 3 x 10 km. It is not yet clear whether the X-ray
flux is significantly reduced by occultation in a behind-the-limb burst. 
These observations are discussed in more detail and compared with the 
predictions of other X-ray source models in Chapter II.
In the following sections we study the photon flux and polarisation 
of X-ray emission as a function of angular distance of the trap behind 
the limb. Figure 1.1 illustrates the relationship between 0, the 
angular distance of the trap from the limb and z^ .^ , the minimum height 
visible at the trap position. The three positions marked 0^, 6.^
and 8.^  correspond respectively to the positions at which occultation
of emission from the trap begins, for our assumed minimum electron
3 . . .mirror height of 5 x 10 km; the position at which a trap of height
U
5 x 10 km disappears from view; and the position at which a trap of 
height 1.05 km disappears from view.
We look at two particular trap orientations; end-on and side-on. 
Results presented for the nside-on"case represent accurately the 
predictions of the trap model. However, in the "end-onM case, 
we do not take account of the fact that the limb of the trap further from 
the solar limb is occulted more rapidly than the nearer, as illustrated 
in Figure 1.1. We treat the trap as though both limbs were occulted 
at height z ^  corresponding to the position of the centre of the trap. 
This approximation should not invalidate our conclusions concerning 
the variation of photon flux, although it does mean that, in the 
case of a singular pitch angle distribution, instead of two sudden 
decreases in flux j separated by /v/ 8°, corresponding to the occultations 
of the mirror point in each limb, we see only one. Since the singular 
pitch angle distribution is an idealisation, in reality a finite spread 
in initial pitch angle would be expected to produce a smooth variation
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Figure 1.1 Upper figure:- Minimum visible height as a function
of angular distance behind the limb.
' Tower figure:- Schematic illustration of the occultation 
of an "end-on" trap.
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Figure 1.2 Comparison of "true" relationship between photon flux 
and distance of trap behind the limb, with predictions 
for a singular pitch angle distribution, where the 
difference in minimum height visible in each limb is 
allowed for in one case, but not the other.
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in photon flux with distance behind the limb. These three functional 
forms are illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The effect of the above approximation on the polarisation is 
less certain, since the observed degree of polarisation depends 
critically on the cancellation of opposite polarisation from different 
parts of the trap. However, the results presented here should at 
least give some indication of the behaviour of the X-ray polarisation 
in a behind-the-limb event.
In Chapter IV the trap was only seen side-on at the pole ((<{>,x) -
“(90,0)), where the direction of positive (East-West) polarisation was
parallel to the trapping field. Here we continue to define East-West
tpolarisation to be positive, but we take the trap to be on the equator,
regardless of its orientation. Therefore positive polarisation means 
that radiation is polarised perpendicular to the "side-on" trap, and 
so is in the radial direction in both cases.
Throughout this chapter we take the spectral index of the electron 
energy spectrum to be 3.
2. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION (ii)
Figure 2.1 illustrates the variation of photon flux with distance 
behind the limb for initial pitch angles of 15°, 30° and 60°. In 
this case the trap is parallel to the equator. To better illustrate 
the energy dependence of directivity, the photon flux at 75 keV has 
been scaled up so that on the solar limb it is equal to the 25 keV 
’ flux. Photon flux drops sharply as the electron mirror points 
are occulted, due to the singularity in emission at the mirror points. 
The enhancement of 75 keV photon flux relative to the 25 keV flux 
when the lower part of the trap is occulted (hardening of the spectrum) 
is better illustrated by the variation of spectral index, also shown 
in Figure 2.1. The amount of hardening is small (Ay ^ 0.1 “
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Figure 2,1 Electron distribution (ii). Photon flux at 25 keV
and 75 keV (normalised) and spectral index as a function 
of distance behind the limb for a trap parallel to the • 
-equator (end-on).
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Electron distribution (ii). Polarisation at 25 keV
as a function of distance behind the limb for a trap
parallel to the equator (en.d-on)..
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Figure 2,3 Electron distribution (ii). Photon flux at 25 keV
and 75 keV (normalised) and-spectral index as a 
function of distance behind the limb for a trap 
; parallel to the solar limb (side-on).
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Figure 2,h Electron distribution (ii). Polarisation at 25 keV
and 75 keV as a function of distance behind the limb
for a trap parallel to the golar limb (side-on).
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Polarisation as a function of distance behind the limb, again for 
a trap seen end-on, is shown in Figure 2.2. In all cases the degree 
of polarisation reaches a maximum of approximately twice its value at 
the limb when the trap is partly occulted and decreases again as more 
of the trap is occulted. For an initial pitch angle of 30° the 
direction of polarisation changes from tangential at the limb to radial 
when the trap is partly occulted. If the initial pitch angle is 15°
'.or 60° the polarisation remains radial or tangential, respectively.
Figure 2.3 shows the variation of photon flux and spectral 
index for a trap parallel to the limb, that is, seen side-on. In 
this case the spectrum softens as the trap is occulted, the change in 
spectral index again being small (Ay ^ 0.1 - 0.3). The dependence 
on distance behind the limb of the polarisation of X-ray emission from 
a trap seen side-on is illustrated in Figure 2.h. In all cases the 
polarisation tends to the tangential direction. When the limbs of 
the trap are occulted, results are in accordance with earlier predictions, 
for example Haug (1972), where the trap is approximated by a uniform 
horizontal magnetic field.
3. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION (iii)
In this section we consider a trap containing electrons with a 
distribution of initial pitch angles. The two distributions examined 
in Chapter IV, sin2aQ and cos2 aQ , are used again here. Results are 
presented only for the "end-on" case. The dependence of photon flux 
and spectral index on distance behind the limb is illustrated in 
Figure 3.1. The form of the variation of photon flux is almost 
independent of energy, as demonstrated by the constancy of the spectral, 
index.
When small pitch angles predominate (cos2 aQ distribution), the 
spectrum hardens slightly when most of the trap is occulted. A slight 
softening of the spectrum is evident in the sin2 aQ case, contrary 
to the results obtained for distribution (ii). However, in that case
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Figure 3.1 Electron distribution (iii). Photon flux and
spectral index as a function of distance behind 
the limb. The trap is parallel to the equator 
(end-on).
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Figure 3.2 Electron distribution (iii). Polarisation as a
function of distance behind the limb for a trap
parallel to the equator (end-on).
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Electron distribution (iii). The integrand of the
integral over aQ for a cos2 aQ initial pitch angle
distribution. Each branch of the curve is labelled
by 0, the distance behind the limb, and the corresponding
minimum visible height (z . ) in units of 105 km.& m m 7
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the largest initial pitch angle examined vas only 60° because the 
cutoff in photon flux as the trap moves away from the limb is almost 
instantaneous at larger pitch angles.
The variation of polarisation with distance behind the limb is 
shown in Figure 3.2. Although the degree of polarisation is rather 
lower, its functional forms for the cos2 ot0 and sin2 aQ pitch angle 
distributions are similar to the rssults shown in Figure 2.2 for initial 
pitch angles of 30° and 60° respectively.
Finally, some insight into the dependence of photon flux on
distance of the trap behind the limb can be gained from Figure 3.3
This shows the contribution to f , which is proportional to the photon
flux (see §11 of Chapter III), from electrons of each initial pitch
angle in the cos2 aQ distribution. Against each branch of the curve
are shown 0 , the distance behind the limb, and z . , the minimum
* m m 9
visible height, in units of 10 km.
For fl = 5°, z . is less than z = 5 x 10^ km, the cutoff height° 9 m m  c
below which electrons are assumed to be lost instantaneously. Therefore
the trap is unocculted and the largest contribution to the photon flux
comes from electrons of small initial pitch angle, which predominate.
As the trap moves further behind the limb, these electrons contribute
less since the parts of their trajectories near the mirror points are
obscured. For example, the contribution from electrons of minimum
initial pitch angle (13°) is reduced to half its original value at
9 = 15°* where z . = 0.2U6 . Therefore we deduce that half of the
9 m m
X-ray emission from these electrons comes from the lower half of the 
' trap, and half from the upper. The "break-point” in each curve
occurs at the initial pitch angle whose mirror point height is equal 
to the minimum visible height.
\
k. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION (iv)
Photon flux, spectral index and polarisation of emission from
\
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Figure U.l Electron distribution (iv). ‘ Photon flux and spectral 
index as a function of distance behind the limb.
i
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Figure *w2 Electron distribution (iv)\. Polarisation as a
function of distance behind the limb..
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electron distribution (iv) as functions of distance behind the limb 
are shown in Figures ^.1 and h.2, for E* = 10 keV. The flux at higher 
photon energy falls off more rapidly as the trap is occulted. This 
is to be expected, since higher energy electrons, having smaller pitch 
angles, penetrate further down the limbs of the trap. The spectrum 
therefore softens appreciably (Ay ^ j in the side-on case) as the 
trap disappears behind the limb. For both end-on and side-on 
orientations of the trap, the spectral index reaches its maximum value 
when half the trap is occulted (0 'v 15°). In the end-on case it 
decreases almost to its original value as most of the trap is occulted.
The behaviour of the polarisation (Figure k.2) is similar to the 
.small pitch angle results (aQ = 15° and 30°) shown in Figures 2.2 
.(end-on) and 2.U (side-on) for electron distribution (;ii) . The 
polarisation at 25 keV is similar to the 30° pitch angle results for 
distribution (ii) while that at 75 keV is closer to the results for 
15° pitch angles. This is in accordance with the discussion in §6 
of Chapter IV.
5. SUMMARY AND COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATION
The results obtained in this chapter show a variety of different_ 
trends from which it is difficult to draw any general conclusions.
Probably the most significant results for photon flux are those of 
distribution (iii) (Figure 3.1) which do not exhibit .the somewhat 
artificial "step11 in intensity ^ as the mirror points in distribution
(ii) are occulted.
No large variations in spectral index have been found. In 
distribution (ii) the spectral index increases or decreases by up to 
1/3 .  according to whether the trap is seen side-on or end-on.
Maximum change in spectral index was found for electron distribution (iv), 
where the spectrum softens by half a power.
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The behaviour of the polarisation, illustrated in Figures 2.2,
2.U, 3.2 and U.2, is varied. These results suggest that the degree 
of polarisation of emission from a partly occulted trap should he 
larger than that from a trap on the limb if small pitch angles 
predominate in the trap, and smaller if large pitch angles predominate.
-Finally, in Figure 5.1, the predicted behaviour of the photon 
flux is compared with observation. The data are taken from Brown & 
McClymont (1975) (see also Roy 8s Datlowe, 1975) and from McKenzie (1975). 
Each data point represents peak photon flux *1? at 20 keV from an 
event which is believed to have occurred a distance 0 behind the limb. 
Since distance behind the limb is deduced from the calculated position 
of the (extended) active region in which the flare is thought to have 
occurred, there is an uncertainty of ^  h° in the position of the hard 
X-ray source. If the source is an electron trap, this uncertainty is 
unimportant since it is comparable with the dimensions of the trap.
More important is the fact that each observed flux 5 >q represents 
only a sample from a distribution which ranges over several orders 
of magnitude. Therefore the few data points shown in Figure 5*1 are 
not sufficient to define the dependence of mean photon flux on distance 
behind the limb.
The upper set of curves shown in Figure 5.1 are the predictions 
of the electron trap model for electron distribution (ii) with initial 
pitch angles of 15°, 30° and 60°. Although the computations were 
performed at 25 keV photon energy, the absolute fluxes are approximately 
'correct for comparison with the observations made at 20 keV if a 
cutoff of 'v 10 keV is assumed in the non-thermal electron spectrum.
The difference in photon energies compensates nicely for the fact that 
the spectral indices found observationally are on average around one 
power steeper than those calculated here. Therefore the upper set of 
curves are typical of a large event.
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Figure 5.1 Behind-the-limb data from Brown & McClymont (1975) and 
McKenzie (1975). Superimposed curves are the 
predictions of the trap for electron pitch angles 
of 15°, 30° and 60°. The upper set of curves 
represent the results obtained in this chapter, the 
lower are scaled down by a factor of 10.
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The lower set of curves show the photon flux expected in a 
fairly small event, in which the non-thermal energy is down by a 
factor of 10. The median peak photon flux in the sample of behind- 
the-limb bursts shown in Figure 5.1 is the same as that found on the 
limb. Therefore, if the energy contents of the behind-the-limb 
events are typical of disc flares (that is, small events), the electron 
trap model provides an acceptable explanation of these.
However, Datlowe et al»(197*0 claim that behind-the-limb events 
tend to last longer than the average disc flare, which suggests that 
behind-the-limb events are intrinsically larger. If events behind 
the limb are appreciably (e.g. an order of magnitude)larger, the data 
do not support the trap model, since little variation in intensity 
occurs until the trap is almost completely occulted. Of course, the 
trap height can be chosen for each event so that any desired ratio of 
disc to behind-the-limb flux is obtained. But statistically, the 
probability that each event represents an almost occulted trap must be 
very low.
Obviously the amount of behind-the-limb data available at present 
is very limited. Until sufficient data is gathered to allow a 
statistical study to be made, any conclusions drawn must be regarded 
as speculative.
CHAPTER VI
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THE ROLE OF MASS MOTION IN ENERGY TRANSFER IN A 
' HEATED FILAMENT - ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
1. INTRODUCTION
While many authors have discussed thermal conduction as a 
mechanism for the transfer of energy in a flaring region 
(for example, Culhane et al (l97o)» Brown (l97^a), Craig (1975a) ), 
few have considered the role of mass motion. Except under extreme 
conditions of compression or rarefaction caused by a pressure wave, 
dynamical processes cannot directly play a major part in the heating 
and cooling of a plasma, being responsible for the transport of 
energy from one point in space to another rather than the transfer 
of energy from one fluid element to another.
However the influence of mass motion on a temperature/density 
structure can profoundly affect the process of thermal conduction, 
thus indirectly controlling the redistribution of thermal energy 
in the plasma. Two mechanisms by which control can be exerted 
are immediately apparent. The first arises because the
efficiency of thermal conductivity is a strong function of 
temperature. Thus, if the kinetic energy of the plasma is 
comparable to its thermal energy, the reduction in temperature from 
the value anticipated when mass motion is neglected causes a 
significant decrease in thermal conduction. Secondly, macroscopic 
transport of the plasma affects the temperature gradient, again 
leading to a substantial change in the rate of energy transport due 
to thermal conduction.
Apart from its influence on energy transport, mass motion in 
flares is of interest in its own right, as is shown by the ejection 
of * 10 gm of plasma in a large flare, and motion of material in 
filaments and prominences.
In this chapter the significance of dynamical effects in 
determining the structure of the heated region is investigated.
In particular we examine the influence of mass motion on the
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conductive flux, pressure distribution and soft X-ray emission 
measure.
2.. DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS WORK.
Shmeleva and .Syrovatskii (1973) examined the distribution of 
"temperature and emission measure in the solar atmosphere, obtaining 
a ^ emi—analytic solution by equating the rate of energy transfer 
into an element of plasma by thermal conduction to its radiative 
energy loss. The solution is obtained for a point energy source 
in two limiting cases., both being in a steady state. One case, 
in -which a constant density region is assumed, corresponds to the 
initial phase of fast heating where the time to reach a static 
temperature gradient is assumed short compared to the timescale for 
development of mass motion. The other limiting case is that of 
slow heating. Here it is assumed that both an equilibrium 
temperature structure and steady dynamical state have been attained, 
so that the temperature structure may be found under the assumption 
of constant pressure. Although these results are of interest be­
cause of their generality, their usefulness is restricted 
due to lack of knowledge as to where and when, if ever, conditions of 
constant density or pressure apply.
Heating of the chromospheric flare by a vertical beam of 
electrons has been considered by Brown (1973a) , on the assumption 
that the atmosphere moves at constant pressure in response to the 
energy input. Brown's calculation is complementary to that of 
Shmeleva and Syrovatskii as he neglects thermal conduction and 
equates collisional heating of the plasma by the non-thermal 
electrons to the radiative losses. He shows that the deeper 
layers of the atmosphere can attain a state of energy balance with 
the electron beam, energy being dissipated by radiation and upward 
expansion at a velocity comparable with that observed in surge 
motions. However above the level at which the temperature 
exceeds ^ 3 x 10^K (at the peak of the radiative loss function) the 
material becomes radiatively unstable. The mass of material 
lying above this level is shown to be comparable with the observed
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mass of plasma ejecta in large flares.
In contrast to the steady-state solutions discussed above,
Strauss and Papagiannis (1971) solved the time-dependent equation 
of energy transport for a coronal filament heated by a stream of 
high energy particles descending from the top of the arch. They
assumed a constant density plasma and took into account thermal 
conduction and radiative losses. Their purpose was to demonstrate 
that thermal bremsstrahlung from a multi-thermal plasma is 
compatible with the spectrum and time evolution of a hard X-ray 
burst. The special requirements of this model led them to adopt 
an extremely narrow high density filament into which a large amount
“of energy is injected. Strauss and Papagiannis assumed an electron
11 "3 6density of 2 x 10 cm and found a maximum temperature of 60 x 10 K
at the end of the heating phase which lasts for ^ 5 minutes. Their
- 7  - 3
' results indicate that a pressure gradient of ^ 5 x 10 dynes cm
exists throughout the heating phase. The above values indicate 
(c.f. §3 ) that the timescale for development of important mass 
motion is ^ 100 seconds. Thus the assumption of constant density
made by Strauss and Papagiannis is inconsistent with the results 
they obtain. This is also true of the work of Landini et al (1973)■
The most thorough analysis of this type has been performed by 
Kostjuk & Pikel'ner (197*0 who examined the heating of the 
chromospheric flare by a beam of non-thermal electrons with a power 
law energy distribution. Their calculations included the effects
of mass motion, thermal conduction and radiation. Their results
agree with and quantify those of Brown (1973a) , showing that above 
a certain level, corresponding to the level of radiative instability
found by Brown, the atmosphere expands upward at a velocity of
8 —1 6 /v 10 cm s , reachinga temperature of ^ 5 x 10 K. The enhanced
pressure in this region causes a pressure wave to propagate downward,
heating and at first compressing the lower part of the atmosphere,
which subsequently expands upward at a velocity ^ 2 x 10^ cm s \
Our analysis is similar to that of Kostjuk and Pikel'ner, 
but applied to a closed coronal filament instead of the freely
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expanding chromosphere. We are primarily concerned with the 
.influence of mass motion on the evolutionary time scale of the 
.flare, and on the soft X-ray emission measure structure.
3* THE IMPORTANCE OF MASS MOTION
Insight into the possible importance of different energetic 
processes in determining the structure of the flare region can he 
gained from consideration of order of magnitude estimates.
It is known from soft X-ray observations that plasma at a 
-temperature of'''20 x 10^K exists in flare regions having dimensions 
10"^ cm. Therefore temperature gradients of £2 x 10 cm ^ 
:must exist. If the temperature gradient is along the magnetic
field lines, as in the case of the filamentary structure we assume 
here, then the equation of motion of an ionised hydrogen plasma 
(neglecting convective terms) is
3v
p = V P= V (2pRT) * (3.1)
3t L
where T/L is the temperature gradient.
Inserting the above numerical values we obtain
—  - 2 RT/L = 3 x 105 cm sec“2 (3.2)
3t
We take mass motion to be important when the kinetic energy density
of the plasma is equal to the maximum thermal energy density (a
rather severe requirement). Denoting the time scale for
development of important mass motion by x , we have, approximatelyi\.
I
8v
a V *
2
= 3 RT (3.3)
hhat is,
tk - vb K y /  J  (3,U)
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Inserting numerical values, ve find
TK = 300 sec (3.5)
We compare -with the timescale for dissipation of the pressure 
gradient by thermal conduction. Omitting dynamical terms, the 
energy equation is
—  (3PBT) = V.(KVT) (3.6)
3t
which can he crudely approximated by
2m  = s  (3.7)
T  L 2c
where :t is a conduction time scale. In the solar corona, K, c
the coefficient of thermal conduction,is given approximately by
K = 10~6 T %  (3.8)
in c .g. s. units.
Thus from (3-T) and. (3.8) we obtain
’ ~ 3pRL2 _ 3ne kL2
c lo"6 7 2
(3.9)
where n is electron density and k is Boltzmann’s constant, e
Observations suggest that the electron density in the soft 
X-ray flare region is 'v 1010 -1011 cm3. Inserting these values, 
the numerical values used previously, in (3-9) obtain
t * 250 - 2500 sec (3.10)c
This rather crude analysis suggests that mass motion is 
likely to be at least as important as thermal conduction in 
determining the structure of a flaring region, particularly if the
density is high.
( t  / t  ^ 1  for n = 1 0 ^  cm t  / t _ _'v'8 for n = lO-^cm ^  ). c K e c K e '
We can also estimate the likely importance of radiative energy
loss as a. dissipation mechanism. We note that a meaningful
comparison between the rates of energy dissipation due to
conduction and to radiation is difficult to make for two reasons.
Firstly, conduction can only be considered to be a dissipative
mechanism if heat is conducted out of the region under consideration,
whereas radiation represents an absolute loss of energy. Secondly,
the conduction time scale calculated above is the time for the
region to come to equilibrium and so neutralise the pressure gradient,
a feat which radiative dissipation is unable to accomplish due
to the weak temperature dependence of the radiative loss function.
However, the conduction time scale can be compared with the radiative
time scale calculated below, as the value of x calculated inc
(3*10) can also be taken to be typical of the time required to bring 
the hot region into thermal equilibrium with its surrounding.
Considering only the radiative term, the energy equation takes 
the form
—  (3pRT) = - n2 f(t ) (3.11)
3t 6
where f(T) is the radiative loss function, which has been 
calculated for cosmic abundances (Cox and Tucker, 19^9) and for 
solar abundances (Tucker and Koren, 1971)* Therefore, to an
order of magnitude
3PRT ^  3 nekT - n* f(T) (3.12)
T T
R R
where xD is the radiative cooling time scale.
Thus
2kl
In the temperature region of interest f(T) is a weak function of 
T, and is given by
f(T)- 2 x 10 23 erg cm3 sec 1 (2 x 10^K < T < 103K) (3.1^)
Inserting this value and the values of temperature and density used 
previously (T = 20 x 10^K, ng = 1010 - 1011 cm”3) in (3.13) we 
obtain
t - k.2 x 103 - h,2 x 10^ sec (3.15)
it
Comparing this result with the conduction timescale given by (3.10)
10 —3we see that at low density ( n = 1 0  cm ) radiation should be
® 11 _ o
unimportant (x /x - 100) but at the higher density of 10 cmXi 0
ip - Tp, implying that radiative losses are as important as 
conduction of heat out of the source region.
However, there is a further point which must be noted. In 
its quiescent preflare state the filament must be maintained against 
radiative losses by a steady energy flux (for example, acoustic flux 
from the photosphere). The role of radiative cooling during the 
flare depends on the effect that the occurrence of the flare has on 
the ambient energy input. If this is unaffected, radiation does 
not influence the development of the flare unless there are large 
density fluctuations in the hot region, because radiation depends 
weakly on temperature although a strong function of density.
k. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
Although the order of magnitude estimates made in §3 
can provide clues to the probable importance of different physical 
processes in a flare, it is obvious that useful discussion requires 
a more detailed analysis. We ask the following questions:-
2h2
(1) How great is the influence of dynamical processes on 
energy redistribution in a heated plasma?
(2) What form do the effects produced by mass motion take?
(3) How sensitively do any such effects depend on physical 
conditions in the flare region?
(U) Under what circumstances (if any) do the approximations 
of constant density or constant pressure hold?
In order to answer these questions we consider a definite
-structure, shown schematically in Figure ^.1. A coronal
10 . 17 2filament of length ^ 10 cm and cross-sectional area ^ 10 cm ,
• . . . .  . 1 1  — 3containing plasma of initial electron density ^ 1 0  cm and
temperature * 2 x 10^K has a pulse of energy injected into it at
30 . .the top of the arch. Approximately 10 ergs are injected
‘in a period of ^ 1 minute. ye follow the evolution of the 
filament into the decay phase.
Before pursuing this study further, we simplify the problem 
by making the following assumptions and postulates.
(l) We assume that the filamentary structure can be 
represented in one - dimensional geometry. This requires that 
the magnetic pressure is much greater than the gas pressure so 
that no motion takes place perpendicular to the axis of the flux 
tube. Thus we require
B/8tt ~  2 n e kT (U’1}
which, for an electron density of 10^-lO^cm B and a temperature 
of 20 x 10^ K becomes
B »  ^0 - 120 gauss. (^«2)
As this is typical of the field strength in a coronal filament, 
(U.2) is probably not invariably true and some lateral expansion 
of the flux tube in response to an energy input is to.be expected. 
At present we assume a rigid flux tube of uniform cross-section.
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ACC£$6ftifctdL (d^  wVti^ AA^ tfr
mJ?iel<{ f‘£“com€c'tccfi )
Figure U.l Schematic representation of a coronal filament 
heated by injection of flare energy at the top 
I of the arch. Electron density is ^lO^-loH cm 3.
10 RftA ia iC v e  Loss F u n c tio n .
' Cox & "Tucker
TiAcktr & ( M i l )  ^coxrec&ecl]
iO
10 too
Figure k.2 Temperature dependence of the radiative loss
function for cosmic abundances (Cox & Tucker, 19^9) 
and for solar abundances (Tucker & Koren, 1971)•
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In order that the problem he one-dimensional we also require 
that the rate of energy input he uniform across the flux tuhe.
This is difficult to justify as nothing is known ahout the energy 
injection mechanism. However our one-dimensional treatment can 
‘be justified by noting that, due to the smallness of thermal 
conduction and viscous stress across the field lines the flux 
tuhe can he considered as a bundle of narrower flux tubes each 
independent of the others, and across each of which the energy 
injection rate is effectively constant. Thermal conductivity and 
viscous stress across the field lines are very small in a plasma 
-of coronal density with a magnetic field greater than a fraction of 
e a gauss as the ion cyclotron radius is much less than the mean 
free path (Spitzer, 1962).
It must he noted, however, that if energy input rate were a 
function of position across the flux tuhe our conclusions concerning 
the gross properties of the filament, in particular the soft X-ray 
differential emission measure, would he modified due to smearing of 
the structure over a range of physical, conditions.
(2) We assume that the plasma consists of fully ionised 
hydrogen in which the electron and proton gases are in thermal 
equilibrium at any point. The main effect of the neglect of 
helium and heavy ions is that the density is underestimated by ^ 20^, 
which leads to an overestimation of fluid velocity and kinetic 
energy. However this should not he severe enough to invalidate 
our conclusions. The contribution of heavy ions to the radiative 
'loss function is of course included. The function used in our 
calculations is that computed for cosmic element abundances by 
Cox and Tucker (1969) , shown in Figure k.2.
In view of the fact that the solar abundance loss function 
(Tucker and Koren, (1971)) is very similar to this, and as was shown 
in the previous section, radiation is probably of minor importance 
in coronal flare energetics this discrepancy should not appreciably 
affect our conclusions. Since the material we are dealing with
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is at coronal temperatures, the assumption of full ionisation is 
undoubtedly justified. In order to satisfy the assumption of a
common electron and proton temperature, we are forced to hypothesise 
that the energy input mechanism heats the electrons and protons equally.
For typical densities and energy injection timescales, a difference 
of ^  50% between the electron and proton temperatures is to be 
expected if the injected energy is absorbed principally by the 
electrons and transferred to the protons through electron-proton 
collisions, as in the case of heating by a beam of high energy 
electrons. This could appreciably affect the efficiency of 
thermal conduction and the intensity of soft X-ray emission.
These three hypothesis - pure hydrogen plasma, fully ionised, 
with the electrons and protons in equilibrium, allow us to write 
for the pressure
P = 2 p RT (U.3)
and for the thermal energy per unit volume
e = 3 pRT (U.U)
where p is the density, given by
(U.5)
and R,T are the gas constant and plasma temperature. (These 
relations were used in deriving equations (3*1 ” (3.10)).
(3) We neglect the effect of gravity. The gravitational 
potential energy a fluid element at the top of the arch (of height 
h) would lose in moving to the foot of the flux tube is
2b6
eq = gh {b.6)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. For a maximum
g
arch height of 5 x 10 cm
« l.k x 1011* erg gm 1 (^.7)
As this is fairly small compared to a typical thermal energy 
-density of ^  5 x 1 0 ^  erg gm ^ the influence of gravity can he 
^neglected to a first approximation, particularly in view of the 
fact that a fluid element is expected to move only a small 
t distance compared to the length of the filament. This assumption 
allows us to consider a plasma of initially uniform density and 
temperature.
While this simplification may allow us better insight into
the fundamental processes governing the flare heating, it introduces
a problem in the decay phase. This is due to an unphysical aspect
of the initial state of the plasma, that is, it is a state of
unstable equilibrium. The radiative loss function decreases
5 7monotonically as the temperature rises from ^  6 x 10 K to 10 K, 
so that if a perturbation on a plasma with an initially uniform 
temperature in that range causes the temperature to rise at one 
point, the temperature will continue to rise until a thermal 
gradient is established such that the thermal conductive flux 
out of the hotter regions balances the excess energy input due to 
the difference between the quiescent energy input and the smaller 
radiative losses at the new temperature. Therefore the filament 
does not return to its initial state in the decay phase, but 
tends towards a new equilibrium state.
Possibly the most significant effect of our assumption of 
an initially uniform structure lies in the observation that a 
shock is formed in the ~filament, as it is known that a compression 
wave running into a region of increasing density may be prevented
2^7
from forming a shock. Thus the inclusion of a realistic model 
atmosphere in our analysis may suppress formation of the shock.
Even if this does happen, it is unlikely that our fundamental 
conclusion that mass motion is important will be altered.
(i|) We assume that material in the filament is optically thin, 
so that there is no re-absorption of radiation emitted in accordance 
with the radiative loss function.
i-5) We take account of viscosity. Although this effect is 
usually neglected, it can be important in regions of low density and 
high temperature. The fact that the presence of a viscous term in 
the momentum equation allows an unconditionally stable method of 
numerical solution (see §6) to be used provides further motivation 
for its inclusion.
The momentum equation with the effect of viscosity included is 
given by
Dv _ 3 (r3 U 3Vv
where y = 2.21 x 10 T / ZnA (^*9)
is the viscous coefficient (Spitzer, 19&2)•
p , v and P are respectively density, fluid velocity and pressure 
and Zn.A is the Coulomb logarithm. ZnA has a value of 'v 20 in the 
solar corona. The Reynolds number of a flow (ratio of inertial 
to viscous forces) is given by
R = ^  (U.10)e
V
where p and v are characteristic values of density and velocity 
and L is a typical scale length for velocity variation. If we 
take
(it.11)
2*+8
where c is the sound speed, we obtain
V ni o L9 (§
2
(U.12)
10 -3where n.. n is electron density m  units of 10 cm , LQ is
: 9 °
the velocity scale length in units of 10 cm and T^ is temperature
in units of 10^K.
Viscous effects become more important as Rg decreases, becoming
dominant when R ^  0(1). In a three dimensional fluid, viscosity
can dramatically alter the flow pattern by suppressing the onset of
turbulence, even if the Reynolds number is much greater than unity.
However in the filament which we consider turbulence is not possible
as motion across the flux tube is suppressed by the strong magnetic
field. Thus we expect that viscosity will only be important if
10 —3R^0(l). For an electron density of 10 cm and a velocity scale
Q  ^ £
length of 10 cm, viscosity becomes important when T ^ 1+0 x 10 K.
11 -3For a higher density of n =10 cm the temperature must increase
6 6 to 120 x 10 K before viscous effects begin to dominate.
From these considerations we conclude that if the scale length 
for variation of velocity is not small compared to the overall 
length of the filament, viscosity is important only in regions of 
high temperature and low density. However we retain this term in 
the equations mainly because, as mentioned above, its presence enables 
a stable numerical method of solution to be used.
(6) For the energy injection mechanism we take the representation 
used by Strauss and Papagiannis (l97l)» The rate of heating varies 
along the filament according to a Gaussian profile so that
z2
Q(z,t) = -4z=: e  -3„ "I (U.13)
where z is a spatial variable running along the filament with
origin at the centre of the filament, £ is a scale length of heating
~2 —l
and q(t) is the total energy flux into the filament (erg cm sec ).
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This form is unrealistic in that the energy flux would be 
expected to be degraded as a function of column density of material 
passed through, rather than geometric distance, and furthermore, the 
rate of heating of a given volume element, which is equal to the rate 
of degradation of the energy flux in passing through that volume, 
should be proportional to the local density. Thus, for example, 
if material near the centre of the filament expands when heated, the 
lower density in this region will cause the rise in temperature to 
be abnormally high. These objections do not apply to the work of 
Strauss and Papagiannis as they assume a uniform plasma of constant 
density. As we start with such a plasma, so that column density 
"is proportional to geometric distance initially, we assume that 
any unphysical aspects of (U.13) will not dramatically affect our 
c conclusions. This view is supported by Strauss and Papagiannis, 
who claim that the exact spatial form of energy input is unimportant 
as thermal conduction controls the distribution of energy. In 
Chapter VII we consider briefly an electron-heated model in which a 
more realistic form of energy input is used. There we find that 
our conclusions are indeed unaltered, but that Strauss & Papagiannis 
are not strictly correct.
5. THE EQUATIONS
The following equations describing the dynamics of a one dimensional 
one-component fluid govern the evolution of the filament.
Conservation of mass
Dp 3v
Dt = ~Zz (5-lJ
Momentum equation
P  =  .  i _  ( p  -  ^  l £ )  ( 5. 2)
w Dt 3z v 3 dz'
Energy equation
= - < * - ! » ■ ! ?  £  - n' f(T) (5-3)
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The 5 terms in the energy equation represent respectively - energy 
injection due to a source; thermal conduction through the fluid 
element; work done "by pressure; conversion of kinetic energy to 
thermal energy through viscosity; and loss of energy by radiation.
The symbols used are defined as follows 
p = density ,
v - fluid velocity ,
P = gas pressure ,
U = coefficient of viscosity,
e = internal energy/unit mass,
Q = energy source
K = coefficient of thermal conduction,
T = temperature,
ng = electron density ,
f(T)= radiative loss function,
; = total time derivative = -|r- + v ,
1/C d t  d Z
and z = spatial coordinate running along axis of flux tube with 
origin at the centre.
As established in (U.3~5) we have the following relations between these 
quantities
P = mp ne (5.U)
e = 3 RT (5-5)
P = 2pRT = 2 n kT (5.6)e
where k is Boltzmann's constant, R is the gas constant and m 
is the mass of the proton.
Both thermal conductivity and viscosity are strongly anisotropic 
in the presence of a magnetic field. As we consider only the effect 
of conduction and viscous stress parallel to the field, produced by 
gradients in the same direction, the general tensor form of these 
terms reduces to the simple form defined by (5*3) and (5*7)9 (5*12) 
below.
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The coefficient of thermal conduction is given by (Spitzer, 1962)
K = Kq T^.'/ZnA (5.7)
—5vhere Kq = 1.8^1* x 10 (a.g.s units) (5.8)
and AnA is the Coulomb logarithm, having a value of 'v 20 in 
the solar corona and being given more precisely by
A = Aq T/n^2 = Aq T/p^2 (5.9)
vhere
A = 8.032U x 106 and A* = 1.0389 x 1(T5o o
(c.g.s units) (5*10)
Viscous stress is given by
I _ k dv . , c _ _ \
n 3 y 3z (5-11)
vhere the coefficient of viscosity y has the same form as the 
coefficient of thermal conduction (5*7)» being given by (Spitzer, 19&2)
y = y / AnA . (5-12)
vhere y has the value o
yQ = 2.21 x 10 ^  (c.g.s units) (5*13)
A coordinate system more suitable for solving problems of one 
dimensional fluid motion than the fixed Eulerian grid used in (5«1~3) 
is the Lagrangian coordinate system. Here a given spatial coordinate 
value is identified vith a specific fluid element rather than a fixed 
point in space. Using the Langrangian system, the development of 
shock fronts can be handled more easily than is possible in the case of 
Eulerian coordinates. A second advantage is that it enables the 
paths of fluid elements to be tracked, vhich can sometimes give better
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insight into a problem that merely knowing the fluid density and 
velocity, which is all the information obtainable ( directly ) 
from the Eulerian formulation. As mentioned previously, we 
expect realistic energy input mechanisms to depend on column density 
rather than geometric depth. As the Lagrangian coordinate is 
identified with column density, such inputs are more easily handled 
in this system.
To transform (5-1—3) to a Lagrangian formulation we define a 
column density variable
£ = [ p(z') dz' C5.1U)
from which it follows that
_9
dZ (5.15)
As the Lagrangian system moves with the fluid the total time 
derivative is identical to the partial time derivative in this 
representation. Therefore we have also the transformation
D_
Dt
d_
3t
+ v-^- a_dZ at
z t
Defining the specific volume
V = 1 /p
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.1-3) can be written as (see, for example, Zel’dovich & Raizer, 
1966)
9V _ 9v
at “ as
3v _ 3P*
at as
(5.18)
(5.19)
where Q* is the rate of energy input per unit mass, that is,
(5.21)
Here we have incorporated the viscous stress term and pressure 
in the term P*, so that
f^(T) is the radiative loss function expressed in terms of mass density 
instead of number density, that is
which enables us to find the position of a fluid element in space.
If (5.18) is integrated directly numerical errors can result in 
non-conservation of mass (see Richtmyer & Morton, 1967). This can 
be avoided by integrating the set of equations (5-19» (5.20), (5.26) 
instead of (5«l8, (5.19)» (5*20).
In this case we obtain V from the equation
(5.22)
or
(5.23)
P 2  fM(T) = f (T) (5.2U)
so that — P “3 — 2 — 1fj^ (T) = nip f(T) erg cm gm sec .(5.25)
As the coordinate system is moving with the fluid we have in 
addition the equation
3z
at v (5.26)
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which is easily derived from (5.18) and (5.26).
This equation simply expresses conservation of mass, as can he clearly 
seen if ve write it in the differential form
A? = i Az (5.28)
and note that if A£ is a fixed increment in column density then we 
can write
A5 =  P o  Ax (5.29)
where Ax is the corresponding initial space increment and pQ the 
initial density.
T h e n  w e h a v e ,  f r o m  (5»1T)» (5»28) a n d  (5.29)
pAz = pQ Ax (5.30)
Thus the total mass in the space interval Az is conserved as this 
interval expands or contracts.
Note that the energy source term (Q in (5*3)»Q* in (5.20)) must 
contain a contribution responsible for maintaining the filament 
against radiation in its quiescent state, as discussed in §U .
T h is  c o n t r i b u t i o n  i s  i n i t i a l l y  e q u a l  t o
% = po V To> (5-3l)
If we assume that the quiescent input per unit volume remains 
constant during the flare, we have a source term
QoY = p* fM(TQ) erg cm 3sec 1 (5*32)
in (5*3) and
= p2 fJ T)/p erS ©a lsec 1 (5.33)
O. y  O ' M
in (5*20), whereas if we take the quiescent input per unit mass to 
remain constant, the contributions to (5*3) and (5*20) are given by,
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respectively,
Qom = (p/po) Pq fM^T0} erg cm 3sec 1 (5-3*0
and
QoM = Pc fM(To) erg S ^ s e c  1 (5-35)
We vill see in Chapter VII that, as might he expected physically, 
the choice of constant energy input per unit mass gives more physically 
satisfactory results. ,
As the filament is assumed to he symmetric ahout its centre, the 
equations are integrated in one half of the filament only, subject 
to the boundary conditions at the centre
| £ = ° ;  - § = 0 ;  v = 0 (5.36)
and at the end of the flux tuhe (z = z )o
|fi.=0 ; T = T q ; v = 0 (5-37)
where Tq is the initial temperature. This condition, which 
corresponds to a fixed boundary held at constant temperature, is 
unimportant for the purposes of the present investigation, as we 
stop the computation as soon as any observable effects have 
propagated to the end of the filament. This is necessary as 
subsequent behaviour of the filament is determined by the exact 
nature of this boundary, and meaningful results can only be obtained 
by incorporating a realistic model of the structure of the lower 
solar atmosphere. As such a sophistication is unnecessary to our 
present purpose of illustrating the importance of mass motion to the 
evolution of a flare, we merely take the length of the flux tube to be 
sufficient to allow us to observe the initial development of the flare.
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6. NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS
In this section we discuss the choice of a numerical method 
for the solution of equations (5.19), (5*20) and (5.26). Preliminary 
results of the integration of these equations showed that a shock front 
develops in the filament. It was initially hoped that the dissipation 
provided by the real viscosity (5*22) incorporated in equations (5.19) 
and (5*20) would be sufficiently large to control the shock. However 
this turned out not to be the case, and it was found necessary to add 
a pseudo-viscous term to the equations.
-The necessity for this procedure stems from the fact that the 
^passage of a shock front causes an increase in entropy of the fluid, 
that is,kinetic energy is converted into thermal energy. This 
transformation can only occur through the action of a dissipative 
: mechanism such as viscosity. If such a term is not included in 
the equations representing the physical system the undissipated
kinetic energy appears in the form of spurious oscillations behind
i
the shock front. While the viscous term (5*22) helps to control 
these oscillations it is insufficient to damp them out completely.
It must be pointed out that the persistence of the oscillations 
when the physically correct viscous term is used does not mean that 
the oscillations are real. They arise because of the discretisation 
of the equations necessary in order to obtain a numerical solution.
In a discretised representation of the physical system, all particles 
in an element of plasma are effectively replaced by a "super-particle", 
which interacts with neighbouring super-particles. Instead of having 
thermal energy in the form of random motion of individual particles, 
we attribute the macroscopic qualities of density and temperature 
to each super-particle. The passage of a shock front sets the 
super-particles in motion, in the same manner in which true particles 
in the gas would be thermally excited. (This was pointed out by 
R. Peierls (unpublished work) - see Richtmyer & Morton, 1967).
However in our representation we do not recognise this motion as 
thermal energy, but regard it as macroscopic flow of the gas.
The purpose of pseudo-viscosity is therefore to compensate for this
unphysical aspect of the discretised equations, by converting the 
energy of macroscopic oscillation to true internal energy.
The following analogy may clarify the above description. We 
compare a piston-driven shock in a fluid with a similar discrete 
system consisting of a line of billiard balls. Figure 6.1 shows 
the progression of the "shock front" along the line of balls. When 
the piston, travelling at velocity V, strikes the first ball this 
moves off with velocity 2V, and comes to rest on striking the second 
ball, which moves off with velocity 2V. It is apparent that the
shock front moves forward (relative to the piston) at velocity V, 
and. that each ball is alternatively at reat or moving at velocity 2V. 
cThe balls marked with an ’X' in Figure 6.1 have just started moving.
The temporal oscillation in velocity of a ball is illustrated at the 
foot of Figure 6.1; it is readily seen that a similar spatial 
oscillation exists as alternate balls are either moving or at rest.
, These oscillations are analogous to the oscillations found behind 
a shock front in the absence of viscosity. If the billiard ball 
collisions are taken to be inelastic, so that the concepts of internal 
energy and dissipation enter the picture, half of the kinetic energy 
of the balls behind the shock would be converted to thermal energy 
(analogous to the temperature attribute of a super particle) and the 
balls would settle down to a steady movement to the right at velocity 
V.
In addition to its role as a convertor of kinetic energy to 
thermal energy, pseudo-viscosity has another function to perform, 
which again arises from the discretisation process necessary for a 
numerical solution of the equations. Because the finite difference 
numerical methods used to solve differential equations break down 
if variables change on a scale length comparable with the grid spacing, 
in a computer simulation we wish to spread the shock front over a 
few grid points even if the shock is strong enough that its physical 
thickness is less than this. Ordinary viscosity, which is a linear
Figure 6. Illustration of the origin of oscillations "behind 
a shock front in numerical simulation of fluid 
dynamic problems.
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■was shown by Becker (l922) to cause the thickness of the transition 
region (shock front) to vary with shock strength, approaching zero 
for a strong shock.
Von Neumann 8s Richtmyer (1950) found that a pseudo-viscous 
term which is quadratic in the velocity gradient has the desired 
effect, acting as a small viscosity for weak shocks and a large 
viscosity for strong shocks. Richtmyer 8t Morton (1967) give as 
a suitable form for this term in the Lagrangian formulation
V > 2 (|f)2 |f < 0  
<i=<; 85 {6 .2 )
|f>0
o(for a shock moving in the direction of increasing £ ) where p( 
and H are constants having dimensions of density and length respectively. 
They show, by means of analytic solution of a simply system, and by 
supporting numerical results, that where this form is used the Rankine- 
Hugoniot conditions across the shock are satisfied to a high degree 
of accuracy. This means that the smeared out shock travels with 
the same speed as a discontinuous physical one and produces the same 
entropy increase. They also show that the shock thickness is 
related to the parameter ( pq£ ) in (6.2) by
t ^ 2 f2/{y + l) (pqA)/p (6.3)
where y is the ratio of specific heats of the fluid. Taking y = 5/3 
and assuming that we require a shock thickness pt in £ -space of 
^ k A£ , where A£ is the grid spacing, we find
Pq£ = 1.7 A£ (6.U)
Pseudo-viscosity is incorporated in our equations by redefining 
P*, the pressure and viscous stress term in (5»19) and (5*20), to 
include the pseudo-viscous contribution given by (6.2). Thus, from 
(5-22) we now define
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(6.5)
or
In equations (6 .5) and (6 .6 ) we have not explicitly shown
that the pseudo-viscous term, as defined in (6 .2 ), is zero where
3v n In order to avoid cumbersome notation, we will henceforth
U*
not note this fact explicitly.
In practice it makes very little difference whether the pseudo- 
cviscous contribution is included outside the shock or not as this 
term is second order in the velocity gradient. In a shock front 
* the pseudo-viscous term is greater than the real viscosity by ^ 1 0  , 
while outside the shock, in regions where the physical viscosity 
would normally be unimportant, both are small and of comparable size. 
As the pseudo-viscosity term is independent of temperature it does 
not contribute in high temperature regions where the real viscosity 
becomes important.
The next step in preparing the equations for numerical solution 
is to write them in dimensionless form by expressing the physical 
variables in terms of convenient scale values. As this procedure is 
only necessary in order to restrict the range of numbers to that 
which can be handled by the computer and is not essential to the 
method, it will be omitted here..
choice of an explicit or an implicit method of solution. A simple 
example will serve to illustrate the difference in these techniques. 
To solve the equation
At this point we must decide on the formulation of the finite 
difference approximation to the equations. Firstly we have a
3jr 3z
(6.7)3t
we write
that is,
j+1 - yjl +
where we have spatial grid points
ftj+l 9Z dt 
3x
(6.8)
xi , i = 1 , 2 ,
separated by intervals of Ax 
and temporal grid points
t., j = 1 , 2 ,---
J
separated by intervals of At 
and
yJ = y (x., t.) (6.9)
We now have a "choice of approximations to (6 .6). Two possibilities 
are
j+1
- (|i) +o (at) At (6.10)
or
j+1
= y
j+1
/9y\ + 0 (At)
8x •
At (6.11)
Introducing the finite difference approximation
(|i ). = — yl-A + 0 ( Ax2)
8x l 2 Ax
(6.12)
(6 .1 0 )and (6 .1l)become
yi+1 = yi + 2Ax y^i+l ~ yi-l^ + °^Ax2 At  ^ + °^At2  ^ 1
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and
yi+1 = yi + 2 Ax y^i+l ” yi-l^ + °^Ax2At  ^ + ° ^ t 2) (6 .lH)
(6 .1 1) is an explicit method of solution as all quantities on the 
RHS are known and the solution at time (j+l) at each i can he 
obtained immediately. (6 .1 2 ) is implicit - quantities as yet unknown 
appear* on the RHS, so that the system of equations (i = 1,2,....N) 
must he solved simultaneously.
Although it may appear to be disadvantageous to use an implicit 
method, the question of stability must also be considered.
An explicit method becomes unstable, resulting in the development 
of oscillations in the solution, if the time step exceeds a certain 
value. In the case of a hyperbolic equation (wave equation) of the 
form
P  = ' 2 P  • < « ■ « )
stability requires that
At . < Ax/c (6.16)
while for a parabolic equation (heat conduction equation) of
the form
we must have
At < Ax2/2a (6.18)
(Richtmyer & Morton, 1 9 6 7). No stability criterion applies 
to implicit methods, in which the timestep may be chosen freely 
having regard only for the accuracy of the solution. The 
stability condition (6 .1 6 ) can be at least partially understood by
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noting that disturbances occuring at distances greater than 1 
space-step from grid point i require a time £ Ax/c to produce an 
effect at point i, as the maximum speed of propagation of- a 
disturbance is the sound speed c. When using a finite difference 
approximation to (6 .1 5) the time derivative at point i depends only 
on the value of y at the grid points i-1 , i and i+1 and so does 
not take account of effects occuring outside this region of space. 
Therefore the timestep is required to be small enough that such 
effects cannot propagate to point i during the timestep, that is,
At < Ax/c
• Although exact stability criteria cannot be obtained for 
equations more complex than (6 .1 5 ) and (6 .1 7 ), the parabolic 
nature of our energy equation can be seen by dropping terms 
other than the heat conduction term from the RHS of (5*3), giving
£(3ETi = (k 3 T ) (6i9)
p Dt 3z 3z
Neglecting the convective term and the spatial variation of K, 
we obtain
I t = <6-2°)at 3pR az2
Comparing this equation with (6.15) "we see that an explicit 
method of solution would result in the restriction
„ _ 3 n k JlnA * - 2
A t < Az2 = “ — —  Az2 = 2 *3 x 10“llf- ^ k  sec (6-21)
2K SX  Tr*2
2 K T H
o
11 -3where we have set ng = 10 cm and taken ink = 2 0 . T^ is
the temperature in units of 10^K. For a typical grid spacing
o
of 10 cm this implies
At < (~—  ) ^  sec (6.22)
6
Thus the allowable timestep is a strong function of temperature,
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having a value of 1 sec when the maximum temperature is 8.8 x 10 K,
6
and falling to only 0.05 sec if T rises to 30 x 10 K. In a test
run using an explicit method of integration it was found that the
allowable timestep was even smaller than this in practice, falling
1 to ^ 0.025 sec when the temperature rose to ^ 20 x 10^K. Clearly
use of an explicit method would result in an enormous number of
integration steps being required to simulate the evolution of a
flare and a large amount of computer time would be required.
As the momentum_equation is basically hyperbolic, the dynamical 
stability criterion is given by
c
At < Az/c = Az/ /2RT - 1.7 sec (6.23)
Q /•
for Az = 10 cm and T = 20 x 10 K.
* As this is an acceptable limitation on the timestep it would be 
feasible to integrate the momentum equation explicitly were it 
not for the parabolic component introduced into the equation by 
the viscosity terms. These are small outside the shock front and 
would give a timestep limitation greater than (6 .2 3), however in the 
shock front the viscous terms dominate and could give rise to 
instability if a timestep of order 1 second were used. Therefore 
we use an implicit method for the solution of the momentum equation 
also.
7. FORMULATION OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Here we derive a 2nd order accurate finite difference 
approximation to equations (5.19) 5 (5*20), (5*26) and (5*27). The 
order of accuracy of a finite difference scheme is defined to be 
the order of the error term before integration is carried out. As 
the integration process effectively multiplies the whole equation 
by the steplength, the error in the final value of the variable 
is one power higher. For example, given the equation
(7vl)
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then a possible finite difference approximation is
y. - y.
- J+1At J = 5 tj) + 0( At) (7.2)
which has a first order error. Thus the final value of y is 
given by
yj+1 = yj + At f(y^» t) + o (At*) (7.3)
tfhich has a first order accuracy.
The finite difference scheme we use is required to be accurate
to 2nd order as we have physically real diffusion terms in our
equations (thermal conduction and viscosity). Use of a 1st order
accurate method introduces anomalous numerical diffusion, which can
lead to unphysical results (Richtmyer & Morton, 1967). To achieve
"bh
2nd order accuracy we "centre" the (i,j) equation so that the
finite difference approximations are symmetric. The connection
between centring and order of accuracy can be illustrated by
considering a simple example. A first order approximation to
dy at point x. is given by 
dx 1
(S  \  - yi+1Ax 71 + 0 ( Ax) (7.U)
while a centred second order approximation is
>i = + 0 (ix2) (T-5)
A common procedure is to centre the equations used to step from time
t. to time t. _ about the point (i, j+§). As our equations
are non-linear, use of this method would force us to solve the implicit
finite difference equations by iteration. To avoid this we use
the information obtained at time t. n and-centre the equations
J"1
at the point(i,j). We are then able to evaluate non-linear terms,
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such as the radiative loss function, at time t. where the values
J
of the physical variables are already known.
Writing out the momentum equation (5*19) in full, using the 
definition of P* in (6 .6 ), we have
3v
3t
_3
(7.6)
which can be expressed-as
3v _ _ 3__ /2RT a_ /Uyu 3v 1^
at zz v zz 3V az v 1+3 W 2 (po *)2 If 3 2 v  (7.7)
In finite difference form, this equation can be written
-±-  (v.5+1 - v.-5-1) = -=i-
2At l l ' 2AZ
2RT. 2RT,
v V 'i+l v V 'i-1
+ (2AZ)2 
' 1 .
V.'
l
)° - (IS)
3V i+l 3V . • ° i-1
a o
{vi+i ■ vi-i }
U J , 2 1  (v.
3 v i ■“ 2 (po&f-2A T  ^
J - ^  )
i+l i-1
A£
Z
j 0 j
(vi+l ‘ 2vi + V l  }
‘(7.8)
where
,2RT 
K V ;
rp u
2 R i. 
V7Jl
from (5-12)
and
t ^ ) J3V 'i
= y (T/)
° inA (V.J , T^)
i %(TiJ )
V.J AnA (V.J , T.J)
(7-9)
(7.10)
(7.11)
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In order to obtain an implicit formula, while retaining a linear form 
which can he solved without iteration, we approximate the second 
derivative of v with respect "k° £ (T*8 )> time t^ , by the mean
of its value at times t- , and t. . . That is, we write
J-l J+l
(vi -  2vJ. +  v*? ) =  —
v i+l i i+l ' 2
/ J+l o J+l . J+l\ (V T  -  2v . + V T  )
' 1+1 1 1-1
(y . 2v^ 1 +i+l Vi-1 } 0 (At^ (7.12)
We found (6 .H) that the value of (pQJl) required to spread the shock 
front over a few grid points was
Pq£ = a AC (7.13)
where a - 1 .7 *
Substituting from (7*12) and (7*13) into (7*8) and taking terms
evaluated at time t. to the LHS, we obtain
J
v£ - (2 + eh vf1 + v£ =
- (v? ?■ - (2 - e^) v^ 1i-i i i
+ ^  6 . { 
AC i 1
/2RT% _ /2RTvj
V j n V • -i+l 1-1
(hi)J _
3VJi+1 V i . !
<Ti+l - "i-15 >
where
j 3
3 yi " “2i5(vi+l ' Ti-1) j) (7-15)
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Following a similar procedure for the energy equation (5.20) 
we write
3T
3t 3R= { Q* + It (I)
K\ 3T K 32T
+ —
dz V' 3£ V 3£ - p* It - b  %(t) } (T.i6)H
which in finite difference form becomes
(T?+1 - 1) = —  Q*
2At v i l ' 3R i (2A£)2 £ ) ?W  i+i ( V -V i -1 (Ti+l” Ti-1 >
+ )? (ri - 2T^ + T1? ) - P*^ (v^
V i  A£2 V i+l l i-1 i 2A? i+l vi-i>
fM <*•) >
i
(7.17)
where from (5 *7 )
j
0
K - _ (T.)____________
(y)i ° V? JlnA V  , T? )
(7.18)
and from (6 .6) and (7 *8)
p*j _ _JL_: {2RT^ - — 
r i V /5 1 i 3 yi 2AC i+l
v? J  + a 2 f < ^ in - v? J 2}
1-1 4 1+1 1-1 J
(T-19)
Replacing the 2nd derivative of T with respect to £ at time
t. in (7 *1 7 ) by the mean of its value at t. and t. , as we did 
J J J -L
in the case of the momentum equation in (7 .1 2), and taking terms
evaluated at t . n to the LHS, we obtain 
J+l
j +1
i-1TV'7 - (2 + y ? ) TV + TV
j+1 + J +1 -
i- i i+l
lO 1 . mj 1
j rQ#j + _1 
3R Y 1 1
(2A£);
_  p *
(K)«5 - (^)j
Vv v
i+l i-1
1 .
(TV
i+l TI-i}
x 2 a  c (vi+l - <-l] ~ V  (Ti> >
(7.20)
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where
4  = W - / ( 3I ) (T-21)
In order to keep track of the fluid elements, and to evaluate 
the density, we must also integrate (5*2 6) which is
If = v  <7.22)
Assuming that we have already solved (7*1*0 to obtain a value for 
v at time we can integrate (7 *2 2) by a straightforward
application of Simpson’s Rule, which gives
Z?+1 - Z^ = (V?+1 + W ?  + v? 1 ) (7*23)
1 1 3 1 1 1
As Simpson's Rule is **th order accurate, this formula more than 
meets the requirement of 2nd order accuracy.
Finally we must obtain the density at time t. _ from (5*27)»
tJ
V = H  (7 .2U)
To maintain 2nd order accuracy, we must use a more exact finite 
difference formula than the normal centred approximation to a first 
derivative as no integration is performed on (7 *2*+), the error in the 
finite difference formula being the actual error in V. Therefore 
we use the 3rd order accurate formula
. - Z?*t + 8 - 8 Z^+| +
VJ+1 = -JLif= Lti III 1Z2 (7 .2 5 )
1 12 A£
except for the 2 points nearest the end of the flux tube (i = N-l, i=N) 
where we use the one-sided, 2nd order accurate formula
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+1 11 Z?+1 - 18 + 9 Z^+o - 2 Z?+ i _______________l - l  i - 2  i -
6 A£
j+1
3 (7.26)
8. SOLUT I O N  O F  TH E  FINITE DIFFERENCE E Q U A T I O N S
The finite difference approximations to the momentum equation 
(7 .1*0 and the energy equation (7 .2 0) are seen to conform to the 
general equation
Y.. ■_ - a. Y. + Y. _ = h. i = 0,1 , 
l-l l l i+l l 9 9
.N (8.1)
This system of equations can he written in the form of a 
tri-diagonal hand matrix
'i-1
-a.
-1
yi-i
 ^l
yi+i
V i
*i
bi+l
(8.2)
We solve the system of equation hy reducing the matrix to 
hi-diagonal form (see Richtmyer & Morton, 1 9 6 7). The hi-diagonal 
form we use is defined hy the transformation of (8 .1 ) to
Y. - c. Y. _ 
1 1 i+l
= - d.
1
(8.3)
>thAssume that the (i-l) row is in hi-diagonal form and we now 
*fchrequire to reduce the i row to hi-diagonal form. Writing the 
matrices of coefficients as a single partitioned matrix, we have
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\
• . 0 1 ^ o i_ 1 . . •
- di-l
• 1 -a.^ l • b.l
\
W e  p e r f o r m  the follo w i n g  ro w  operations on ro w  i.
"til
Su b t r a c t i n g  the (i-l) row, w e  have
D i v i d i n g  h y  - a^ + gives
T h e r e f o r e  we define
c. = l/(a. - c. ..)l 1 i-l
—
• 0 1 "ci-; * -di-l
G 1• • J. •-a.+c. , l i-l -al+0i-l
-
(8.10
0 1  - c . , 
i-l - ai-i
0 -a.+c. t X 
l i-l * W i (8.5)
(8.6)
(8.7)
a nd
d. = c. (b. + d. ..) l l i  i-l
.th
(8.8)
so that the i equation is no w  in th e  f o r m  (8.3). W h e n  this 
p r o c e d u r e  has b e e n  c a r r i e d  out for all t h e  equations, each can b e  
w r i t t e n  in the form
yi = ci yi+i - ai (8.9)
Thus given y. w e  can find y- , o r  vice versa* 
i+l i
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In the above discussion we have treated the band matrix as 
though it was of infinite extent, neglecting to consider the effect 
of boundary conditions.
As the fluid velocity must be anti-symmetric about the origin 
(grid point o) » we require
= 0 ; = -Vi (8.10)
,thThus the 0 equation is redundant, reducing to an identity, and 
— the 1 equation becomes
_alvl + T2 = bl
(8.11)
If we set
a = b = 0 o o
(8.12)
then the application of (8 .7 ) and (8 .8 ) for i=l,2 ,...,N-1 gives 
the correct transformation of (7-1^) to bi-diagonal form. At the 
end of the flux tube we have a fixed boundary, which requires
VH = 0
kthso that the (N-l) equation becomes
VN-2 " ^ - l  VN-1 = bN-l 
The boundaries of the band matrix therefore take the form
—
1 H • • • • bl
1 -a2 1 • • •
b 2
• •
\ • *
• • • i
_aN-2 1 bN-2
• • • • 1 -au-i bN-l
(8.13)
(8.1U)
(8.15)
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which in hi-diagonal form is
X -cx .
0 1 —c.
0 1 -cN-2 
0 1
"d]
-d.
‘dN - 2  
'dN-1
(8.16)
Thus we have
N-l ^ - 1 (8.IT)
and by successive application of (8.9) for i=N-2,N-3,•..,1 we find 
the velocities at all grid points.
The boundary conditions for the energy equation are slightly 
different. Symmetry about the origin requires that
S  = 0
3z
(8.18)
which we represent in finite difference form as
T = T 
-1 1 (8.19)
, Thus the equation for the central temperature Tq becomes
- a T + 2T, = bo o 1 o
(8.20)
By setting
c = 2 /a o o
(8.21)
and
(8.22)
2jk
and applying (8 .7 ) and (8 .8 ) for i=l ,2 ,....,N-1 we reduce the 
matrix to hi-diagonal form. At the end of the filament, we have
Tn = T* (8.23)
where T* is the initial temperature. Thus the (N-l) ^ 1 equation 
becomes
V V i V i  ■ V i ~ T* (8*2U)
After reduction of (j.20) to hi-diagonal form, we therefore set
V i  = V i  T* ■ **-i
before solving by back-substitution using (8 .9 )•
(8.25)
CHAPTER VII
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THE ROLE OF MASS MOTION'IN ENERGY TRANSFER IN A 
HEATED FILAMENT - RESULTS'AMD CONCLUSIONS
1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter results computed from the analysis of the previous 
chapter are presented. The evolution of a heated filament under four 
different models of energy input is examined in an attempt to discriminate 
between general effects and model-dependent ones. The source electron 
density and temporal variation of energy input rate found by Strauss
& Papaggiannis (1971) to give agreement with hard X-ray data form the
. . .  11 -3basis for Model I. The initial electron density is 10 cm and
11 — 2 —1the energy input rate is constant, being equal to 10 erg cm sec. .
This model should give an indication of the time necessary for a pressure
equilibrium to be set up in the presence of a constant energy input.
. . .  . 1 1 - 3  Model II also has an initial density of 10 cm , but energy is injected
12 -2in the form of a pulse, a total of 5 x 10 ergs cm being injected 
over a period of one minute. This gives peak temperatures comparable 
vith those inferred for the soft X-ray flare and allows the decay phase 
to be studied.
In order to examine the influence of density on the evolution of the
filament we have studied two models with a lower initial density of 10^
-3 • •cm . Model III, like Model I, has an extended energy input while the
energy input to Model IV takes the form of a pulse as in Model II. In
Model III the energy input rate is 1 0 ^  ergs cm ^sec ^ while in Model
12 -2 .IV a total of 10 ergs cm is injected m  one minute. In all models
6the initial temperature is taken to be 2 x 10 K and the scale length 
of heating (& in VI (U.13)) is set equal to 2 x 10^ cm, the value used 
by Strauss and Papaggiannis, this length being of the order of the 
stopping distance of a deka-Kev electron and so is appropriate to 
particle heating.
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2. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
First of all, we illustrate the effect of the form of quiescent 
energy input and of pseudo-viscosity. The energy source term Q* 
is given by
Q* (C.t) = Q0* + V Q(z(5),t) (2.1)
where V is the specific volume, Q(z,t) is given by VI' .(^.13) 
and Qq* is given by VI. (5*33) or VI .(5*35) depending on whether 
the quiescent input is assumed constant per unit volume or per unit 
mass.
As mentioned in Chapter VI, a shock front develops in the 
filament and it was found necessary to introduce a pseudo-viscous 
term into the equations to control this. Results of a test 
computation are shown in Figure 2.1. Figures (a)-(d) illustrate 
the form of the shock in Model I 165 seconds after the start of heating 
while Figure (e)-(h) show the shock profile after 230 seconds in 
Model II. Use of physical viscosity alone leads to the results 
depicted in figures (a),(c),(e) and (g) while the inclusion of the 
pseudo-viscous term VI (6.2) with a = 1.7 gives the results shown in 
figures (b), (d), (f) and (h). Figures (a), (b), (e) and (f)
(labelled Qq .^) were obtained on the assumption of a constant quiescent 
input per unit volume while the assumption of constant quiescent input 
per unit mass leads to the results shown in figures (c), (d), (g) and 
(h) (labelled Q ^ ) .
It is apparent from these results that the real viscosity is 
insufficient to stabilise the behaviour of the fluid behind the shock, 
particularly when the quiescent input is constant per unit volume 
(figures (a) and (e) ). In the case of constant quiescent input per 
unit mass (figures (c) and (g)) oscillations are present but the 
general form of the shock profile is similar to that obtained with 
ps eudo-vi s c o s ity.
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Figure 2.1 Stability of the shock front for quiescent input per 
unit volume/mass, with/without pseudo-viscosity.
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We select figure (g) for further study as it appears to be 
the most ’’physical” of the results obtained without pseudo-viscosity.
are non-physical or that the use of pseudo-viscosity in (h) has 
resulted in a "better" solution, we examine these results more closely 
by applying the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions across the shock front.
In the absence of thermal conduction, which can be neglected here as 
the temperature gradient is small ahead of and behind the shock, these 
conditions may be written (Bray & Loughhead,i^YU)
Eere subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the values of variables immediately 
in front of, and behind, the shock respectively, p, P, T and y having 
their usual meanings. M is the Mach number of the shock front
As it is not immediately obvious that the oscillations visible in (g)
(2.2)
U1 _ (y+1) M2
u2 (y-1) M2 +2
(2.3)
P,2 2y M2 -(y~1 )
Y + 1
(2.U)
P.
1
(2.5)
T.
1
( y + i ) 2  m 2
relative to the material ahead of it,
M = U/c1 (2.6)
where U is the shock speed and c^ is the sound speed in the medium 
in front of the shock, given by
(2.7)
and u2 refer to reduced velocities, that is the flow velocities 
relative to the shock. If the velocities of material ahead of
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and behind the shock are v^ and v^ in the stationary frame of 
reference then ve have
=  V 1  - U (2.8)
and
U 2 “ v 2 “ U
Table 2.1 displays the appropriate values of the above variables 
for the cases illustrated in Figure 2.1 (g) and (h)
-TABLE 2.1
(g) no pseudo-viscosity (h) with pseudo-viscosity Units
nei 1 
vx 0
2 .
“e2 3 -2 
V2 3.5
t2 lt.0
0
0
2.6
3.5
5.1
U  _ 3 
10 cm 13
t rJ ”1 10 cm. sec
106 K
1011 cm""3
-110 cm sec
i o6k
We now test the validity of solutions (g) and (h) by checking whether 
the values shown in Table 2.1 satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. 
The results obtained by the following procedure are shown in Table 2.2. 
Substituting for P2/P;l = n e2 we obtain a value for u^/^,
which together with v^ and v^ from Table 2.1 enables us to find U using 
(2.8) and (2.9)* Taking y = 5/3 and using (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain 
a value for M, while from (2.3) we calculate an independent value of M, 
denoted M* in Table 2.2. Finally we use the Mach numbers M and M* to 
obtain T^ and T^* from (2 .5)
TABLE 2.2
(g) no pseudo-viscosity (h) with pseudo-viscosity Units
U 5.1 5.7
7 “1 
10 cm sec
M 2.2 2.k _ _7 -1 10 cm sec
M* 3.5 2 .U
7 -1
10 cm sec
T
2
h.6 5.2 106K
6rp *
2
9-2 5.2 10 K
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Referring to Table 2.2 we see that when the pseudo-viscous term 
is included the two values of Mach number are in agreement and the 
temperature behind the shock required to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot 
conditions is close to the actual value obtained in Table 2.1. However 
when pseudo-viscosity is omitted the calculated values do not satisfy 
the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. The discrepancy between the two 
Mach numbers derived from the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions indicates 
an inconsistency, and as a consequence the values of and T^* required 
to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions on the assumption of the 
correctness of M and M* respectively are widely different from the 
^values obtained computationally (Table 2.1). Therefore all subsequent 
computations include the pseudo-viscous term (with the parameter a equal 
to 1 .7 ).
Comparing Figure 2.1(b) with (d) we see that an unusual feature 
is introduced when the quiescent energy input is constant per unit 
volume. A region of high density and low temperature separates 
from the shock front and falls behind it. This phenomenon can be 
understood qualitatively by considering the energy balance behind 
the shock front, illustrated schematically in Figure 2.2. We 
assume that a shock wave similar to that occurring in Figure 2.1(d) 
has developed (Figure 2.2(i)) and evaluate the rate of heating per 
unit mass experienced by a fluid element in passing through the shock.
Initially the quiescent input balances the radiative losses 
(t< t in Figure 2.2(ii)). As the material passes into the high 
density region behind the shock radiative losses increase dramatically 
(as the square of the density) but as the material is being heated 
strongly by the shock there is a net increase in temperature.
Once the material passes out of the region of shock heating radiative 
losses cause it to cool rapidly because of the high density. (See 
Figure 2.2(iii)). Thus a temperature minimum develops behind the 
shock giving rise to a pressure gradient which decelerates the cooler 
material (Figure 2.2(iv)),causing it to separate from the shock front. 
This material piles up, leading to the formation of a peak in the
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Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of the energy balance behind 
a shock front.
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density which enhances radiative losses(but with no enhancement of the 
input)thus causing a further drop in temperature. This effect can also 
be seen in Figure 2.1 (f)^although not as markedly as in (b).
For the remainder of this chapter we assume that the quiescent 
input is constant per unit mass as this form of energy deposition 
seems more physically reasonable than one independent of density.
3. MODEL I. ( CONTINUOUS ENERGY INJECTION , HIGH DENSITY )
In §3 - 6 we examine the evolution of the temperature, velocity, 
density and pressure distributions in each model. We also compare the 
temperature distribution in each case with that obtained when mass motion 
is inhibited. In presenting these results we take the length of the 
flux tube to be 3 x 10^  cm in order to follow the evolution of the 
models for a reasonable period of time without encountering the boundaries 
at the ends of the tube. As this distance is rather large for an 
active region structure some of the results discussed here may not be 
directly applicable to the heating of a coronal filament.
The evolutions of temperature structure, with and without mass 
motion, in Model I are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3*2. Strauss and 
Papaggiannis (1971)> who developed this model initially, took the 
length of the filament to be such that a noticeable temperature 
gradient did not develop at the end of the filament during the time 
interval of interest. They found that for the rather low initial 
temperature assumed (< 10^ K) effects propagated less than 1.5 x 1 0 ^  cm... g
in a time of 30 minutes. For an initial temperature of 2 x 10 K the 
effect of flare heating propagates to the end of the flux tube in only 
12 minutes. (This curve is not shown in Figure 3.1).
When mass motion is allowed, an even more dramatic increase in the 
efficiency of transport of thermal energy is evident (Figure 3.2). Here 
the effect of flare heating is transported at the velocity of the shock 
front, reaching the end of the filament in less than U minutes.
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Figures 3.1 & 3.2 Figures 3.1 (upper) and 3.2 (lower). Evolution 
of the temperature structure in Model I , with and 
without mass motion. Time in minutes from start of 
heating is shown against each curve.
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Convective energy transport becomes significant about 2 minutes after 
heating begins, (compare curves in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for 1 minute 
and 2 minutes), coinciding with the formation of the shock front.
Another interesting feature is seen in Figure 3.2. A region of
£
constant temperature ( ^ 6  x 10 K) appears behind the shock front and 
grows in length as the shock moves down the flux tube. The origin 
of this feature will be clarified when we examine Figure 3.6. It 
will also be noticed that temperatures at the centre of the filament 
are similar in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, being slightly higher in Figure 3.2 
„_once mass motion is fully developed. This difference is due to the 
.decrease in density near the centre of the filament because of 
convection of material out of this region. As a result the 
r rate of energy input per particle is increased.
Evolution of the velocity and density distributions when mass
motion is allowed is shown in Figures 3.3 and 3»^« The flow becomes
7 “1supersonic ( c = 2.35 x 10 cm sec ) in less than 60 seconds and the 
compression wave steepens into a shock front ^ 100 seconds after the 
start of heating. The density immediately behind the shock is 3 
times greater than the initial density, while the density at the 
centre of the filament has dropped to ^ 0 . 3 of its initial value after 
k minutes.
Figure 3*5 illustrates the development of the pressure distribution.
When mass motion becomes fully developed ^ 100 seconds after the start
9of heating, the pressure becomes uniform out to z ^ 5 x 10 cm after 
which the central pressure begins to drop due to convection of material 
away from the centre of the filament, reaching a minimum at ^ 170 seconds. 
The central pressure then rises again, so that after k minutes the 
pressure distribution is uniform out to z  ^10^  cm.
In Figure 3.6 world lines of the fluid elements are shown and 
regions of constant pressure and constant temperature delineated. For 
comparison the space-time path of the thermal front in Figure 3.1 
(no mass motion) is also shown. This diagram immediately shows the
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significance of the constant temperature region of Figure 3.2. As 
this region extends from the -world line of the fluid element where 
the shock formed to the shock front itself, it is clear that the 
constant temperature region consists of all material which has been 
shocked. Provided that the speed of the shock remains constant, 
the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions ensure that the temperature 
behind the shock does likewise. For the special case where the 
material ahead of the shock is at rest and y = ^/3 S we can use the 
Rankine-Hugoniot equations (2.3)s (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9) to derive 
the following relation between the fluid velocity behind the shock 
and the shock speed
M =  |  v/e (1 + / l  + (| v/c) 2) (3.1)
where M is the Mach number of the stock, v is the flow velocity
behind the shock and c is the sound speed in the medium ahead of
the shock. It is apparent from Figure 3.3 that the shock is in
fact accelerating, as the peak velocity behind the shock is increasing 
7 —'1(v « U.5 x 10 cm sec at t = k minutes). Applying (3*1) at
7 “1t = 3 minutes where v = U .3 x 10 cm sec we find that
M = 2.80 (3.2)
7 —i
or U = 6.56 x 10 cm sec
and from (1 .5 ) we have
T2 = 6.78 x 106 K (3.3)
Evaluating (2.1) and (1.5) at t = k minutes, we find
M = 2.90 (3.U)
and T2 = 6.96 x 106 K (3-5)
Thus the changes in shock speed and temperature are only y3% over 
this 1 minute period and are too small to be apparent in Figure 3.2 
or 3 .6 .
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It now remains to show that the time-scale for variation of 
temperature in this region is sufficiently long that a significant 
drop in temperature does not occur during an interval of 'v- 1 minute. 
The energy equation in Lagrangian form VI (5.20) can be written
—  = —  (Q(z,t) + —  (K — ) - P ^  - n 2 f(T) } (3.6)
3t 3n R 3z 3z 3ze
As the energy input term is negligible compared with the quiescent
9
input for z £ 7 x 10 cm we may write (see VI (5*3*0)
Q(«,t) = a = (ne/ne } ng2 f(T ). (3.7)
M o' o
where n and t are the initial electron density and temperature
. o . . . .
respectively. Also, as the region under consideration is nearly
isothermal, thermal conduction is small (estimated maximum rate of
_2 — 3 —q
energy deposition  ^10 erg cm sec ). Therefore (3*6) becomes
—  = —  : { n 2f(T) - n n f(T ) - P —  } (3.8)
3t 3n k o 3ze
If we neglect the small variations ( £ 10$) in density, pressure 
and velocity over a period of 'v 1 minute around t = 3 minutes and 
ignore the weak temperature dependence of the radiative loss function, 
we can solve (3 *8 ) to obtain
T = T e~"^T (3*9)o
where
t = |  P/ ( n 2 f(T) t n n f(T ) + P —  ) (3.10)
2 e e eo 0 az
From the results shown in Figures 3.2 - 3*5 we obtain
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ne 3.1 x 1 0 ^  cm
T 6 X  10 K
P
r
500 dynes cm
21
dz
-U2 x 10 sec
nA = 1011 cm“3
O
T
o = 2 x 106 K
(3.11)
Evaluating the radiative losses from Figure VI U.2 and inserting 
these values in (3.10) we obtain
x a 750 /(2.2 - 1.7 + 0.1)= 1250 sec = 20 min (3.12)
Inserting this value in (3*9) we find a rate of fall of temperature of 
3 x 10^ K/minute. This result is in satisfactory agreement with 
Figure 3.2. Note that in this case the rate of energy loss through
work done against pressure is small ( % 20%) compared to the rate of 
radiative energy loss. This not always true, as we"shall see when 
considering Model II.
Finally in Figures 3.7 ~ 3.10 we plot the distribution of 
temperature, velocity, density and pressure against the Lagrangian 
coordinate £.t , defined by
(z1 ) dz1 (3.13)
Pv  =e/pD = —
P0 Jo
specifies the initial coordinate of d fluid element, so that Figures 
3*7 ” 3-10 enable the evolution of physical conditions in any given 
element of plasma to be followed. There are two features visible in 
these figures which were not readily apparent from Figures 3.2 - 3.6.
In Figure 3.7 "we see that even after U minutes the
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central peak in temperature has not propagated "beyond - 7 x 10^ cm,
close to the point where shock heating "began. Comparing this figure 
with Figure 3*1, where the thermal front has reached z =* 8 x 10 cm 
after H minutes, we see that the presence of mass motion has in fact 
inhibited thermal conduction. Examining Figure 3.8 we see that (on 
the time-scale presented here) the velocity of a fluid element which 
has passed through the shock does not change appreciably. This is to 
be expected because of the uniform pressure distribution behind the 
shock (Figure 3.10).
k* MODEL II ( IMPULSIVE ENERGY INJECTION , HIGH DENSITY )
Corresponding results for Model II are shown in Figures U.l - U.10, 
The evolution of temperature structure with and without mass motion 
is shown in Figures U.l and h.2 These results differ fundamentally
from those of Model I since the energy input cuts off after one minute 
in Model II, whereas it remains constant in Model I. Thus the results 
presented for Model II are concerned with the decay phase. From 
Figures U.l and 3*1 we see that when mass motion is inhibited the 
speed of propagation of the thermal front is much lower in Model II, 
mainly because of the lower central temperature. But when mass motion 
is allowed (Figures U.2 and 3.2) the speed of propagation of thermal 
energy by the shock is almost as high as in Model I.
It is apparent from Figures U.l and k.2 that the central temperature 
falls slowly around 10 - 15 x 10 K. This is due to the decrease in 
radiative losses with temperature (as discussed in §U of Chapter Vi) 
and, when mass motion is allowed, to the decreased central density which 
causes radiative losses to fall off more rapidly than the ambient input. 
Despite this additional heating mechanism, the central temperature is 
lower when mass motion is allowed. The difference must be due to 
cooling of the plasma by expansion as material is convected out of the 
central region. The constant temperature plateau found in Model I is 
also seen in Figure 3.12 but in this case a large drop in temperature 
some distance behind the shock is apparent.
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Evaluating the time scale for temperature variation from (3.10) at 
z = 10^  cm, we find that after 1* minutes t - 12 minutes, which is 
compatible with a drop in temperature of ^  5 x 10^ K in a time of ^  1 
minute, as observed in Figure h.2. Whereas in Model I we found that 
radiative losses accounted for most of the temperature drop (Equation
4(3*12)) in this case work done against pressure is the dominant form
of energy loss. Radiative losses are only slightly greater than the 
ambient input, so that the net radiative .energy loss is less than 10$ 
of the work done against pressure.
Figure U.3 illustrates the development of the velocity profile.
The peak velocity behind the shock and the speed of the shock itself 
are seen to decrease as the energy carried by the shock front is 
dissipated in heating material passing through it. The density 
distribution (Figure U.U) develops similarly to that of Model I, but the 
pressure distribution (Figure U.5) becomes uniform only in the central 
region, whereas in Model I it becomes almost uniform throughout the 
region behind the shock. World lines of the fluid elements and 
regions of constant temperature and pressure are shown in Figure
k.6. As in Model I, the constant temperature region consists of
material, which has passed through the shock front.
Finally the evolution of temperature, velocity, density and
pressure are plotted against the Lagrangian coordinate in Figures
1|.7 ~ h.10.. From Figure U.7 we see that, as was found in Model
I, the central rise in temperature does not propagate beyond the
9
point where shock heating began at £1 - 6 x 10 cm. The initial 
phase of development of-the velocity distribution (t $ 2 minutes;
Figure h.Q) is similar to that observed in Model I (Figure 3.8).
However, after the energy input cuts off the distribution relaxes 
so that for t 5 h minutes the velocity is an almost linear function 
of £' , unlike the velocity distribution in Model I, where we noted 
that the velocity of a fluid element which has passed through the 
shock front falls very slowly.
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5. MODEL III ( CONTINUOUS ENERGY INJECTION , LOW DENSITY )
Having examined the evolution of a filament containing plasma of 
high ambient density under the influence of both steady and-impulsive 
energy inputs, we now study the response of a low density filament 
to the same forms of heating. The rates of energy injection are 
reduced from those used in Models I and II in view of the lower 
'density of Models III and IV.
In Figure 5*1 the evolution of temperature, so prominent a 
feature of Model I, only shows signs of developing after 3 minutes.
The reason for this can be found in Figure 5-3* where the development 
of the temperature distributions, with and without mass motion, are 
compared. We see that the difference in velocity of propagation 
of the thermal front in these two cases is not so marked as in Model I. 
Only after 3 minutes does the shock wave begin to outrun thermal 
conduction. 
i
Applying (3.10) to the region of constant temperature just behind 
the shock at t = 3 minutes, we find that the timescale for temperature 
variation in this region is t 2 15 minutes, which is of the same order 
as the value found for Model I. However, this timescale is determined 
by work done against pressure, whereas radiative energy loss is the 
dominant mechanism in Model I. In Model III the radiative energy 
loss rate is < 5% of the rate of dissipation of internal energy 
through expansion. Radiative losses are much smaller than in Model I 
because of the reduced density, while the rate of expansion is higher 
since the velocity profile behind the shock has not yet flattened out 
at t = 3 minutes (c.f. Figure 3.3).
Evolution of the density and pressure distributions is illustrated 
in Figure 5.2. The difference between the velocity distributions in 
Models I and III is reflected in the density profiles. On the timescale 
presented here, the peak in density behind the shock front has not 
spread out as it did in Model I (c.f. Figure 3.^0 •
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Finally, in Figure 5*3* we compare the development of the 
temperature distribution with that obtained when mass motion is 
inhibited. The similarity of the thermal front velocities has 
already been remarked on. Despite the fact that the central temperature 
is only half that of Model I, speed of propagation of the thermal front 
in the absence of mass motion (  ^Mach 2) is twice that of Model I.
This result appears to be at variance with the conclusion of 
Bessey & Kuperus (1970), who show that the speed of propagation of 
heat by thermal conduction must be much less than the speed of sound.
We note, however, that the temperature structures presented in Figure 
5.3 (and all other results obtained with mass motion inhibited) are 
unphysical. Redistribution of energy by thermal conduction at 
constant density cannot take place without the creation of pressure 
gradients, and hence mass motion. When mass motion is inhibited, 
the continuity and momentum equations, which together define the sound 
speed, drop out. rOnly the equation of thermal conduction, a diffusion 
equation, is left. Mathematically then, the sound speed is not defined.
6. MODEL IV ( IMPULSIVE ENERGY INJECTION , LOW DENSITY )
V
We now consider the effect of impulsive heating on a filament of 
low ambient density. Figure 6.1 illustrates the evolution of the 
temperature and velocity distributions. We see that although the 
shock speed is increasing in Model III (Figure 5.1) "but decreasing in 
Model IV, the Model IV shock front is slightly in advance of the 
shock in Model III. This must be due to the higher rate of energy 
input over the first minute in Model IV.
Comparing the evolution of the temperature distribution in Model IV 
with that of Model II (Figure h.2), we see that the rise and fall of 
central, temperature are similar, but that the extended region of 
constant temperature found in Model II is hardly noticeable in Model IV. 
As we found when comparing the Model III results with those of Model I, 
the region of constant temperature only begins to appear after 3 minutes
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The Model IV density distribution (Figure 6.2) evolves similarly 
to that of Model III (Figure 5*2). The spreading out of the peak 
behind the shock, found in Model II (Figure U.H), associated with the 
growth of the constant temperature region, is not seen here. The 
pressure distribution (Figure 6.2) develops in a similar manner to 
that of Model II (Figure U.5).
Finally, the development of the temperature distributions, with 
and without mass motion, are illustrated in Figure 6.3* It is clear that if 
mass motion is inhibited the thermal front decelerates much more rabidly 
when the energy source is removed. In fact, 7s minutes elapse before 
the effect of heating becomes apparent at the end of the filament if 
mass motion is suppressed.
7. ENERGY TRANSPORT IN THE FILAMENT
Having watched the evolution of a flaring filament under a range 
of conditions, we now examine more closely the mechanisms responsible 
for the transport of energy through the filament. We wish to discover 
which of the processes of convection, conduction and work done against 
pressure dominate in which regions, and what effects these processes
the speed of the shock front is very similar in all models. This 
is due to the strong dependence of rate of deposition of energy by the 
shock on shock speed. The gain in thermal energy of the plasma in 
passing through the shock is
produce.
First of all, we study the energetics of shock heating.
A noticeable feature of the results presented in §3—6 is that
-3 (7.1)erg cm
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where and are the pressures just ahead of and behind the
shock. Thus the rate of deposition of energy by the shock is
—  = — (Pp - P, ) Me erg cm ^sec ^ (7.2)
dt 2
where M is the Mach number of the shock and c the velocity of 
sound in the medium ahead of the shock. Using the Rankine-Hugoniot 
equation (2.U) we can write (7*2) as
—  = -  P Me ( - 1)
at 2 i
= -  P Me ( ' h r 1) _ !)
2 7 + 1
which reduces to
—  = P c M(M2 -1) (7.3)
dt y +1
Setting y = ^/3 and using VI (5.6) and (2.7) this becomes
—  = 8.6l x 107 nnn ^  M(M2 -l) erg cm ^ sec ^ (7*^)
dt
10 -3where n_,. is the electron density m  units of 10 cm and T^ is10  ^ D
the temperature in units of 10 K, these values both applying in the 
undisturbed material ahead of the shock. Thus
—  'V/ M3 for M 2 3 (7-5)
dt
We can estimate crudely the expected shock speed by equating the 
rate of dissipation of energy by the shock to the rate of energy 
injection. Results, shown in Table 7*1j are in surprisingly good 
agreement with the observed shock speed.
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TABLE 7.1
_  _2 _j.
Model F(erg cm sec ) M (calculated) M (actual)
1011 3.5 2.8
II 2.1 x 1010* 2.2 2.2
III
IV
1010
U.2 x 10y *
3.5
2.7
2.8
2.5
* Averaged over U minutes 
+ Calculated at 2m < t < 3m
We now consider briefly the evolution of total thermal and 
kinetic energy in the filament. Total thermal energy is given by
<z
E™, = 2 TH 3 n k T dz e
or, in Lagrangian form
ETH = 6 *
and total kinetic energy
T d£
(7.6)
(7-7)
or
EKE
eke
ip v2 dz
v2 d£
(7.8)
(7-9)
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Results are illustrated in Figure 7*19 where several, interesting 
features are apparent. Firstly, we notice that less than 15$ of the 
total energy injected appears as kinetic energy (c.f. Bessey & Kuperus, 
1970). In Models I and III the growth rate of kinetic energy is 
greater than that of thermal energy at t = It minutes, hut this does 
not alter the conclusion that the total kinetic energy is small in a 
. flaring filament, since the filament length assumed here (3 x 1010 cm) 
'can he regarded as an upper limit.
We notice also that in Models II and IV the total kinetic energy 
— continues to grow up to t  ^ 3 minutes, whereas the total thermal energy 
‘begins to decay immediately the heating ends after 1 minute. Thus the 
pressure gradients in the filament, established during impulsive heating, 
drive mass motions which increase the kinetic energy. Radiative cooling 
. is augmented by these mass motions, which cool the plasma by expansion.
■ Having established that mass motion is of minor importance 
energetically when the total energy content of the flaring filament 
is considered, we now examine the role of mass motion in the transport 
of energy through the filament. We note first that just behind the 
shock, where the fluid velocity is highest, the kinetic energy density 
is still smaller than the thermal energy density, but not negligible 
in comparison to it. At t = 3 minutes the ratios of kinetic to 
thermal energy densities are: Model I, 0.6; Model II, 0.H;
Model III, 0.55; Model IV, 0.5.
In order to delineate more precisely the role of mass motion, 
we consider both the transport of energy through space and the 
transfer of energy through the plasma. We examine each term in the 
energy equation separately and compare the contributions of thermal 
conduction, convection of thermal energy, convection of kinetic 
energy and work done by pressure. Convective terms drop out when 
the transfer of energy through the plasma is considered, since we 
follow the motion of each fluid element.
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Considering first the transport of energy through space, we 
obtain from the momentum equation VI (5*2) and the energy equation 
VI (5- 3)a the following expressions for the rates of thermal energy 
deposition due to conduction, convection and work done hy pressure;
f = ~  (K ~  ) erg cm ^ sec 1 (7«10)
y B t  Bz BZ
cond
—  = - ~  (v ..3 n kT) (7.H)
BtJ Bz e
conv
Be = -
Bz
(7.12)
The rates of deposition of kinetic energy due to convection and work 
done by pressure are given by
(-*■ ipv*)
Bt conv
(—  I p v2). 
Bt
(v
Bz
2 P V2)
=  -  V
BP
Bz
(7.13) 
(7 .l1*)
In Figure 7*2 the energy deposition rates defined above are 
shown at t = 30 seconds in Models I and III. Results obtained for 
Models II and IV are similar to those of Models I and III respectively. 
Even at this early stage in the flare development, convection 
of thermal energy is the most important form of energy transport 
in Model I (Gurve 2). Thermal conduction and work done by pressure
(Curves 1 and 3) are of comparable importance. Although the energy 
deposition rates due to these processes are smaller than that due to 
convection, no one mechanism could be said to dominate. Curves k and 5
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illustrate the convection of kinetic energy and the creation of 
kinetic energy by acceleration of the plasma, respectively. In 
Model III, thermal conduction (Curve,l) is the most important 
process. Convection and work done by pressure (Curves 2 and 3) are 
less important, but not negligible.
Energy deposition rates at t = 3 minutes in Models I and III 
are shown in Figures 7-3 and 7*^« Because of the finite grid spacing 
used in computing these results, maximum values in the narrow peaks 
at the shock front are somewhat uncertain. In both models, three 
_regimes are apparent. In a narrow region close to the origin,
*thermal conduction (Curve l) dominates. The energy extracted from 
this region by conduction is deposited over a wide domain which 
„extends almost from the origin to just behind the shock front. The 
inward flux of energy here is partially (in Model III, almost 
completely) balanced by convection of energy out of the region (Curve 
2) and by work done against pressure (that is, cooling of the plasma 
by expansion) (Curve 3). Finally, across the shock large fluctuations 
occur. Transport of hot, dense material into the undisturbed region 
ahead of the shock (Curve 2) is the dominant process, but the 
compression and heating of material as the shock passes through it 
(Curve 3) and thermal conduction across the shock front (Curve l) are 
not negligible.
After the energy source in Models II and IV has been removed, 
energy fluxes in the shock region are similar to those of Models I 
and III respectively, but all energy transport mechanisms become less 
significant behind the shock. The energy deposition rates due to 
convection and work done by pressure fall substantially in Model II 
and slightly in Model IV. But in both cases the most drastic 
reduction is in thermal conduction, which becomes negligible soon after 
heating ends. Thus the evolution of the filament in the decay phase 
is controlled by mass motion.
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Figure T» 3 Energy transport in Model I after 3 minutes.
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Figure 7.U Energy transport in Model III after 3 minutes.
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We now turn our attention to the transfer of energy through the 
plasma. Since we are interested in processes which affect conditions 
in a given fluid element we must evaluate the rates of energy 
deposition per unit mass while following the fluid element, that is, 
using a Lagrangian system. Since convective terms drop out, we 
pre left with thermal conduction and work done "by pressure. The 
relevant equations are
9e
cond
(pK ^  ) =  -  -*■  (K  - ^ )
3£ 3£ p -3z 3z
(7.15)
3e
3t
r 9v _ P 3v 
3£ P 3Z
(T.16)
3^t
=5 - V3 P  v aP
3£ 3z
(7.17)
These equations are, except for the factor ^/p, identical to the non- 
convective equations of energy transport through space, that is, (7.10), 
(7.12) and (7.11*).
Since the plasma density has not become significantly non-uniform
after 30 seconds of flare heating, results obtained from (7*15 - 7.17)
are virtually identical to those shown in Figure 7*2. In interpreting
this figure in the present context, the spatial coordinate z should
~3 -1be replaced by the Lagrangian coordinate £', and 1 erg cm sec 
equated to 6 x lCf^ (6 x 10^) erg gm ^ sec ^ in Model I (ill).
Curves 1, 3 and 5 are relevant and the comments made previously 
concerning these are applicable here. Thus at high density (Models I 
and II), heating and cooling of the plasma by compression and expansion 
due to mass motion is comparable with the conductive energy redistri­
bution.
Energy deposition rates per unit mass in Models I and III at 
t = 3 minutes are illustrated in Figure 7.5. The most striking 
feature of these results is the enhancement of thermal conduction 
(Curve l) near the origin, compared to that seen in Figures 7*3 and 
7.^ -. Note that a comparison of these figures may he misleading,
-since the largest contribution at the shock front in Figures 7*3 and
7.^ comes from convection, which does not appear in Figure 7.5- 
Curves 1, 3 and 5 in Figures 7*3 and 7*^ should be compared with 
curves 1, 2 and 3, respectively, in Figure 7*5. However, the ratio 
of deposition rates near the origin to those near the shock are 
significantly higher in Figure 7*5 than in Figures 7-3 and 7.^.
This difference occurs because the density near the origin is low 
(^ O.U x ambient), while just behind the shock it is high ('v 3 x ambient). 
.Therefore in comparison to energy deposition rates per unit volume, 
the rates per unit mass near the centre of the filament are enhanced 
by a factor of 'v* 7 relative to the rates behind the shock front.
In.Figure 7*5 peak: values at the shock are ill-defined, as in 
Figures 7*3 and 7-^» and represent only lower limits to the maximum 
energy deposition rates. Again the filament may be divided into 3 
domains. Close to the centre of the filament, thermal conduction 
dominates (Curve l). In the region which extends out to just behind 
the shock, energy conducted out of the central region is deposited.
In Model III we found that in considering transport of energy through 
space, convection of energy out of this region, together with work 
done against pressure, tended to balance the conductive deposition of 
energy (Figures 7*3 and 7-^). But convection no longer plays a 
part. Although work done against pressure (Curve 2) is smaller than 
conductive deposition, so that there is a net energy input to the region, 
it is not negligible. In the third region near the shock, conduction 
across the shock front, heating of the plasma by compression and 
acceleration of the fluid (Curve 3) are all of comparable importance 
energet i c ally.
In the decay phase of Models II and IV (at t = 3 minutes) energy
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Figure 7*5 Energy transfer through the plasma in Models I and III
after 3 minutes.
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deposition rates at the shock are similar to those of Models I and III
respectively. However, as is the case when energy transport through
space is considered, the rates in regions 1 and 2 (from the centre of
the filament out to the shock) are much lower. In Model II, thermal
12 ~1 —1
conduction falls to < 10 erg gm sec (indistinguishable from zero
12 “1 —1 in Figure 1.5) throughout region 2, and is £ U x 10 erg gm sec
in region 1. Work done against pressure retains the same form as
in Model I, but decreases by a factor of ~5* Since this contribution
12 - 1 - 1  is 'v 5 x 10 erg gm sec , work done against pressure dominates
in region 2.
In region 2 of Model IV, thermal conduction decreases by a factor
of ^ 10 from the value found for Model III, while work done against
pressure falls to ^ 5 x 10^ erg gm ^ sec or ^ 2/5 Qf its Model III
value. Therefore, conduction is less important, but not negligible
( “ 1/2 of the work done contribution). In region 1, both processes
12are equally important, each extracting energy at a rate of ^ 1* x 10
I -1 -1erg gm sec
8. THE SOFT X-RAY DIFFERENTIAL EMISSION MEASUEE
In the preceding sections, we have studied the evolution of the 
filament under various conditions, and examined the role of mass motion 
in energy transport through the filament. We now consider the question: 
can the presence of mass motions in a filament be inferred from 
observation ?
Soft X-ray emission is the best indicator of the existence of a 
plasma in the temperature regime we consider. But without spatial 
resolution, the amount of information about the structure of the 
emitting region which can be deduced from soft X-ray measurements is 
very limited. The only function characteristic of the source which 
can be deduced directly from spectrally resolved observations is the 
differential emission measure, which we discuss in accordance with the
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definition of Craig & Brown (1975)•
The thermal X-ray spectrum of an optically thin source is given
1(e) = F(e,I(r)) n 2(r) dT —  e — (8.1)
where 1(e) is the differential photon energy flux, F(e,T) is the 
spectral distribution function, T and ng are temperature and electron 
density in the source region and the integral extends over the source 
volume T .
e
We transform the volume integral in (8.1) to an integral over a 
temperature domain. Writing
dT = dST dT/| VT| (8.2)
where dS^ is an element of surface at constant temperature,. we see 
that the differential volume occupied by material, at temperature T 
to T + dT is
»
E dS
i ST.1
|v t |
4
dT (8.3)
where we have summed over all disjoint surfaces at temperature T in 
the source. A schematic representation of (8.2) and (8.3) is given 
in Figure 8.1 .
Using (8.2) we can write (8.1) as
or
where
1(e) t E 
i
1(e) =
T
€(T) = I 
i
i-i / m \ 2r \ dSdT F(e,T)n z(r) ----
ST e |v t |
i
F(e,T) £(T) dT
dSn2 (r)
ST |VT|
i
(8.4)
(8.5)
(8.6)
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Figure 8.1 Definition of the volume increment associated with a 
temperature increment and illustration of summation 
over disjoint surfaces of constant temperature.
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is the differential emission measure.
The interpretation of £(T) is most readily seen on dividing 
(8.6) hy (8.3), defining
Z
i JST _ | VT|
i
= 5(1)/^ (8.7)e
Thus ng2(T) is a mean square electron density obtained by averaging 
over the surfaces at temperature T in the X-ray source region, weighted 
with respect to the magnitude of the inverse temperature gradient at 
each point on these surfaces.
Therefore (8.6) can be written
Even if £(T) can be determined from measured soft X-ray fluxes 
by inversion of (8.5)9 a process fraught with difficulties (see Craig 
& Brown, 1975)» it is clear that detailed information on the source 
structure cannot be obtained from this function alone. Equation (8.6) 
shows that contributions to £(T) come from an unknown number of 
surfaces at temperature T, over each of which the density and temperature 
gradient vary in an unknown manner. Obviously ad hoc assumptions 
about the structure of the emitting region have to be made before any 
results of physical interest may be deduced from the differential 
emission measure.
£(T) - (T) (T) (8.8)
By way of illustration of the severity of the problem of deducing 
physical results from the emission measure, we attempt to find the 
temperature structure of a source region about which restrictive
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assumptions have been made. An assumption commonly made in discussing
sort X-ray source models is that the source structure is filamentary
and can therefore be treated as one-dimensional (e.g. Culhane et al.,
1970; Korchak, 1971)* We assume also a value for the (constant)
cross-sectional area,A, of the filament and for the electron density,
n , in the filament, which we also take to be constant, e
Then, (8.3) can be written
^  = A
dT
dZ
dT
(8.9)
where the coordinate Z specifies position in the one-dimensional 
source, and the summation is taken over all points Z^ which are at 
temperature T. From (8.8) and (8.9) ve have
dZ
dT A n 2e
(8.10)
Since only the sum of the magnitudes of the temperature gradient 
is defined by this equation, we are forced to make another arbitrary 
assumption about the source structure. The simplest assumption is 
that the temperature structure is monotonic throughout the source.
On this hypothesis, (8.10) can be integrated to give
rT
Z =
A n 2e
S'(T’) dT = Z(T) (8.11)
where Tq is a conveniently chosen temperature, at which we take Z 
to be zero. This equation can now be inverted to give T(Z).
Figure 8.2 illustrates the consequences of assuming a monotonic 
temperature structure when, in reality, this is untrue. Until 
spatially resolved spectroscopic observations of sufficient quality 
to enable £(T) to be determined as a function of position become available, 
it is clearly unsafe to attempt to infer physical quantities, such as
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(iv) Result of Integration 
of (8 .11) J
(i) Source Temperature 
Structure
(v) Deduced Source 
Temperature 
Structure /
(ii) Partial Emission 
I IMeasures
iii) Total Emission 
Measure
Figure 8.2 Illustration of the impossibility of deducing source 
temperature structure from the differential emission 
measure alone.For the purpose of calculating the 
emission measure the source is split into  ^regions 
a,b,c and d in each of which the temperature is monotonic.
conductive flux, from soft X-ray data. (Note that even spatially 
resolved observations give only a two-dimensional projection of the 
brue source structure).
At present the only hope of deducing useful information from 
soft X-ray data appears to lie in the development of theoretical 
models whose predicted emission measures can be tested against 
observation. Even this technique is likely to meet with limited 
success, as Craig & Brown (1975) have shown that the X-ray spectrum 
is intrinsically insensitive to the emission measure because of the 
-weak temperature dependence of the spectral distribution function 
F(e ,T) in (8.5).
Leaving aside the question of interpretive difficulties, we 
now compute the differential emission measure predicted by the models 
considered in this chapter. A feature which will be prominent in the 
emission measure distributions of Models I and II and which will not 
appear when mass motion is inhibited, is apparent from the temperature 
and density distributions shown in Figures 3.1, 3.^, H.l and b.k. The 
constant temperature plateau formed behind the shock front, over which 
the electron density is considerably enhanced, will give rise to a 
peak in the differential emission measure at a temperature of % 6 x 10^K.
Since the surfaces of constant temperature (cross-sections of the 
flux tube) are also surfaces of constant density, the general equation 
relating differential emission measure to the structure of the source 
region (8.6) reduces to
where A is the cross sectional area of the filament and the summation 
is taken over all points at temperature T in one half of the filament. 
The factor 2 takes account of the other half of the flux tube. It 
is apparent that the differential emission measure is singular for 
temperatures at which the temperature gradient in the source goes to 
zero. This occurs at the centre of the filaments in the constant
£(T) = 2A £ ng2 dZ (8.12)
i dT
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temperature plateau and in the undistrubed plasma ahead of the shock.
As we are interested in knowing how much material exists around 
a certain temperature, a quantity not readily apparent from a function 
singular near that temperature, we smooth the emission measure 
distribution by convoluting it with a Gaussian profile, whose half- 
width we take to be 0.5 x 10 K. This value broadens the singular 
peaks sufficiently to allow a meaningful interpretation of the 
predicted emission measure structure, without smearing out significant 
detail. The smoothed differential emission measure is defined by
£(T) = j(T')G(T - T 1) dT!
(where
-  v 2
G(x) = Z a T
X2 / 2 CT:
and = 0.5 x 10 K.
(8.13)
(8.1U)
Substituting from (8.12) into (8.13) we obtain
e(T) = -  - t_, G(T-T')dT?
>00 f dZ '
= 2A E n2 (T1) e dT1i
_00 I •
which can be written
g(T) = 2A E 
k
Tmax^
n 2(T')G(T-T')
T
dZ’
dT'
dT (8.15)
mi
where instead of summing over disjoint surfaces at the same temperature 
(denumerated by i) we sum over regions in each of which the temperature 
is monotonic (denumerated by k). Taking Figure 8.2(i) as an example, 
if the temperature Tf lies in the range covered by region (c), then i 
picks out one point from each of the regions a,b,c and d, whereas 
summation over k represents the sum over the emission measures of the 
four regions a, b, c and d.
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We now drop the cross sectional area A so that subsequent equations 
give the differential emission measure per unit cross section of the 
filament. We see that (8.15) can be written
that is
£(T) = 2 2  
. k
£(T) = 2
rzm
z .
m n k
n 2(Z)G(T-T'(ZJ) dZ
n2 (Z)G(T-T'(Z)) dZ (8.16)
Since density and temperature have been computed as functions of 
the Lagrangian coordinate y (used here instead of £ to avoid confusion 
with emission measure)
fZ
y = p(z’) dz' (8.17)
we transform (8.16) to an integral over y,
£(T) = 2/m, n2 (y)G(T-T’(y)) dy (8.18)
where m is the proton rest mass.
P
A
The computed distribution of £(T) for Models I and III, with 
and without mass motion, are shown in Figures 8.3 and 8,b.
Results for Models II and IV are not presented, since the rise 
and subsequent fall in central temperature during the decay phase 
leads to a confusing display if all the results are plotted together. 
In Figure 8.3 (Model I) we see that, as anticipated, a prominent 
peak appears at T -6 x 10^ K for t £ 2 minutes, that is, after the 
shock has formed. There are two further significant differences 
between the results obtained with and without mass motion. Firstly,
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Figure 8.3 Differential soft X-ray emission measure: in Model I, 
with and without mass motion.
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Figure 8.H Differential soft X-ray emission measure of 
Model III, with and without mass motion.
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when mass motion is inhibited, the peak in the differential emission
measure ht the central temperate has a constant value, whereas it
decreases as material is convected away from the centre of the filament
when mass motion is allowed. Secondly, in the range 8 x 1 0  K < T < T ,r\, f\j c
where is the central temperature, the emission measure falls 
monotonically with increasing temperature when mass motion is allowed,* 
but increases monotonically when mass motion is inhibited. (The 
’'noise” at small values of emission measure is due to the fact that 
only a few grid points are contributing to the computational approximation 
to integral (8.19).)
The same trends are evident in the Model III results (Figure Q.h) 
Despite the insignificance of the constant temperature region in this 
model (see Figure U.l) , a strong peak in the emission measure at 
T k 7*5 x 10^ K is evident. The width of the peak (c.f. Figure 8.3), 
which shows that material over a range of temperatures is contributing 
to the emission measure, demonstrates that the enhanced density behind 
the shock is sufficient to give rise to a peak in the emission measure, 
even if the temperature gradient is not very small. As in Model I, 
we find that the emission measure in the region 8 x 10^ K < T < Tc 
decreases with increasing temperature, but increases if mass motion 
is inhibited. Again the peak emission measure at T = Tc falls as the 
filament evolves, but less rapidly than in Model I. When mass motion 
is inhibited it rises slightly.
9. ELECTRON HEATING.
It was pointed out in §1 that the filament length assumed in 
this chapter, 3 x 10^  cm, is rather large, so that some of the results 
obtained may not be directly applicable to the flare problem. In the
models considered in §3~6, the shock always forms at a distance
9 . . .greater than 5 x 10 cm from the origin. Therefore it may appear that
in an actual filament of total length, say lO1^ cm, shocks will not 
develop. In this section we will see that shocks Can develop close 
to the centre of the filament if the bulk of the injected energy is
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carried by non-thermal electrons having a power law distribution in 
energy with a low energy cutoff < 25 keV.
The results presented in this section are of a preliminary nature. 
As we wish to establish only one result, a detailed derivation of the 
energy input term, Q * in VI (5.20)(>will not be given. The non- 
thermal electrons, which are injected at the centre of the filament, 
are assumed to stream into both halves of the flux tube in equal 
numbers. A neutral sheet configuration of the type suggested by 
Sturrock (1972) is a feasible mechanism for the acceleration and 
injection of these electrons. In deriving the energy deposition 
rate, collective interactions are neglected, the electrons being 
assumed to decay collisionllly according to the energy loss formula 
of Brown (1972)
E = E (1 - 3 K __ N(Z)/E 2)^3 (9.1)o coll o
In this equation, which takes account of scattering, E is the 
kinetic energy of an electron after passing through a column 
density N of ambient electrons, is the initial energy of the
^  «| Q
electron and K .... (= 3.6U x 10 keV2 cm2) is related to the coll
collisional energy loss cross-section. We ignore the difference
in electron and proton temperatures which is a consequence of electron
11 -3heating. At the high density of 10 cm this effect should be of 
minor importance since the electron-proton equilibrium time is short.
. . 12 -2The energy input of Model II, which injects 5 x 10 erg cm
over a period of 1 minute, is used here. A low energy cut-off in
the power law (6 =b) electron energy spectrum of 10 keV is assumed.
This implies that the integral number flux of non-thermal electrons
17 -2above 25 keV is 3.5 x 10 cm at the peak energy injection rate,
which occurs at t = 30 seconds. For a reasonable value of the
17 18 2 filament cross-sectional area of 10 - 3 x 10 cm , the total
3^ 36 1
number flux of electrons above 25 keV, ^25* is 5 x 10 - 10 sec
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Figure 9.1 Evolution of temperature and velocity in Model II
vith electron heating. Time in minutes from the
start of heating is shown against each curve.
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Figure 9.2 Evolution of density and pressure in Model II with
electron heating. Time in minutes from the start
of heating is shown against each curve.
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This range of values is typical of electron numbers inferred from 
hard X-ray data for a small flare (see Hoyng et al., 1975)*
Results are illustrated in Figures 9»1 and 9*2. It is clear
that the shock has developed fully within 30 seconds of the start of
9o heating, at a distance of less than 2 x 10 cm from the centre of the
filament. If these figures are compared with Figures U.2 - U.5» which
c show the evolution of Model II with the original form of heating, several
other features worthy of note are apparent. Firstly, the region of
constant temperature and enhanced density, which comprises the shocked
material, is longer when electron heating is assumed since the shock
develops closer to the origin. Therefore the peak in differential
emission at T - 5 x 10^ K will be even larger in this case. Secondly,
there is a noticeable fall in the temperature just behind the shock
throughout the decay phase. At t = 1 minute the temperature is ^ 7 x 10 K,
£
but at t = U minutes it has fallen to h x 10 K. Finally, the peak 
temperature at the centre of filament is higher during the impulsive 
phase under electron heating. This is due to the dumping of non- 
thermal energy in a narrow region close to the origin.
Clearly, energy injection in the form of fast electrons considerably 
shortens the timescale and length scale for the development of significant 
mass motions.
10. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATION
We recall that the results presented in this chapter show only 
one half of the filament. By our assumption of symmetry, a pair of 
shock waves develop near the origin and propagate down to the footpoints 
of the filament. As mentioned in Chapter VI, the non-uniform density 
and non-uniform magnetic field in a real filament may upset our 
idealised calculations. But if the shocks do reach the chromosphere 
they could have a spectacular effect there. Ifakagawa et al. , (1973) 
have calculated the rate of decay of a shock propagating down through 
the chromosphere. Their analysis begins with the shock below the
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transition region, whereas in our case the shock must propagate
through the transition region. The effect of the sudden density
increase on the shock front is not clear. However, we infer that
the peak temperature reached in the chromosphere is probably ^ 1.5 x 10^K,
the value found by Nakagawa et al. , for an initial shock speed of 
T “1k x  10 cm sec . (Mach 30 in the chromosphere).
For a filament of length 1 0 ^  cm, the effects of flare heating 
propagate-to the ends of the filament in less than 100 seconds.
Clearly then, the question of boundary conditions at the ends of the 
filament is a crucial one which must be answered before the decay 
.phase of the flare can be studied properly.
Below are summaried the main conclusions drawn from §3~7.
(i) Neglect of mass motion grossly falsifies the predicted evolution
of a heated filament, particularly if the ambient plasma density 
is high.
(ii) For reasonable values of the injected energy, shocks of Mach number
2.5 develop in a time of < 100 seconds.'V/
(iii) In the decay phase, after the heating source is switched off, 
the rate of propagation of heat by thermal conduction falls 
rapidly, but the shocks created during energy injection go 
sailing on, decelerating very slowly.
(iv) A region of almost constant temperature and enhanced density is
formed behind the shock, giving rise to a large peak in the soft
6
X-ray differential emission measure at ^ 5 x 10 K.
(v) Despite its strong influence on the evolution of the filament, the
kinetic energy involved in mass motion is < 15$ of the total 
thermal energy of the plasma.
(vi) During the initial heating phase, transport of energy through space 
is mainly by convection if the density is high and by conduction
if the density is low. But in both cases none of the processes 
of conduction, convection and work done by pressure can be regarded 
as negligible. Transport of energy through the plasma is mainly 
through work done by pressure if the density is high and by conduction
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if the density is low. Again, neither process can he considered 
to dominate.
(vii) If energy input to the filament continues once mass motion is 
under way, three domains of energy transport may he defined.
Close to the origin thermal conduction dominates. In the region 
extending out to the shock, deposition of energy hy conduction 
is partially balanced hy cooling of the plasma due to work done 
against pressure. When energy transport through space is 
considered, convection of energy out of this region is also 
important. In the shock front itself, all forms of energy transfer 
are again significant. 
c(viii) During the decay phase, after the heating source is removed,
energy tranport. by all processes becomes small, except in the shock 
front. In particular, conduction drops dramatically. If the 
■ ' ambient plasma density is high, evolution of the filament is entirely
controlled by mass motion. If the density is low, conduction is 
j of comparable importance to work done by pressure.
In §8 we calculated the form of the soft X-ray differential 
emission measure. The following features, which do not appear if mass 
motion is inhibited, were found:-
(i) A large peak in the emission measure at temperature T =; 5 x 10^K.
This is produced by the region of constant temperature and 
enhanced density behind the shock.
(ii) The peak in the emission measure at the central temperature 
decreases as material is convected away from the centre of the 
filament. If mass motion is inhibited it remains the same size 
or increases.
(iii) The emission measure in the region 8 x 10 ^ T < Tc, where Tc
is the central temperature, decreases monotonically with increasing 
temperature. The opposite effect occurs if mass motion is 
inhibited.
Finally, in §9, we found that if the energy source is taken to 
be an injected stream of non-thermal electrons, the shocks can develop 
close to the centre of the filament, in a distance short compared to
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typical lengths of active region filaments.
The necessity for the development of self-consistent models 
of the soft X-ray flare, whose predicted emission measures can he 
. compared with observation, was pointed out in §8. To start the ball- 
rolling, we now compare, in a qualitative manner, the predictions of 
the models discussed in this chapter with emission measures deduced 
‘ from soft X-ray observations.
Two points are emphasised. Firstly, although the calculations 
^presented in the preceding chapter and in this one include all effects 
which we believe to be of major importance, we do not regard these 
results as constituting a definitive model. Secondly, as pointed out 
in §8, the equation relating emission measure to soft X-ray flux is 
ill-conditioned (Craig & Brown, 1975)* Therefore a large range of 
emission measure structures may satisfy the observations, even if 
these have good statistics. Herring & Craig (1973) have shown that 
'single temperature analyses (that is, single delta-function emission 
measures) of soft X-ray data are unsatisfactory, but that two 
temperature analysis provide an acceptable fit to the data. Typical 
results, obtained from such analyses (Figures 10.1 and 10.2) indicate 
the existence of a low temperature plasma (T < 3 x 10 K) with an 
emission measure of 'v 10*^ - 10^  cm and a high temperature region 
(T « 15 x 10^ K) which has an emission measure of ^  5 x 1 0 ^  cm 
Note that the filament model is concerned with only the first few 
minutes of evolution of these flares.
It is appropriate to remark that Herring (197*0 bas developed 
a semi-empirical model which invokes shock heating to explain the 
two-temperature structure. Since the existence of a shock is 
postulated in Herring’s analysis, his model is more restrictive than 
those we have developed here. Unlike the models considered here, it 
is the high temperature component which is heated by the shock in 
Herring's model. Herring interprets the two-temperature emission 
measure results as indicative of the existence of two distinct 
isothermal regions. In view of the ill-conditioning problem and
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Details of the flare 15th September 1969. The total flux at any time considered was greater 
than 1000 counts. This selection criterion ensures reasonable statistics.
Figure 10.1 Two temperature emission measure analysis. From Herring 
& Craig (1973).
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Details of the flare 5th September 1969. This shows a much faster rise and fall time than 
the previous flare profile. The same selection procedure was used.
Figure 10.2 Another two temperature emission measure analysis. 
From Herring & Craig (1973).
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interpretive difficulties, it is more likely that the two-temperature 
analysis represents only a first approximation to a continuous 
distribution.
Craig (1975b) has confirmed this view by extending the two-
temperature emission measure analysis to a two-Gaussian analysis.
A low temperature and high temperature component were found as before,
the emission measures associated with each being of the same order
as in the two delta function analysis. But in this case the widths of
the distributions were also determined. The low temperature component
was found to be very narrow (< 0.1 x 10^ K) while the high temperature
^ 6^component is broad and flat ( > 3 x 10 K). This emission measure 
structure is remarkably similar to those predicted here (Figures 8.3 
and 8.U). Note that flare X-ray emission would not be expected to 
emanate from the undisturbed plasma at 2 x 10 K ahead of the shock, 
since this is a quiescent plasma which existed before the flare began.
• • • • •In order to compare our predictions more quantitatively with the
data shown in Figures 10.1 and 10.2, we obtain an approximate total 
emission measure for each of the peaks in Figures 8.3 and 8.U from
A£ * £(T ) AT A cm”3 (lO.l)
P P
where £(^p) Peak value of emission measure occurring at
temperature T , AT^ is an estimated width of the peak and A is the
cross-sectional area of the filament. Table 10.1 shows the results
obtained when the cross-sectional area is assumed to lie in the
IT 2 18 2range 10 cm < A < 3 x 10 cm .
3*+2
Table 10.1 Emission measures at t = 3 minutes
Model . T (106K) 
P
AT (106 K). 
P
A£(cm8)
6 2 2 x lO*19 - 5 x 105°
I l+o 5 2 x 101*8 - 5 x lO^9
1+7 1+8
7 3 'v-3 x 10 1 - 5 x 10
III 30 VLO ? 2 x 10*7 - 5 x 101*8 ?
We see that the emission measures predicted by Model I (n = 1 0
_3 ^
cm ) agree with the values found by Herring & Craig, but the filament
10 _3cross-section in Model III (n = 1 0  cm ) would have to approach
20 2 6 10 cm for the low temperature emission measures to be compatible.
A structure of such dimensions could hardly be called a filament.
It is possible, however, that simultaneous X-ray emission from
several flaring filaments is observed. But if each filament had
- . 17 2 .a cross sectional area of 10 cm ^500 simultaneously erupting
filaments would be required I Culhane et al., (1970) also concluded
that densities of 109 - lO1^ cm 8 imply impossibly large structures.
Model III also falls down because it predicts that the emission
measures at high and low temperatures are of the same order, whereas
2 3by observation the emission measure at low temperatures is a 10 - 10
greater than at high temperature.
The difference between the observed and predicted higher 
temperature of the two-temperature distribution is not a problem, since 
the predicted temperature depends on the energy injected. If we had 
calculated the emission measure from Model II instead of Model I, the 
central temperature would have achieved a maximum value of only 20 x 10 K 
(at the end of heating, t = 1 minute). Note also that the
distribution of emission measure over temperature is fairly flat, 
particularly in Model III. The best fit delta function approximation 
will therefore occur at a temperature lower than the central temperature.
3^3
/r
In Model II the central temperature falls to 12-15 x 10 K after a 
few minutes. Figures 10.1 and 10.2 show that this behaviour is close 
to that actually observed. We reiterate that the results presented 
here are concerned only with the first few minutes of these observations.
There are several possible explanations of the discrepancy between
the positions of the low temperature peaks. Temperatures derived from
a two-temperature analysis represent some weighted average over the
emission measure distribution and do not necessarily coincide with
peaks in the distribution, although they should give an indication
of the temperature domains from which significant contribution to the
X-ray flux originate. Craig (1975^) in a one-temperature analysis
of the flare shown in Figure 10.1, found that the best fitting
£
temperature was around 5 x 10 K. The poor fit to the data obtained 
by this method (see Figure 10.l) does not necessarily mean that the 
derived temperature represents only an average over an emission 
measure distribution in which little material actually exists around 
5 x 10 K. Rather, it indicates that appreciable emission in a different 
energy range has been detected, but not allowed for in the analysis.
In order to complete this observational test of the model, we 
must discuss the time variation of the emission measure. In both 
Figures 10.1 and 10.2 we see that the low temperature emission measure 
behaves as expected, increasing continuously throughout the first 5 
minutes of the flare. The high temperature emission measure however, 
does not since it increases, rather than falls, during the rising 
phase of the flare. However, there are two features of the models 
which may possibly account for this behaviour. Firstly, although it 
was stated that the high temperature emission measure falls as material 
is convected away from the centre of the filament, in the decay phase 
this effect is compensated by the flattening of the temperature profile 
near the origin as the temperature falls. Results obtained for Model 
II (not shown) indicate that in this model the emission measure remains 
constant during the decay phase. Secondly, if electron heating is 
invoked, the temperature gradient near the origin is initially very
3kh
steep (Figure 9-1). Since this implies that there is little material 
at temperatures close to the central temperature, the emission measure 
may rise initially.
In most respects, the model appears to be compatible with observation. 
A high density in the filament is required to give a sufficiently 
high emission measure. It will be of interest to attempt to use the 
, form of emission measure predicted here as a fitting function in the 
reduction of soft X-ray data. This will give a more quantitative 
’evaluation of the plausibility of the model, than the qualitive 
comparisons made here.
In conclusion, most of the questions set out in Chapter VI have 
been answered satisfactorily. We have shown that the influence of 
mass motion is of vital importance in a heated filament. In particular, 
we have demonstrated that the assumption of one dominant process of 
energy transfer is wrong. Analyses such as those performed by 
Strauss & Papaggianis (1971)s Zaumen & Acton (197*0 » Landini et al.
(1975) and Moore & Datlowe (1975) lack self-consistency and their 
results, being physically impossible, cannot be taken as a guide to 
the behaviour of a real flare.
The question which we have not answered - when do the approximations 
of constant density or constant pressure apply - has been rendered of 
secondary importance by the discovery of the shock. In reality, the 
situation is obviously of much greater complexity than could be 
described by an analysis in either approximation. Although the region 
behind the shock is at near constant pressure for t > 2 minutes, this 
is a transient phenomena. Cooling of the central region of the 
filament or reflection of the shocks at the chromosphere will cause 
mass flows back to the central region during the decay phase of the 
flare.
We have accomplished our primary purpose of demonstrating the 
importance of mass motion, but many more questions have sprung up.
For example, does a non-uniform initial density distribution
3U5
significantly affect the results obtained here? Does lateral 
expansion of the flux tube subject to the pressure of the heated 
plasma affect the formation of shocks? What happens when the 
shocks propagate down to the chromosphere? How does this affect
, the subsequent evaluation of the filament? Can limits be set on
the form of the emission measure, under more general conditions 
than those considered here?
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Summary. The importance and difficulties of deter­
mining the altitude of hard X-ray sources in the solar 
atmosphere are discussed. It is argued that the only 
unambiguous means of making this measurement is by 
utilising the photospherically scattered component of 
the radiation. Specifically, it is proposed that this can be 
done by measurement of the angular distribution of the 
large patch of photospheric albedo X-rays which is 
shown to accompany bright point primary X-ray 
sources.
Quantitative predictions are ma d e  of the brightness 
distribution of this albedo “image” and the practical 
feasibility of observing it is demonstrated in terms of 
the hard X-ray imaging spectrometer currently under 
development at the Space Research Laboratory in 
Utrecht.
Key words: Sun —  X-rays —  source heights
1. Introduction
Over the last decade, solar hard X-ray burst studies 
(at > 1 0  keV) have m a d e  great progress in terms of all 
observables— intensity, time variations, spectra and 
polarisation (cf. reviews by Kane, 1974; Brown, 1974a)—  
with the exception of spatial resolution. Despite these 
advances, however, considerable controversy still sur­
rounds the question of interpretive models of the hard 
X-ray flare (cf. Brown, 1974a). In particular, it remains 
u n k n o w n  whether the bremsstrahlung X-rays are 
generated by electrons which:
a) bo m b a r d  the low chromosphere from above (the 
“thick-target” model— Brown, 1971, 1972a; Hudson, 
1972 and others) as suggested by the synchronous 
chromospheric E U V  bursts (Kane and Donnelly, 1971); 
or
b) pass through the corona from below (the “thin- 
target” model— Datlowe and Lin, 1973) as suggested 
by interplanetary electron spectra; or
c) are trapped in an oscillating coronal magnetic trap 
(the “electron-trap” model— Takakura and Kai, 1966; 
Brown, 1972b, 1973a) and so can readily explain the 
occurrence of “behind-the-limb” hard X-ray emission 
(Datlowe et al, 1974), or
* Paper presented in summary at IAU/COSPAR Symposium 68 on 
“Solar y-, X- and EUV-Radiation”, held in Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
June 11-14, 1974.
** Currently on leave at Astronomy Center, University of Sussex, 
England.
d) emit in the same region as they are produced—  
either as the continuously maintained high energy tail 
of a turbulent plasma region (cf. H o y n g  et al, 1974; 
Brown, 1974a) or as the Maxwellian electrons of a very 
hot, distributed temperature, plasma (Brown, 1974b). 
The importance of distinguishing between these alterna­
tives lies in the different interpretation they place on the 
process of fast electron generation in flares and on the 
total energy content of these electrons (and hence their 
role in overall flare energetics— cf. Brown, 1973b, 1973c). 
It currently seems likely that such a distinction must 
await the next generation of spaceborne hard X-ray 
detectors which will include spatial resolution— e.g. the 
instruments proposed for N A S A ’s Solar M a x i m u m  
Mission— though, even then, imaging of a hard X-ray 
burst on the disk m a y  not provide an unambiguous 
model assessment since the expected horizontal distri­
bution of X-rays is dependent on the complex and 
u n k n o w n  flare magnetic field geometry. Since, however, 
the above models predict source heights ranging from 
103 k m  to 105 k m  above the photosphere (Brown and 
McClymont, 1975; McClymont, 1975), the ability to 
measure source height as well as horizontal location 
(or preferably both simultaneously) would be of great 
value in unravelling this problem. Direct resolution of 
the height of a source at the solar limb is, however, 
impossible with any projected instrumental resolution 
(>5") for sources at the low end of the predicted height
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Fig. 1. Geometry of photospheric scattering of hard X-ray photons originating from a source S, at height h, showing a typical photon 
scattered to the earth (© ) from point P  at distance r from subsource point Q
range (103 k m =  1"4 at the earth) while, even for sources 
in the 104-10 5 k m  range (14"-2'3), this method cannot 
distinguish low sources located exactly at the limb from 
high sources near the limb since only a two-dimensional 
projection is actually observed.
T o  overcome this difficulty it is necessary to obtain 
some form of stereo observation of the source, such as 
from two satellites widely separated in space. Fortu­
nately, however, the sun itself provides us with a ready 
means of achieving this with a single satellite. Tomblin 
(1972) and Santangelo et al (1973) have shown that 
the dense photosphere C o m p t o n  backscatters a large 
fraction of the photons from a hard X-ray source in the 
solar atmosphere. T h o u g h  this is a scattering rather 
than a reflection process, it effectively provides a 
“mirror” behind the source of primary X-rays which 
can be considered as providing a parallactic “height- 
finder” in several ways. In this paper we propose one 
such method, based on direct angular resolution of the 
patch of albedo X-rays which accompanies any primary 
source, and demonstrate that the necessary measure­
ments are in fact practicable by reference to the 
characteristics of the hard X-ray heliograph currently 
under development in the Space Research Laboratory, 
Utrecht, and proposed for the N A S A  Solar M a x i m u m  
Mission.
Other methods have been suggested for source height 
determination which utilise the albedo component. In 
particular in a preprint of Santangelo et al. (1973) it was 
proposed that a sharp feature on the time profile of a 
solar X-ray burst would be “echoed” from the photo­
sphere at time At =  2h/c later where h is the source 
height. Even for sources at /i~ 105 km, however, 
A t ^ I s  which is barely observable and, furthermore, 
the echoed feature would be greatly spread in time by 
scattering occurring over a wide area of the photosphere 
(cf. Section 2). Secondly, B r o w n  et al. (1974) have sug­
gested that the X-ray polarisation introduced by the
scattered component late in the flare (when the primary 
source m a y  be unpolarised) is dependent on the scat­
tering geometry and so might permit inference of the 
source height. Detailed calculations (McClymont, 1975) 
show, however, that the effect is probably too small to 
be used reliably. And, finally, Acton (private c o m ­
munication) has pointed out that if spatially resolved 
X-ray polarimetry were feasible, the distribution of 
polarisation across the albedo patch might indicate 
the source height. M c C l y m o n t ’s (1975) calculations 
show that this is indeed the case but that high polarime- 
tric accuracy would have to be combined with a few 
arc seconds resolution to succeed in the measurement. 
Since such measurements are beyond available in­
strumentation, w e  are of the opinion that the technique 
proposed here is the only one feasible at present.
2. Spatial Distribution of the Albedo Photons
Tomblin (1972) and Santangelo et al. (1973) have 
investigated the effect of the photospheric back- 
scattering on the spectrum and intensity of total X-rays 
received at the earth from a burst, but have not 
explicitly considered the spatial distribution of the 
scattered radiation. It is found that the peak reflectance 
occurs in a broad energy range from about 15 to 
50keV, and ranges from 8 0 %  d o w n  to 3 0 %  ( =  ratio of 
total scattered flux to primary flux) for bursts near disk 
centre to bursts near the limb (Fig. 1 of Santangelo et al., 
1973). (These reflectances only vary slightly with the 
primary source height— McClymont, 1975.) The opti­
m u m  energy range for albedo observations is, therefore, 
about 1 5 keV and above since at lower energies the 
reflectance falls due to photoelectric absorption in the 
photosphere while at higher energies the flux (both 
primary and scattered) falls due to the steep photon 
spectra involved. The optimum thus corresponds well
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with the highest channel (15-20keV) of the Utrecht 
heliograph (Section 3).
Figure 1 shows the geometry of photospheric scattering 
for a primary source S at height h (km), angular 
distance I from the disk centre as seen from the 
earth (©). A n  immediately obvious feature is that the 
patch of albedo radiation extends only as far as the 
solar horizon seen from S— i.e. over a disk of radius 
rm ~(2hR)112 (for h<R). Defining gm and ( as the angles 
subtended at the earth by distances rm and h at the sun 
respectively, we find
r j k m ) ~  1.2 x 103]//i(km)
and (1)
e;^1.57)A(km)=:43':8V/r.
Thus for source heights h =  103, 104 and 5 x l 0 4 k m  
the angles £ (height of primary source seen at limb) are 
only about 1"3, 13" and 65" respectively while the 
albedo extends over radii gm of 49"6, 157" and 351" 
on the sun respectively. Hence observation of this 
patch requires m u c h  less spatial resolution than 
needed to resolve the source height itself— the essential 
advantage of the method. Furthermore, the available 
evidence both direct (Takakura et al, 1971) and indirect 
(Zirin and Tanaka, 1973) indicates that the primary 
hard X-ray source itself is of small horizontal extent 
so that the method is unlikely to be vitiated by 
obscuration of the albedo distribution by the primary 
emission. In principle, therefore, we need only measure 
the size of the whole albedo area (circular at disk center, 
elliptical otherwise) in order to obtain gm and hence h. 
In practice, the albedo brightness falls off rapidly with 
distance from its center and the area over which albedo 
measurements can be m a d e  depends on the detailed 
distribution of brightness within the albedo boundaries 
in relation to the sensitivity and contrast limitations of 
the heliograph employed.
F r o m  the whole albedo area the X-ray flux at the earth 
is I1= f l 0 where /  is the reflectance and depends on 
the solar central distance / (Santangelo et al, 1973), 
and I0 is the primary source flux, assumed for the 
m o m e n t  to be isotropic (cf. Section 4). The distribution 
within this area is affected by three factors. Firstly the 
primary radiation incident per unit scattering area 
at P  (Fig. 1) drops off like x ~ 2 ~(h2 +  r2) ~ 1 due to the 
inverse square law and secondly like cos9~h/(h2 +  r2)1/2 
due to the angle of incidence increasing. (Curvature of 
the solar surface is neglected here since it affects only 
the edges of the distribution which are too faint to be 
observed.) Thirdly, the distribution is affected by the 
directivity of the scattering process itself. In a single 
C o m p t o n  scattering, however, the anisotropy is fairly 
weak (Tomblin, 1972) while multiple scattering, as 
involved here (Santangelo et al, 1973), reduces it still 
further. Neglecting this latter effect (cf. Appendix) there­
fore, and noting that the scattering area subtends In
steradians at the source S (since h<^R), w e  readily find 
that the brightness of the albedo area at angular 
distance g from Q  is
dl,(counts c m -2 arcsec“ 2)~ (2 )
1V 2n {g2 +  C ) 1 .
for a source at the disc center, with circular iso­
brightness contours. Here w e  will only consider the 
disk center case, which has the simplest geometry, in 
order to establish the feasibility of the measurements. 
(In the appendix w e  present typical results of detailed 
calculations for a general case.) Though the reflectance 
/  is maximal at the disk center (~0.6 at 15— 20keV), 
it will not in fact be over-optimistic to consider this 
case since, near the limb (e.g. 1 = 70-80°), the reduced 
reflectance (/~0.3) will be partly compensated by the 
enhancement of surface brightness seen in projection 
(increased by a factor sec I— i.e. about 4 times). Thus 
with /  =  0.6 w e  have
7 ^  (arcsec-;)~0.095 (g2 + ^ 2)3/2 (3)
with C and g in arcsec.
T w o  instrumental factors will limit the area over 
which the albedo patch accompanying a primary source 
point will be visible, namely the instrumental response 
profile to the primary source (i.e. the “crosstalk” 
between the picture element containing the primary 
source and surrounding elements), and the background 
level above which the albedo counts have to be 
detected. In the following section we describe the main 
features of the Utrecht heliograph and establish the 
necessary characteristics.
3. Instrumentation
In June 1974, the Space Research Laboratory at 
Utrecht, the Netherlands, proposed a Hard X-ray 
Imaging Spectrometer for the N A S A  Solar M a x i m u m  
Mission (SMM). The main characteristics of the 
instrument are:
-  spatial resolution: 8 x 8 arcsec square ( F W H M )  per 
image element
-  field of view: 4.3 x 4.3 arcmin square (32 x 32 image 
elements)
-  energy range: 3.5-20 keV
-  energy bands: 3.5— 5.5, 5.5-8, 8-11, 11-15, 15-20 keV
-  energy resolution: 1 8 %  at 6 ke V
-  detector efficiency: 3.5 k e V : 50 %; 8 k e V : 90 %; 20k e V : 
5 0 %
-  effective collimator area: 4.0 m m 2 per image element
-  temporal resolution: varying from 2 to 80 seconds 
depending on the m o d e  of operation.
The great advantage of the instrument is that it 
produces two-dimensional pictures in a photon energy 
range where grazing incidence techniques cannot be
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im aging  c o l l im a to r
im a g e  of
so lar  a c t iv e  region
-«—  p o s i t io n  se n s i t iv e  
d e t e c t io n  sy s te m
Fig. 2. Schematic impression of operation of the proposed instrument forming an image of the hard X-ray sun. The many X-ray bright points 
and extended sources would be expected (from grazing incidence results) to be typical of lower energies. As discussed in the text, the 
15-20 keV band is expected to involve much smaller, isolated, sources, as required by the height determination technique proposed here. Note  
that only one row of 9 subcollimators is shown. The entire collimator consists of 32 x 32 subcollimators
applied, but without the need for rotating or scanning 
movements of heavy parts of the instrument.
The operation of the instrument is shown schematically 
in Fig. 2.
Its basic elements are an imaging collimator, a position 
sensitive detector system, and the accompanying elec­
tronics. The imaging collimator produces an image of 
the solar active region on the entrance window of the 
detector, the latter having the capability to locate the 
position of the entering photons. This image consists 
of 1024 elements, grouped in a two-dimensional pattern 
of 32 rows and 32 columns. In fact, the entire imaging 
collimator is built up out of an array of 1024 sub­
collimators, compactly packed together and each having 
a field of view of 8 x 8 arcsec square ( F W H M ) .  The 
subcollimator axes are offset so as to m a k e  angles of 
8 arcsec between neighbouring pairs in two mutually 
perpendicular directions, resulting in a total field of 
view for the instrument of 4.3 x 4.3 arcmin square.
In practice the 1024 subcollimators do not exist as 
separately demountable units, but are created by a 
suitable arrangement of patterns of holes in 10 colli­
mator plates, kept in position by a stiff mechanical 
structure. Tungsten has been chosen as the plate 
material since its radiation absorption characteristics 
are well suited to the required energy range and for 
its good mechanical properties.
The detector system used is not a conventional position 
sensitive proportional counter devices. Instead, it 
consists of an array of 1024 separate detectors, each 
corresponding to one particular subcollimator. These 
small detectors, which have been n a m e d  mini-pro­
portional (mp) counters, represent a n ew development 
which started in the middle of 1973 at the Space 
Research Laboratory at Utrecht. Here, only a short 
explanation of the counters will be presented, an 
extensive description being given elsewhere (Van Beek, 
to be published).
I
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The entire detector system consists of an entrance 
window, which covers all 1024 m p  counters, and a grid 
behind which lies an array of spherical anodes, one 
situated below each grid hole. Photons are absorbed in 
the space between the entrance window and the grid 
to form primary electrons which drift towards the 
avalanche rooms in between the grid and the balls. 
Gas amplification starts in the neighbourhood of the 
balls to which the high voltage is applied. Dimensions 
of one counter are: height =  6 c m  (distance between 
entrance window and the grid); sensitive area=0.625 x 
0.625 c m 2. The Xe-filling will be at a pressure of 1.2 atm. 
The m p  counters are connected to pre-amplifiers one 
per row and one per column in order to determine 
which one of the m p  counters has detected a photon, 
a photon event being recorded when only one row and 
one column yield pulses. Thus the m p  counters operate 
in an anti-coincidence m o d e  relative to each other per 
row and per column. Pulse height analysis of the counter 
outputs is carried out with discriminators to define the 
energy channels (cf. list of instrument characteristics). 
For the albedo measurements the energy range 11 to 20 
or 15 to 20 keV will be used.
In principle the instrument makes pictures of an active 
or flaring region for each of the five energy bands at 
the same time. The temporal resolution of the instru­
ment depends only on the counting statistics, i.e. the 
m i n i m u m  number of counts required for accepting the 
information as reliable. It is estimated that even for 
modest flares a temporal resolution capability of 2 s 
can be claimed for the production of pictures. For 
measuring the albedo radiation profile with sufficient 
accuracy, however, integration over periods up to 30 s 
m a y  be necessary for moderate events. During the data 
reduction phase these integration periods can be 
chosen optimally by looking at the pictures produced 
every 2 s. So, spurious interpretation of albedo measure­
ments due to local shifts or dimensional changes of the 
flaring region can be corrected or rejected.
T w o  characteristics of the instrument are of special 
importance in connection with the measurement of 
albedo radiation. These characteristics are: the contrast 
of the pictures produced by the instrument and the 
background count rate of the detector system.
Contrast of the Pictures
The contrast of the pictures obtained is found to 
depend mainly on the characteristics of the imaging 
collimator. Considering the case of a point source on 
the Sun, ideally only one subcollimator looking at that 
source should be open for radiation. In practice some 
“leakage” radiation will penetrate through the colli­
mator plates at places where other subcollimators are 
located. The relative intensity of this radiation is given 
by the dashed curve in Fig. 3 as a function of the 
viewing angle q of a subcollimator relative to that of 
the subcollimator open for radiation. It will be obvious
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Fig. 3. Instrumental response profile (dashed curve) to a point source 
in terms of the intensity per image element (8" x 8") at angular 
distance g" from the primary point relative to that of the primary 
image element. Superposed (solid curves) are predicted intensity 
distributions for the photospheric albedo radiation originating from 
three point X-ray sources at different heights h above the photo­
sphere. Arrows on the g axis indicate the theoretical albedo limit 
gm (solar horizon) for each height which may be compared with the 
instrumental detection limits g0 (dashed vertical lines)— cf. Table 1
that albedo radiation can only be observed when it is 
more intense than the leakage radiation.
Secondly the high contrast required for the flare 
pictures puts stringent requirements on the detector 
system regarding the reliability of position deter­
mination of the detected photons. Even at high count 
rates the relative number of incorrect position deter­
minations must be small to preserve good contrast. In 
this respect the m p  counter array is superior to a 
conventional position sensitive detector system because 
the photon location is here a question of which 
detector has been triggered and not where an interaction 
has taken place in one detector. The method applied to 
assign the activated m p  counter can then be completely 
digital and also fast. Analog electronics used in a number 
of conventional position sensitive detector systems on 
the other hand can be confused if two photons are 
detected at, or about, the same m o m e n t  resulting in an 
irrelevant position determination unless special pre­
cautions have been taken. In the case of a m p  counter 
set-up, “double” events are easily recognized and 
rejected.
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Table 1
Source height Albedo visible 
over instrument 
profile within 
radius q0 (arcsec)
No. of 
image 
elements 
within q0
Nos. of counts in 30 s Variance in nAL
c =  ((«AL +  nBG +  »Ct)/»Al)1/2
h
(km)
8
(arcsec)
Albedo
counts
«AL
Background
counts
nBG
Cell leakage 
plus
crosstalk counts 
nCT
103 1737 34" 53 82 8 18 14%
104 1377 71" 244 472 37 71 6%
5 x 104 6877 110" 590 332 89 166 9%
A  further characteristic of a m p  counter array is that 
it cannot be confused by a single photon event when, 
after a first interaction of the photon in the system, the 
K  or L  photon formed is absorbed elsewhere in that 
system. The m p  counter array will interpret such events 
as two-photon events and will reject them as such.
Background Count Rate
The m a x i m u m  background count rate per m p  counter 
acceptable during the albedo radiation measurements 
depends o n :
-  the intensity of the albedo radiation over the area 
where the albedo radiation exceeds the collimator 
leakage radiation.
-  the integration time allowed for performing one 
measurement.
Estimating that, for adequate statistics, some hundreds 
of albedo counts should be collected within 30 s over 
an area of 600 image elements at maximum, the back­
ground count rate should be less than 5 x l 0 _ 3 ct/s 
per m p  counter.
Preliminary calculations show that this low background 
count rate can be achieved because the m p  counters 
are operating in an anti-coincidence m o d e  relative to 
each other. All cosmic particles which pass through 
more than one m p  counter will therefore be ignored, 
while particles travelling parallel to the axis of a m p  
counter will generate a pulse exceeding the 20 k e V  level. 
Fast electrons ejected from the walls by g a m m a  
radiation or those resulting from g a m m a  ray inter­
actions in the gas will be subjected to the same anti- 
coincidence procedure. The residual background count 
rate will result mainly from low energy C o m p t o n  
electrons produced in the counter gas by g a m m a  
radiation and, to a m u c h  lesser extent, from C o m p t o n  
electrons ejected out of the grid material or the entrance 
window. The resulting background count rate proves 
to be very low since these electrons rarely have an 
energy falling within the instrument’s energy range.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Superposed on the instrumental response profile to a 
point source at the disk centre in Fig. 3 are the results 
of Eq. (3) for the albedo brightness distribution relative
to the primary source brightness, for source heights h 
of 103, 104 and 5 x 104 km. Results are in terms of 
fractional intensity per 8" x 8" picture element as a 
function of the distance q " from that element to the 
primary flare point.
Evidently the albedo is observable over a large number 
of picture elements though not over the entire area of 
photospheric scattering i.e. out to the solar horizon 
at gm (see Fig. 3). Table 1 lists the actual radii q 0 and the 
corresponding number of image elements, over which 
the albedo is visible above the instrumental profile, 
for each height.
Considering next the question of statistics, we take 
1300 photons c m - 2 s-1 in 15-20keV as typical of a 
moderate sized flare. Then with the instrumental back­
ground of 5 x 10“ 3 cts. s-1 per m p  counter quoted in 
Section 3, we find the %  variances in the albedo count 
as shown in Table 1 after an integration time of 30 s. 
This is shorter than the average duration of such a typi­
cal burst and than the time scale on which the source 
height itself is expected to change. Since the instrumental 
time resolution is m u c h  less than this integration time, 
and since the satellite pointing will be continuously 
k n o w n  to an accuracy of several arc seconds, no diffi­
culty arises in integration of counts over this period. 
In larger flares, proportionately shorter times are suf­
ficient for adequate albedo measurement. For very 
small flares, the burst duration m a y  not be adequate 
to obtain sufficient accuracy.
Examination of Fig. 3 shows the limitations on the 
source height range detectable by means of the Utrecht 
instrument. Clearly for X-ray flares at heights <| 103 km, 
the albedo area is too small to be resolved while for 
flares at 5 x 104 k m  the albedo is distributed over too 
large an area for its surface brightness to be accurately 
measurable. In this latter case, however, there m a y  be 
a further possibility to utilise the albedo by deter­
mining only the centroid position of the albedo counts. 
Since this lies at the subsource point Q  ,in Fig. 1, the 
measured angular distance between Q  and the primary 
source S will yield the quantity /zcosZ and hence h 
for flares not too near disk center (see Fig. 5, as 
discussed below).
W e  conclude that for the expected range of heights of 
hard X-ray flares, the albedo method we propose is 
capable of accurately inferring the height of a small
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Fig. 4. Albedo count distribution computed for a primary source at 
height h =  lO4 km and 60° from disk center, using the anisotropic 
Compton cross-section. The results are in the form of isobrightness 
contours, brightness as a fraction of the primary source flux per 
image element (8" x 8"). The size of one image element and of the total 
field of view of the Utrecht heliograph are indicated
source and so leading to considerable progress in the 
related flare problems discussed in Section 1.
Finally there are a number of idealisations in the pre­
ceding discussion which must be taken into account 
in any actual implementation of the proposed technique 
and which warrant at least brief discussion here.
Firstly our assumption of an isotropic primary source is 
not necessarily valid (cf. Elwert and Haug, 1971, 1972; 
Brown, 1972a). However, by comparison of the total 
intensity of all the albedo photons with the primary 
source intensity, the extent of downward (or upward) 
beaming of primary photons can be inferred and the 
effect of the primary source anisotropy on the albedo 
distribution corrected (cf. McClymont, 1975).
Secondly, we have considered only the case of a source 
at disk centre and treated Co m p t o n  scattering as iso­
tropic. Actual data analysis will have to be carried out 
by comparing results with theoretical albedo distribu­
tions for off-centre sources and for the true C o m p t o n  
cross-section. Typical computational results for such 
theoretical distributions (from McClymont, 1975) are 
shown as isobrightness contours in Figs. 5 and 6 for 
h =  104 k m  and h =  5 x  104 k m  respectively, at 60° from 
the disk centre. The details of data reduction procedure, 
based on optimising the fit between data and c o m p u ­
tational models, are still to be worked out. This m a y  
be generalised to cover the case of more than one 
primary source being present at the time of observa­
tion, though at the relatively high photon energy chosen
this should be less of a problem than at more thermal 
energies.
Lastly perhaps the most important factor is our supposi­
tion of a point primary source. Though such observa­
tions as are available, both of hard X-rays directly 
(Takakura et al., 1971) and of synchronous impulsive 
emissions such as microwaves (Vorpahl, 1973; E n o m e  
and Tanaka, 1973) and U V  (Neupert et al, 1974), are 
strongly indicative of a small source size, the possibility 
of significant source extension cannot be altogether ex­
cluded at present. ( W e  would reiterate that by “signi­
ficant” here we m e a n  of a size which is a substantial 
fraction of the figures for q 0 shown in Table 1.) T w o  
cases of importance arise which could lead to compli­
cation of an extended image supposedly of albedo origin 
(a) extension of the source in height; (b) horizontal 
source extension. W e  briefly assess the effect of these 
here.
a) Primary Source Extended in Height
Consider, for example the case of a “line” source uni­
form in brightness between heights h x and h2 (cor­
responding to Ci, Ci)" Then Eq. (3) has to be replaced by 
one integrated between these limits and is found to 
give
dlL 0-095
C1-C2
0-095
C1C2
[(<?2- c r ,/2-(e2- c r ,/2]
for q <^C
and
1C1+C;
for q ^ C
(4)
(5)
That is, the albedo photons are distributed near the 
primary source like the case of a point primary source 
at the geometric mean height |/ h xh2 of the extended 
source [Eq. (4)] while distant from the primary source 
the distribution is like that from a point source at the 
arithmetic mean height (h1-\-h2)/2 of the extended 
source [Eq. (5)]. Thus, since the method is based in 
practice principally on measurements at q C, the 
arithmetic m e a n  height would be inferred.
b) Primary Source Horizontally Extended
Here w e  take the example of a primary source of zero 
vertical extent but uniformly distributed horizontally 
over a circular area, angular radius gs. Then integration 
of (3) over this finite primary source leads to a total 
albedo distribution
dl\
AT
dl^
T 0  /po in tsou rc e
x 1+V- ‘ (6)
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 4 but for h =  5 x 104 km
provided again that and that q s is smaller than q . 
This means that for a source at /i=104 km, the error 
in direct application of (3) to the albedo distribution 
would have an error less than 2 0 %  provided the 
horizontal extent qs of the primary source did not ex­
ceed about 20" while for h =  5 x 104 km, we must have 
@s^35", neither of which requirements seems over- 
severe.
In conclusion it should be added that here w e  have only 
considered the order of magnitude of the effects of finite 
primary sources. In the real case we can gain consider­
able advantage from our knowledge of the theoretical 
shape [Eq. (3) and Figs. 4 and 5] of the albedo from a 
point source and utilise this to reduce ambiguities due 
to deviation from this idealised case by optimal fitting.
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SUMMARY
Solar flares are perhaps the most remarkable transient events 
within the solar system. A century of observation has done little 
to elucidate their true nature. Their .secrets are hidden everr from 
the sophisticated satellite experiments which have kept up an intensive 
surveillance for the last decade. These experiments have, however, 
produced an indigestible mass of d a t a . . From these we must try to 
synthesis an.overall picture of the flare and identify the physical 
processes responsible.
In this thesis two aspects of the flare problem are considered.
The first concerns hard X-ray emission during the impulsive phase of 
the flare. The electron trap model of the hard X-ray source is 
analysed in detail and the predicted directivity and polarisation of 
its emission found to be compatible with hard X-ray observational data. 
Secondly, a self-consistent model of the soft X-ray flare is developed. 
Mass motion, which has previously been ignored in such models,, is 
shown to be of vital' importance.'
Ih Chapter I, the observational evidence concerning all types of 
flare emission is summarised. The coherency of a picture of the 
flare in which energetic electrons play a central part is pointed out. 
and the significance of hard X-ray emission as an indicator of the 
properties of these electrons noted. Current hard X-ray source 
models are described in Chapter II and their predictions for the 
flare X-radiation outlined. Other topics of importance to the 
hard X-ray problem - bremsstrahlung radiation, the albedo effect and 
modulation of the X-ray flux - are also discussed here. Finally, 
the predictions of the source models are compared with observation 
and important-.areas of experimental and theoretical research suggested.
The -electron trap hard X-ray source model is analysed in Chapter 
III. This model, whose properties have only been guessed at until 
now, postulates that high energy electrons are trapped in a coronal 
magnetic arch where they emit bremsstrahlung radiation while decaying
collisionally on the time scale.of the hard X-ray hurst decay. 
Directivity and polarisation of the emission are predicted for a 
variety of trapped electron distributions over energy and pitch angle. 
Predicted properties of the hard X-ray emission are presented in 
Chapters IV and V. Chapter IV is concerned with the total X-ray 
flux from the trap while Chapter V deals with some aspects of the 
spatially resolved emission, in particular the predicted "behind-the- 
limb" X-ray flux. In both chapters, results are compared with the 
observational data available and observations which could help to 
discriminate between this and other source models suggested.
In Chapter VI a model of the soft X-ray flare ia developed.
6 The model consists of a high density coronal filament into the centre 
of which energy is injected during the impulsive phase of the flare. 
First, the potential importance of mass motion in this situation is 
. demonstrated by dimensional analysis. Then a numerical treatment 
of the fluid dynamic equations is developed. Computational results 
describing the evolution of the filament, under a variety of , 
conditions, are presented in Chapter VII. Conclusions drawn from 
the dimensional analysis are vindicated and deeper insight into the 
energy transport processes operating in the filament obtained.
The soft X-ray differential emission measure is examined and it is 
suggested that the form is compatible with that inferred from 
observation.
